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25 E3 Explodes!

TliefSSonic Enterlflinment Expo

fedyred 1700 new ganilFBte a

look at the Showstofipers.

eonKfeMTUne

102 The Fighter's

Edge Presents: KSmlS^
Tekken 2

(PlayStation)

Unking moves, special moves, throws, and cool combos

for the four most complex fighters. Pori 1 of the series.
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^Th^^osUealistic racing experience

yet for the Sega Saturn. Amazing

3-D graphics and tight control for

gameplay so intense you can

almost feel your head rattle.

^Sb^Sor^adced tracks

including Monte Carlo, Suzuka and

Hockenheim and five top authentic

Formula-1 racing teams featuring

Ferrari, Benetton, and Williams.

^Custof^zaNe player settings

for greater control of your car's

performance including mid-race

pit row changes.

f^Thi^emadng sim sets the pace

for the rest of the field... The game's

3-D graphics match or surpass Sega's

previous racing titles..."
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Head 2 Head
Letter from the GamePros

\t first glance, the adjacent letters from Debra Lyle and

L "MogNothin” don’t sound very significant. Somebody in

a faraway state is having trouble finding games to play? Cmon
you think, it can’t be that bad. Why don't they just order games

by mail? Why should this matter to me? It matters.

Throughout the 1 990s a rising tide of conservatism has

washed over the country. It began in 1 992 when Pat Buchanan

became a bona fide presidential candidate and "family values"

became the main political topic. Soon Congress began debating

the violence in video games; Night Trap, a hilariously mundane
• full-motion-video game, disappeared from shelves, and video

games sported a new age-group rating, courtesy of the Enter

tainmeni Software Ratings Board.

The conservative wave is building strength as the country

heads into the homestretch of another presidential election.

Once again video games

amePro retoErs Speak Out

PlQ[_IT FOR Your attack, this time

from an Arizona parent

Right to party! who's outraged by Primal

Rage (see “ProNews,"June).

Everyone has a right to voice his or her opinion, but Primal Rage

is already gone from shelves in more than 250 stores nationwide.

Senators and Hillary Clinton are sharpening their swords for bat

tie. And Debra Lyle and MogNothin are sounding the alarm in

Arizona and Florida.

Maybe it’s not enough Just to play video games. Maybe

gamers everywhere need to become advocates, writing to politi

clans, retailers, and software companies to express their needs

and their rights. Maybe whati already happened in Arizona and

Florida could happen everywhere.

What gamers need is a spokesperson who defends games as

effectively as those who attack them. Perhaps that person will

be you. A single voice can make a difference (the Arizona mom
proved that). After all, as those noted philosophers the Beastie

Boys once said, "You’ve gotta fight for your right to party!

The CamePros

comments.gamepro@iftw.com

San Mateo, CA

The Rage Over
i Primal Rage

R egarding your "Pro-

News" story in June: 1

an’t believe that Primal Rage

las been pulled from Best

Buy stores just because some

l^woman doesn’t like it. I thought

we ail had the right to make

our own purchasing decisions,

as long as we were old enough

according to the Entertain-

ment Software Ratings Board

ratings. I’m angry that some-

body else is deciding what I,

a 16-year-old honors student,

can and can’t play.

Debra Lyle

Phoenix, AZ

Captain Squideo replies:

j,
By law you should be able to

buy any video game (except

^pornographic games). The

ESRB does rate games to de-

cide if they're appropriate for

kids, teens, or adults, but those

ratings are only guidelines for

consumers, not laws that stores

must enforce. Therefore, the

only time you can't buy a game
is when stores like Best Buy de-

cide not to sell them to anyone,

no matter how old they are,

which has happened with Pri-

mal Rage.

A warning for all of you who
. enjoy video games. Don't

: move to Florida! You almost

? never find a store carrying

R anime videos, game music

CDs, or Japanese games. In

'• chain stores like Electronics

l^utique or Blockbuster Video,

: you’ll be hard-pressed to find a

good RPC. When they finally

do get in a copy, there^ only

one! I wish Florida weren’t so

I

conservative, I wish the people

here supported video games

more, and I wish game com-

panies would recognize that

there are people everywhere

who are interested in games,

and make sure we all have an

equal chance to buy every game.

“MogNothin”

Internet

Mario Madness

I
have a few questions about

Super Mario RPC:

1

.

Who is the guy who looks

like Kirby on a spring?

2.

Who is the wizard who looks

like he’s from a Zetda game?

3.

Is all the fighting menu

driven?

4.

Can you swim?

Tyler Butler

Brockton, MA

Sir Scary Larry replies:

I. Mallow.

2.

We think you mean Ceno.

3.

Yes.

4.

Not only can I swim, but I

can also do a mean cannon-

ball. Oh, you mean in the

game. Yes, you can swim.

The
Magazine Biz

When was the first

GamePro printed?

What was on the cover?

Shaun Viola

Independence, LA

Dr. Zombie replies:

CamePro first appeared in

April 1989 with a rampaging

soldier, a football player, and

a barbarian on the cover and

reviews of the NES and Sega

Master System inside. We'll be

celebrating our 100th issue at

the end of this year!



Parting Shot

[
’m fed up with the way

I Canadians are repre-

sented in games. We are

not Sasquatches (Dark-

stalkers), fat boxers (Su-

per Punch-Out), or face-

painted wrestlers (Virtua

Fighter). Most Canadian

names are more dignified

than Bear Hugger or Wolf,

Americans aren't depicted as

rednecks or hicks, so why

should we be stereotyped?

Tom Olhiser

Ontario, Canada

*V> "f.-/
Poul HI is OIK of

O several readers asking for the v
oddress of Cvistopher Lombert, star

of the Moifid Konixit movie. Conned

with Chris at this oddress:

Ovistopher londiert

c/o United Toieat Agency

9560 WVshire Blvd, Suite 500

Beverly His, CA 9021

2

We’re Not
Perfekt

5(iper PuncfhOufs stereotypical

B^r Hugger. The result of eating

too much Canadian bacon?

I
n our May “Buyers Beware,"

we got part of the Lucas-

Arts information wrong. You

can call 900/740-5334 to
'

speak with live counselors

Monday through Friday be-

tween 8:30 a.m. and 5:00

p.m. (PST). This number also

provides taped information 24

hours a day.

Why don't companies that
'

moke fighting games ever put oil

the moves in the monuols that come

th the game? Tell me one person who
'
figured out all the moves without using some -

sort of guide from a magazine.

Aaron Jackson

lernet

Reader Report
In May's "Reader Report" we asked you to name on oddicting gome

that you knew wasn't that good. Here are the top IS responses (in

olphobetical order):

• Barbarians (Commodore 64)

• Clockwork Knight (Sotvrn)

« Contra (nes)

• Dune: The Battle for Arrakis

(Geiotis)

• E.T. (Atori 2600)

• Golaga (Airndo)

• General Chaos (Gonosis)

• Kingdom: The Far Reaches (30O)

Because it's summer, a time for blockbuster movies, your faithful Reader

Reporter would like to send a message to movie studios telling them what

movies we'd all like to see made into video games. Personally, we always

thought Friday the 13th would be a hoot, with Jason mowing down le-

gions of scared teenagers. Anyway, identify one movie that has yet to

be a game, send it to the address below, and we'll publish the results in

an upcoming issue.

• Mario Bros. |Ar<ado)

• Maximum Carnage 2 (SNES)

• Mike Tyson's Punch Out (NES)

• Mortal Kombot (any system)

• NHL '96 (Genesis)

• Space Invaders (Arcode)

• Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

(NES)

Pick of the Month

Kimberly Sayed

St. Clair Shores, Ml

Matt Quoc Doan, San Jose, CA

Whaddoyg Think?

This is your magazine, so tell us ndwt you'd tike

loseeinH-Sendyoursi^geslioiKlo:

GomePro Magazine
Dearfdifor

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

Hfe conno/ pubtish all tellers and e-mail mes-

sages, and we caimot send personcd repBes

to your letters or e-moB.

laRue Binder

Los Angeles, CA E-mail us your comments through America Online

OP at this Internet address;

GAMEPRQ August 1996



By The watch Dog

QTu Don’t let the dog days of summer gel your fur in a

JJj muff. Cross your paws for a cool breeze and bob your

head to the rhythm of the Dogg Pound and Snoop. That^ what

I do when 1 answer your questions, like this month’s letters

about Live ’96 and Resident Evil.

Q I recently bought

NBA Live ’96 for

* the PlayStation,

but when I started playing I re-

alized there was no create-a-

player feature like the one in

the 16-bit versions. Now I can't

play as Bird, Laimbeer, or

Chamberlain. Why did they

leave this out?

Jonathan Hopkins

Millbrae, CA

Dave Dempsey, manager of public relations

^ for Electronic Arts, responds:

Unfortunately, to release the game on time, the de-

velopmental schedule didn’t allow for the feature to be included,

but it is being strongly considered for inclusion in Live ’97.

Q In your issue 92 (May), you guys listed game com-

panies and their numbers for tips. I called Williams

* to try and get some codes for Doom for the SNES,

and the call was supposed to be live, but I got a recording. I’ve

searched through every directory possible, but my efforts to find

their live tips line have come up empty.

Mike Brown

Norwalk, OH

The Watch Dog says:

* Maybe you just didn't listen to the whole mes-

sage. The number we printed, 903/874-5092,

does access Williams’ live tips line. Their business hours are

10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. (CST).

Where’s wilt?

Lunar landingA The Watch Dog

says;

- We had no problem finding a copy of the game at

Funco, 61 2/946-81 01 . Lunar: The Silver Star for the Sega CD is

listed at $29.99, and is currently in stock.

Q I have Lunar Eter-

nal Blue for the

Sega CD. The

game mentions the original Lu-

nar, and I want to buy it, but I

can’t find it anywhere. Please

help me.

Nikolas Robinson

Long Beach, CA

Q I’m thinking about buying the Jaguar but I don't

know which is better, the jag or the Jag CD. Which

* one should I buy?

Ever Moreno

Moline, IL

A The Watch Dog says:

* Before you make your decision you should read

CamePro’s May issue (see "ProNews"), which re-

ports that Atari

has gone out of

business. This

most likely means

that no new games

will be coming out

for the Jaguar. Save

your money for a

next-gen system.

More bark than bite

E-mall us your product complaints through America Online

or at this Internet address;

buyeps_beware.gamepro(|)iftw.com

Q _ I have Madden ’96

" for the SNES. After

*
I beat the Super

Bowl with the 49ers, it gave me

a code, BAYARYA. What does

this mean, and how do I use

this code?

Gabriel Sandoval

Laredo, TX

A The Watch Dog says:

* This code is for a hidden team that you can play

only in exhibition games. At the team-select

screen, push the buttons (B, A, Y, A, R, Y, A) to play as one of

the NFL’s greatest teams.

A
t CamePro, listening is what we do best. When you have a

problem with a product or feel you've been ripped off, we

i want to know. If you have a complaint about a product,

I write to;

GamePro^ Buyers Beware
RO. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

8AMEPB0 August 199S



Against a dark and shifting 3-D landscape.

the warriors of the twisted underworld known as BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN 2’^ await your return.

How do they know you'll be back? Let's just say it's a gut feeling. As in the first 360° go-round, the moves are

lethal, the stages visceral and the characters, wicked. And this time, the original avengers are joined by a new

;w of fighters. Like Tracy, the sexy cop gone bad: Gaia, merciless madman; and Chaos, a friendly fella who happens

to swing a sickle. All of 'em real keen to get to know you better. On every level.

So welcome back. And plan to stay awhile. Because here in Battle Arena Toshinden 2, these

forsaken foes aren't just out to take you down. They're down to take you out. ^
http://www.playmatestoys.com
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Sega Soft Plans PlayStation Titles

Formerly the development arm of Sega, Sega Soft operates as an inde-

pendent software publisher, focusing on games for the Saturn, PC, and

Internet. Now, directly contradicting prior statements (see “ProNews,"

February), Sega Soft plans to make PlayStation games and won’t rule

out the other next-gen systems as possible homes for its games.

Although Sega Soft doesn’t

currently have a PlayStation li-

cense from Sony, the company is

“looking into” PlayStation devel-

opment, according to a spokesper-

son. “Our primary focus is PC and

Internet games, but games for con-

sole systems are third in line,” the

Sega Soft titfes like Three Dirty spokesperson said, adding that
D«an,Bsa,v PteiSlaSM-W.

plans include Three Dirty Dwarves (see “Sneak Previews,” July), due

out this fall, and a racing game. Roach Rally, due out in early 1997.

As far as other systems go, Sega Soft won’t rule out development

for the Nintendo 64, But Joe Miller, Sega Soft’s executive vice presi-

dent and chief technical officer, says that “until Nintendo provides an

optical media format [such as a CD), it doesn’t make sense for third-

party developers to be in the cart business.”

For gamers, the move has few real ramifications beyond the addi-

tion of another top developer to the PlayStation ranks. It’s significant,

though, that a company that was once so closely tied to Sega now con-

siders it an important business option to produce games for the Saturn’s

archrival. As Sega Soft's spokesperson said. “We’re an independent

company [fiom Sega] with an independent board. We’re tied in name

only, and it’s an expanding market that doesn't just involve teenage

boys anymore. We don’t want to be tied down; we want to be involved

in the whole gaming industry.”

Sony May Sell Psygnosis
Among Other options, Sony’s exploring the possibility of selling Psyg-

nosis, according to a report by Reuters. Sony announced in late May
that it has retained SBC Warburg, an investment banking firm, to eval-

uate “all strategic options” for its interest in Psygnosis, including the

unit's possible .sale.

Psygnosis. a devel-

oper and publisher of Play-

Station, PC, and Saturn

games, has been a wholly

owned unit of Sony of

America since its

T(9 PlayStation developer

Psygnosis may be up for

sale by Sony. Interested?

Lote-Breoliing Neius from E3

Price Wars Erupt at E3
Sony caused jaws to drop at the Electronic Entenainment Expo (E3) in Los

Angeles with its May 16 announcement that it was immediately slashing SlOO

from the price of the PlayStation, thus making the system available for $199.

Sony executives quickly proclaimed the new dollar figure as a turning

point in the video game wars, saying that their already successful machine

would now reach the ma.ss market. Sony also announced that it would soon

get 32-bit exclusivity in both Kay-Bee and Circuit City stores, effectively

locking the Saturn out of 1500 U.S. storefronts. Those stores will probably

cany the Nintendo 64 as well when it comes out on September 30.

Sega immediately responded with some quick cutting of its own. On
May 17. Sega lowered the Saturn's price by $50 to match Sony’s $199 fig-

ure. Both systems will come with one controller and no pack-in game.

Rumors quickly circulated that Nintendo would follow suit with its

own $199 announcement, and CBS News actually filed such a report. How-

ever, Nintendo execs held firm with their $249.95 price tag.

Show Notes

• "nie '‘other" 64-bit gaming technology failed to show up at E3. According

to a Panasonic spokesperson, the company’s parent corporation, Matsu-

shita. is still determining how to handle the M2 technology it bought from

TTk 3DO Company for $100 million (see "ProNews,'' January). Apparently,

Matsushiia hasn’t decided whether it will even use M2 in a gaming platform.

Panasonic Interactive isn’t developing any M2 tides at this dme, leaving Stu-

dio 3IX) and Interplay among the few vocal supporters of M2 gaming. Firm

plans aren’t expected until spring ’97.

• By the way. DVD-ROM is sdll alive. Five heavyweight companies -

Compaq, Intel, Microsoft. Time Warner, and Toshiba - have pul their

muscle behind it for next year’s launch.

• Almost overlooked at the show was Nintendo's sleek new version of an

old standby. The $59 Game Boy Pocket has the same screen size as the oid

Game Boy and can play ail the ex-

isting games, but it’s much slimmer,

ha.s a sharper screen, and sports a

new silver paint job.

• Spectrum HoloByte is kaput, Tlie

maker of the Star Trek games has

been swallowed up by MicroProse

and will use the MicroProse name

from now on.

• Celebrities who made appearances

at E3 evenls: Hank Aaron, Terry Bradshaw, Alice Cooper, Sheryl Crow,

John E)ean, Dan Dierdorff. Peter Gabriel, Kevin Green, Bob Griese, Keith

Jackson, Reggie Jackson. Bruce Jenner, Stan Lee. Huey Lewis, John Madden.

Ray Manzarek, A1 Michaels. Brent Musberger. My Life With the Thrill Kill

Cult, Mike Piazza. Stan Ridgway, Brian Selzer, J J. Stokes. Lynn Swann,

Tower of Power, Alex Trebek, and Steve Vai.

The newest Game Bay Incarna-

tion from Nintendo.

GAMEPRO Augntt 19S6



acquisilion in 1993. No reason was given for the possible sale, and a
press time, Sony hadn’t returned calls inquiring into the matter. We’ll

keep you posted as more details arise.

Acclaim To Bring 3DO Titles to PSX, Saturn
Acclaim Entertainment may have quit making cartridge games (see

“ProNews,” July), but the company is still heavily involved in the

games business. Recently

Acclaim signed a com-

plicated licensing deal

that will bring three pop-

ular 3DO titles to next-

generation systems. The

three titles are the flying

game Star Fighter, the

action/mystery game

Killing Time, and the

tank-battier title Battle-

Sport. All three are com-

ing this summer to both

the PlayStation and Saturn; BattleSport is also headed for PCs soon.

Lots of people benefit by the agreement. Studio 3IX), the game-

making division of The 3DO Company, had been trying fervently to

get its games onto 32-bit platforms besides the 3DO, but had no suc-

cess. Now the company will be able to showcase its efforts to millions

more gamers than it’s been able to on the beleaguered 3DO system.

And Sega and Sony gamers have to be happy that more top titles are

coming their way.

Acclaim must be relieved that the depressing cartridge news from

July has been so quickly overtaken by a sudden burst of video game ac-

tivity. In addition to this software news. Acclaim has just engineered a

deal with Nichimen Graphics Inc. to produce new 3D technology. For

over three years Acclaim’s Advanced Technology Group has been work-

ing on 3D animation tools for the Saturn, PlayStation, Nintendo 64, M2,

and PCs. Armed with the Acclaim/Nichimen products, game developers

will find it easier than ever to animate 3D video game characters.

U.S. Gold and Domark Merge
Continuing the video game industry’s recent barrage of mergers, U.S.

Gold and Domark joined forces and became one company under a

new name, Eidos Interactive. Each division, however, will continue

to publish its usual style of games under its label. The Domark line,

for instance, will produce flight sims and action/adventure games, while

U.S. Gold will continue to publish games based on its stable of licenses,

which includes the Olympic games, the NBA Dream Team, and the

Incredible Hulk.

Hot News from GamePro Online
America Online itsets can now gel daily game news updates. Use the

keyword “GAMEPRO” to access GamePro Online, then head

straight to the Hot News section to get the latest video game news.

Nems Biis

:

• Interplay Productions has joined

Nintendo’s “ETream Team" of devel-

opers for the Nintendo 64. Interplay

is the maker of such hits as Black-

thome and Qay Fighter, and la.st year

the company acquired Shiny Enter-

tainment, creators of the Earthworm

Jim games. No specific N64 tides

have been announced, though the first

Interplay games for the soon-to-be-released system are expected in 1997.

If you dug that anim6 flick that recently drew praise in the theaters. Ghost in

the Shell, you’ll be glad to know it's becoming a game for the PlayStation.

T’HQ has reached preliminary agreement with

Kodansha of Japan to publish a game version in

1997. Ghost in the Shell is based on the best-

selling comic book by the famous Japanese

manga artist, Masamune Shirow.

• Sega’s new enlenainment<enter division,

S^a GameWorks, hooked up with Cine-

plex, which owns 302 movie theaters in North

America, to open a chain of interactive-gaming

centers called Cinescape. Located next to Cine-

plex iheatere. Cinescape centers will offer arcade

games, virtual-reality games, and motion-based simulators. Sega GameWoiks

will provide game equipment and help develop the centers, which aren’t

scheduled to open until the turn of the century.

• The recently formed OverTime Sports has allied itself with a new pub-

lisher. Originally, the developer of ABC's Monday Night Football (see

“Sports Pages." July) and ABC’s College Football wa.s publishing through

Spectrum HoloByte; Disney Interactive now holds the reins.

• According to a stoiy by The Register-

Guard. Sony announced a $12 million

expansion of its CD-production facili-

ties in Springfield, Oregon. During the

next few months, the company will ex-

pand its monthly output to 6.5 miUiem

discs, an increase of more than 60 per-

cent from the current 4 million discs.

Nationwide demand for Sony Play-

Station games, expanded-fonnat music CDs, and CD-based movies spurred

the decision. Sony plans to expand its PlaySt^on game library to 250 before

the end of 1996.

• In May, Electronic Arts purchased a minority equity interest in game-devel-

opment company Tiburon Entertainment, according to a report by Reuters.

Tiburon will create games exclusively for EA on the PlayStation, Saturn, and

other unspecified systems. Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

• Music stores have something new for gamers this summer; soundtracks to

popular Sega games. First up from Sega Soft’s S^a Music Group are Ecco

Songs ofTime, which showcases award-winning “soundscapes” from Ecco the

Dolphin and Ecco: The Tides of Time; and Sega PowerCuis I , which com-

piles the music from Panzer Dragoon, Bug!, Vectorman, and other Sega hits.

Acclaim snares 3DO hits ISse KIlUag Time for

the PtavStaOon and Saturn.

The Bedretdc EiderlaMh

meet Expo moms
toAtUmtakiW.
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Glossary of

Online Terms
FAO - Stands for “frequently asked

questions.” FAQs are text files

of questions and answers

about specific topics

L for users. y

E-mail us your comments through America Online

or at this Internet address:

Here are some additional sites for interested gamers:

• Manglic Home Page; bttp: //pages. prodigy. ccm/naiiglic

Info on fighting games, sports cards, and more. A Nintendo

64 section should be up soon.

• Shadovmjn slang: http: //yoyo, cc.nonash.edu.au/

-wigs/Sruix/misc/gloseary.html

Want to know what a brain tap, a wizworm, or a mart puppet

is? This site defines more than 1 00 terms from the Shad-

owrun board game.

• Enix Has Cash f3r Your Ideas: Readers are always asking CamePro

where they can submit their ideas for new games. We usually

tell them to write to a software company that makes the kind

ofgame they want to create (Squaresoft for RPCs, for instance).

Now Enix is soliciting new ideas for PC and Mac games through

a contest, with a $200,000 first prize. Send entries to Enix’s Inter-

net home page at http: / /WWW.inarinet.or.jp/com/enix,

where you can also get more information. The contest closes

October 31, which means this will be an extremely happy Hal-

loween for one creative gamer.

• Interplay's Network Games: Interplay will offer some of its

games for network play in September. Gamers will connect

to the new Engage Network Gaming service, America Online,

or Prodigy to play such Interplay hits as Descent, BattleChess

4000, and Caesar's Palace. Later, Interplay’s sports division,

VR Sports, will add fantasy sports titles for online play. No ad-

dresses are available yet, but everything should be formalized

early in the summer. Keep an eye on the Interplay Web site for

info: http: / /WWW. interplay. com.

Tronix; http: //www. calyx. con/ -tronix

This Internet store sells video games for all the next-gen sys-

tems (including the Nintendo 64). Scan the offerings and

place your orders weekdays 1 1 a.m, to 7 p.m. eastern time.

Unofficial Squaresoft info;
j

ht^://www. dragonfire.net/sguare/ '

Learn all about Squaresoft’s great RPCs, from the first Japan-J

ese Final Fantasy games to the recent Super Mario RPC.

^ Wttal gamer doesn't Hnie a good Oiane
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(an you lake a lew minules to answer some questions lor us? Pleose fill

out the following survey and fox, e-moil, or snail mail it (or o copy) back to Comeh’o

l)y August 31, 1996. You’ll be entered into a (ontest to win the prizes shown.

ttb PriiTf::

The game of your theke

jAlPrwf:
4a origmal video gme derorter

^fcsAefdtof yoar tWreiyOr. Zo«6«»;

4 GomePro Tsmt
,

'

/;
1 ) Please indicate whether you reod and/or how useful you found each cHhe following

articles from the August issue of GomePro. Circle "All' if you reod the entire article,

"Some" if you read part of the article, and "None" if you did not read the article. If

you read any part of the article, please let us know how useful it was by circling
"5"

for “very useful" to
"1

" for "not ot oil useful."

The Cover All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

Letter from the GamePros All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

The Mail: Head 2 Head All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

Art Attack All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

Buyers Beware All /Some /None 5 4 3 2 1

ProHews All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

GamePro Online All /Some /None 5 4 3 2 1

The Cutting Edge All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

GamePro Labs All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

Overseas Prospects All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

E3 Explodes All /Some /None 5 4 3 2 1

PCGomePro All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

Hot ot the Arcodes All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

PlayStolion ProReviews All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

Saturn ProReviews All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

Neo«Geo ProReviews All / Some / None 5 4 3 2 1

2)

Whot game systems do you currently own?

Q Gome Gear

Genesis

32X

3D0

CO-i

G DOS/Windows

computer

Game Boy

Joguar

Macintosh computer

G Neo*Geo

G Nintendo 64

G PloyStotion

G Saturn

G Sega CD

G Super NES

G Virtual Boy

3)

Please indicate which of the following publications you purchose or read at least

6 times per year:

G Die Hard Gome Fan G Game Floyers Q Video Games

G Electronic Gaming G GamePro G Tips & Tricks

G Next Generation

G Nintendo PowerG Electronic Gaming

Monthly 2

4) Hove you ever visited GamePro Online on America Online?

G Yes G No

If yes, how useful was it? Qrcte
"5"

for

"very useful" to
"1

" for "not ot oil useful" 5 4

5] Hove you ever visited the GamePro Online Web site?

G Yes G No

If yes, how useful was it? Circle
"5"

for

"very useful" to
“1

" for "not ot oil useful" 5 4

61 How did you get this copy of GamePro? G Other _
G Subscribed _

G Purchased at the newsstand -

The 16-Bit Gamer's

Survival Guide All / Some / None

Portable Systems All / Some / None

Sports Pages All / Some / None

Role-Player's Realm All / Some / None

Tekken 2 ProStrategy Guide

(The Fighler's Edge) All / Some / None

SWATPro Bonus Section All / Some / None

SWATPro

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

To be eligible to win, moil, e-malf, or fax your

completed survey (or a copy) to:

Moil: Augusi GamePro Survey E-mail: commenls.gani^ro@iFtw.coni

P.O. Box 5959 {Pleose enter 'GomePro Survey

San Moleo, CA 94402 the subject line.)

Fax: 415/349-7482



I-Force Force-Feedback Joysticks Are Ready to Rock.

By Tommy Glide

force feedback n. 1. A technology that simulates the

physical environment of a game, enabling the user to

feel elements of the gameplay, like explosions, etc.,

‘through a joystick.

H ave you ever played

Daytona Racing in the

arcade and felt the resistance

in the wheel as you tried to

take a high-speed turn? Or

perhaps you’ve played Time

Crisis and felt the kick of the

gun each time you pulled the

trigger. This technology, force

feedback, adds realism to a

game by producing physical

reactions in the steering

wheel or gun. Until recently,

high-quality force feedback

could only be found in mil-

lion-dollar military and med-

ical simulation machines.

But now, thanks to a com-

pany called Immersion and its

l-Force technology, force feed-

back is coming home, and it

packs a wallop!

[>1} Ulfarationa
Immersion was founded in

1993 with research grants

from the National Science

Foundation and the Depart-

ment of Defense, so its force-

feedback technology is no

mere vibrating gimmick

designed to sell joysticks.

Founder and CEO Louis

Rosenberg has a Ph.D. in

mechanical engineering, and

his mastery of the science is

evident in the !-Force technol-

ogy. The 1-Force brand encom-

passes the software drivers

that create the feedback in

games as well as the compati-

ble hardware that produces

the actual physical responses.

In a demonstration at Im-

mersion’s San Jose, California,

office, the l-Force technology

proved amazingly sensitive,

bringing an interactive feel to

While It’s still under development

at Inmeislon, In the future you’ll

be able to bop into Interactive

ID’S racing cabinet, oper-

ates vdOi force-te^back technol-

ogy, and peel out In a compatible

version ofNeed for Speed.

gameplay that was far more

realistic than anything previ-

ously experienced. The device

was equally adept at creating

soft, subtle effects, like the

impact of catching a tossed

rubber ball, as it was at simu-

lating the massive slamming

force of a three-car pile-up.

The high-end coin-op demo-

model Joystick was particu-

This high-end stick called the Im-

pulse Engine 2000 is available for

coln-op development. At $49X a

s0cHg you can't bring it home.

larly sensitive; minute differ-

ences could be felt while guid-

ing the cursor across various

textured graphics onscreen.

Sd UAiere Are
Tfie Qames?
l-Force-compatible games are

coming, but to the PC first.

Rosenberg said the company

hopes to have a PlayStation

and Saturn Joystick on store

shelves by early 1997, and it

also plans to look into the

Nintendo 64. He estimates

that a force-feedback Joystick

for the consoles will cost

roughly $100.

Game developers have

been quick tojump on this

technology. The first force-

feedback-compatible PC game

will be a new version of De-

scent 2. The first force-feed-

back PC joystick, however,

will be from CH Products, and

it won't be available until

Christmas. Advanced Gravis

also plans to make a force-

feedback Joystick, and Interac-

tive 10 has a steering system

on the drawing board. Up-

coming compatible PC titles

will include Need for Speed,

Silent Thunder, Test Drive 2,

Jet Fighter 3, Flying Night-

mares 2, Warbirds, and Mon-

day Night Football.

All Shaalc Up
While constantly evolving

graphics have brought gamers

deeper into the game visually,

force feedback brings an en-

tirely new sensory experience

to gaming. Once you’ve tried

l-Force’s force-feedback Joy-

stick with a game, playing with-

out it isn't nearly as fun! B

Flight Tc5t

While It looks /Are any ordinary flight stick, CH Products’ force-feedbackjoystick prototype ruled with Descent

2. Once you feel the Utile pulsing kicks of your laser, you’ll never want te ptoy with a regularjoystick again.
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a
ByTheLabRai

It may be like a sauna outside, but with

these previews of cooi new controllers,

we’re not sweatin’ much in the lab. Check ’em out

for yourself while I get another Cheesicle.

InterActandASCII Fly
To the PlayStation

Wanna go Mach 5

on the PlayStation?

The PS Interceptor

from InterAct looks

like it will turn on

your afterburners in

a hurry. This sleek

gray control system

comes segmented

into two parts; one resembling a standard flight-

stick grip and the other looking more like a tradi-

tional jet-fighter’s throttle. This beauty offers four

control settings:

Like the Interceptor, the Vortex will switch between

digital and analog modes of play. It also provides

turbo-fire and auto-fire, and comes with a lengthy

seven-foot cord.

Joy! New
Saturn Stick
Boasting “state-of-the-

art design,” the ASCII

Saturn Stick by (duh) ASCII

promises to rival coin-op

Joysticks. However, the

black prototype pictured

above, which features an

eight-button layout, looks

pretty darn similar to Sega's

Virtua Stick {see "CamePro

Labs," September 1995).

While ASCII’s Specialized Joy-

stick for the PlayStation {see

“CamePro Labs," December

1995) wasn’t "all that," in an

upcoming "CamePro Labs,"

the Rat will put this Saturn

stick to the test to see if it

holds up. Look for the stick

and the review this fall.

IntheZON
Remember Sega's Activator,

the control mat that oper-

ated on LED sensors? Well,

now from Perception

Systems comes the ZON
{rhymes with “phone"). Like

the Activator, the ZON uses

LED sensors to transfer your

motions into game com-

mands. Unlike the Activator,

however, you don’t stand on

a mat as this four-by-four-

inch box can sit next to

your monitor or television

screen. Moreover, the ZON
promises better control than

joysticks because it receives

input up to 30 times per sec-

ond, which is far faster than

anyone can press buttons

on a regular controller. Best

of all, one ZON is compati-

ble with the Super NES, Cen-

esis, PlayStation, Saturn, PC,

and Mac. Scheduled to be

available this summer, the

ZON should run about $ 1 00.

Will it be worth it? Look for a

full review in a future issue

oi CamePro.
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PREVIEWS
PlayStation and Saturn games keep rolling

along! Here are some hot 32-bit games in

the works that are sure to be big hits.

Just in from Japan, two killer 32-bit games have emerged in an at-

tempt to slug it out with Nintendo’s N64, which at press time was

still due to launch in Japan on June 23.

In PlayStation’s .corner, we have Square's first 32-bit offering:

Tobal No. 1, a pofenfially huge fighting game made by the best in

the business, including art by Japan’s greatest living manga artist.

In the opposite corner, we have Nights, the debut Saturn offering by

the team that created Sonic the Hedgehog. With these killer titles

coming up against Nintendo 64, the all-important summer season

should be scorching in Tokyo.

By Nob Ogasamra and Major Mike

Yuji Naka, Sonic the Hedgehog's creator, finaiiy steps up to the

Saturn by introducing a new hero. You play as Clarice or Elliot,

two 15-year-olds living in a typical city. In their dreams, they en-

counter Nights, a denizen of the nightmare worid who has been

banished by the world’s ruler. Together with Nights, you must

thwart the evil designs of the nightmare king.

The two heroes and Nights can run. Jump, and perform

other action moves in their 3D world which has multiple view-

points. Nights can also transform into vehicles, such as a glider

and a bobsled, which enable him to carry Clarice and Elliot.

There is also an A.l. evolution system that will make creatures

of the nightmare world prolif-

erate and evolve like actual

living beings. Without a ques-

tion, Nights - Into Dreams is

the biggest summer release

for the Saturn. Could Nights

do for the Saturn what Sonic

did for the Genesis?

Nights - Into Dreams
(Saturn)

Developed by Sega

Published by Sega of Japan

1 player

Action

Available Summer '96
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CHARACTERS

Tobal No. 1

(PlayStation)

Developed by Square and

Dream Factory

Published by Square of Japan

2 players

Fighting

Available July

Look out! Square's

PlayStation debut isn’t

an RPC - it’s a fighting

game! You’re probably

confused, but don't

worry -this title is

practically guaranteed

to become a fantastic

fighting game and a

huge hit. Why? The

team developing

Tobal No. 1 is simply

awesome: Dream Factory is a

new team composed of key

development staff for Virtua

Fighter, VF 2 ,
Virtua Racing,

Tekken, Tekken 2, and even

Soul Edge. The impressive re-

sumes of these individuals

motivated manga and anime

artist Akira “Dragon Ball"

Toriyama to offer his help -

not just with the character de-

sign as he did for Chrono Trig-

ger on the Super Famicom,

but with the world design.

The fighting system is

conventional one-on-one

gameplay; however. Square

introduces a new element -

grappling - from which vari-

ous attacks such as throws,

wrestling holds, punches, and

kicks can be launched. A vari-

ety of blocking moves has

been adopted for greater tech-

nique, too. Tobal could be

one of the must-buy titles for

the PlayStation in ’96!

hom

epon

Although she looks identical

to an Earthling, Epon actually

comes from one of Tobal’s

satellites. This 18-year-old ap-

pears to be on the quiet side,

but looks are deceiving - she

has ferocious power and de-

termination.

Originally a mining worker

robot, Horn realized fighting

was his true calling when he

witnessed the fighting skills

of the champion of the 66th

Tobal No. 1 Tournament. Horn

immediately approached the

winning martial-arts expert

and was eventually accepted

as the expert’s disciple. He

christened himself “Horn,

"

which means "Cool Dude”

inTobatese.

A 17-year-old Earthling fighter

born to a New Chinese father

and ajapanese mother, Chuji

attends high school even

though he works in a mine.

Though he's short-tempered

and somewhat simple, his

cheerful personality and good

looks make him popular among

female students. However, he

isn’t particularly interested in

the opposite sex and would

also much rather train in his

own self-taught way.

Oreimus is a native of the

planet Kientakku, but he was

born on Tobal. Despite his

“chicken man” appearance,

this fighter is surprisingly

stoic, philosophical, and kind-

hearted. Currently married, he

and his wife have two chicks

and one egg.
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The #1 video game magazine,

has gone online with America Online!

Keyword; GAMEPRO

Get hints, tips, passWOnl^ and

codes for the hottest games

Chat with the editors of GamePro

and other gamers

Surf other gaming

sites on the net

• Talk to game

designers

Download pictures of not-yet-

released games

* Grab playable demos of PC and

Mac games

Call America Online toilaif and get cnnnected.

J
America Online is a registered service mark of America Online, Inc.

Sponsored by



GamePro sneaks you through the doors of the most exciting - and exclusive -

video game show in the country! Come along and see what the editors

saw at the Electronic Entertainment Expo!

t***' •-

On May 16, dOO of the

best video game com-

panies in the worid

gathered in Los Angetes for the

most explosive B yet! And the

hugest news was, of course... I

the Nintendo 641 We saw the '

system, the games, the devel-

opers - believe the hype, this

system will be hot!

However, this year there

mw more great games on

the way for the PlayStation,

Saturn, SNES, and Genesis

than there are for the N64.

It’s going to be the year of the

sequel, as ganm publidiers try I

to go with their proven win-
!

ners. Wipeout 2, Destruction

Derby 2, Virtue Fi^rter 3,

Sonic X-Treme - they all add

up to a treasured bounty for

iddeo game enthusiasts.

Let’s take a peek at the

hot titles making tiieir debut .

as GamePro showcases the I

showstoppers of this year’s
j

Electronic Entertainment Expo.



By Scary Larry

Mario moves in a complete 3D
environment. The new joystick

contributes to how this works:

A slight push makes Mario I

walk, a harder push makes him

run. There is virtually no end to

the areas Mario can explore.

Tons of hidden power-ups, I

countless secret areas, and *

even Yoshi-in-hiding guarantee

hours of gameplay.

NItrietHlo’s reputab'on for merging state^f-the-art graphics and en-
gaging gamepiay has never been more tested than it will be for Super
Mario 64. Fortunately, the game lives up to all the hype!

You won't see faster,

smoother, or more lifelike im-

ages on any other system this

year. The way Mario jumps,

stomps, and flies seemingly

defies the laws of video

game physics. Gor- . I

geous, lush back-

grounds and screen-

filling enemies also .
- ,

contribute to this game,

You want variety? Tty
’

the underseas levels

where Mario does the

breaststroke, the back- jQ
stroke, and more. hH

The whole game takes place in a castle. Every room In the castle

leads to one of the game’s 25 worlds {such as undersea, the

desert, the mountains, and a haunted mansion), and at the end of

the game, you meet up with everyone’s favorite villain Bowser!
We played for hours at the show (until we were finally kicked

off), and we think you'll play for hours at home. Get ready for

Mario - he’s gonna rock your world!

Control

Graphics

Gameplay 8 Fun



Star Wars;
Shadows of the Empire

What's the best way to sell a

new game system? Use a well-

known license to develop games.

And if you haven’t heard of

Star Wars, then you probably

haven’t heard of video games.

Shadows of the Empire,

which takes place between

The Empire Strikes Back and

Return of the Jedi. looks like

it should push the N64’s hard-

ware and provide solid, multi-

faceted gameplay. With levels

that vary from outer-space

flying to Doom-style shooting

and featuring appearances by

Boba Fett, Jabba the Hutl, and

Darth Vader, Shadows looks

like the perfect game for

SlVfreaks and video game

junkies.—^ca/y Larry

Developed by LucasArl

PubUshed by Nintendo

Available September

Developed and pubTidied by

Williams Entertainment

Available First Quarter '97

Doom 64
First Doom, then Doom II, Ulti-

mate Doom, and Final Doom.

Just when you thought it was

over, here comes Doom 64.

This time, courtesy of the Nin-

tendo 64 engine, Doom gets a

whole new look, with

no heavy pixelization

when you get close

to objects. There are

more than 24 new

levels to test your

survival skills, along

with new weapons

and monsters. Addi-

tionally, the re-

vamped sound effects and mu-

sic promise to deliver an audio

experience unlike any previous

version of Doom. It’s you

against the spawn of hell In

this intense first-person corri-

dor shooter !—Major Mike
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Mortal Kombat
Kombat explodes into the 64-

bit realm with MK Trilogy. This

compilation includes bi-level

play, MK II backgrounds, hid-

den characters, secret moves,

and more Kombat Kodes. The

madness and mayhem don’t

stop there - MK Trilogy weighs

in as the biggest fighting game

ever, with more than 25 selec-

table characters in all, includ-

ing Rayden, Baraka, Rain, and

Noob Saibot, While the game

is still under heavy develop-

ment, the animation was

smooth though the graphics

were slightly blocky. The gam-

play was sharp, and moves

and combos came off accu-

rately .—Bruised Lee

Pilotwings 64
As it was for the Super NES

launch, Pilotwings will also be

available for the Nintendo 64

premiere in September, This

new version of the flying simu-

lation. called Pilotwings 64,

gives you three aircraft to fly
-

a rocket pack, a gyrocopter,

and a hang glider -and 27

courses. The game also has

bonus missions, including a

spring shoes jump and even a

human cannonball simulation!

New features include multiple

camera angles that you can

choose between while flying

and the ability to take pictures.

Pilotwings 64 uses the analog

joystick on the Nintendo

controller for a “real”

flight-sim experience.

—The Axe Grinder

Killer Instinct
Killer Instinct combos the N64 in a big way. The greatest

changes in the N64 version are the new 3D backgrounds and

the dramatic camera effects. The camera angles can actually

shift to highlight moves and combos. Both the backgrounds and

characters will move at 60 frames per second. Most of the char-

acters from Kl 2 return, along with two or

three new fighters. The early playable ver-

sion at E3 needed some serious help,

though; the gameplay was very slow and

the fighters were extremely pixelated.

—Bruised Lee

Developed by Ran
PuUislied by Nintendo

Av^lable Fourth Quarter '96
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Amazing photo-quality
digitized graphics

16-bit stereo symphonic
sound tracks

Build and command your own
space armada
Each battle scenario
completely different

16 levels of game play, with
increasing difficulty

Easy icon-driven menu system

Tfte Revofeition Has Begun>

SUPER NINTENDO

FOR GAME TIPS & HINTS CALL

1-900-420-2WIN
$1,29 per minute, touch-tone phone only.

If you are under 18, have your parent's

permission before making this call.

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL

1 -800 -404-4334

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY AVAILABLE



Nintendo will bank on its clas-

sics, and this 64-bit update

of Super Mario Kart is sure to

become a classic in its own

right. Featuring all the charac-

ters from the first game and

the rippin’ Battle Mode. Super

Mario Kart R also showcases

a four-player simultaneous

mode, utilizing the four player

ports on the front of the deck.

The game plays a little

slowly at this stage of develop-

ment, but the polygonal graph-

ics, textured backgrounds, and

stomach-churning twists and

turns of the track are sure to

rope in a new generation of

kart-racing fans.—Scary Larry

Super Mario Kart R

Waverace 64
effects that showcased water

splashing, waves rolling in,

and players jumping over

ramps were incredible.

Controlling your bike will

depend on more than just deft

thumbs, though. Wave height,

wind direction, and bike me-

chanics will all play a part. And

as you progress, you will be

able to buy better bikes, Nin-

tendo may have the next Wipe-

out here.—Scary Larry

Nintendo wants even its racing

games to be different from

other next-gen titles: Hence

Waverace, a racing game fea-

turing water jetskis. In the early

version we played, the special

Hands On; The Nintendo 64

/ Q*

The N64 controller offers Oiree

gameplay positions.

The eagerly awaited Nintendo

64 was the hardware star of

E3, and this was the first op-

portunity for American gamers

to play.

The N64’s tri-handled

controller may look

'
. weird, but it feels

great. There are

three possible

controller config-

urations, four if you

count the gun trigger

mounted underneath

the controller.

The center-mounted

thumbstick (called the 3D

Control Stick) fires up knock-

out action for some games. In

Super Mario 64, for example,

you could easily make 3D

Mario run a 360-degree circle

without lifting your thumb

from the stick, but flying the

Star Wars snowspeeder was

tricky, and surviving Killer In-

stinct was nearly impossible.

However, the N64 games at E3

supported both the stick and

the control pad, which worked

fine with MKTrilogy.

The controller also features

four small buttons called the C

Button unit. Depending on the

game, the C buttons can acti-

vate a variety of actions, but in

SM 64 they switched between

four playable camera angles so

you could get the best possible

gameplay view. Awesome!

The Nintendo 64 is here

to play! Look for an in-depth

report next issue.
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Some people just play the^r games.

Some people PLAY TO WW.
Wh^ch type of player are you?

IntcrAct's GAME SHARK^m gives you

ultimote power over all your favorite games!

Even the most devastating blow has no effect

with Infinite Health codes for STREET' FIGHTER
AEfHA™ and MK3'^'^! Feel no pain!

You'll have your foes outgunned in AEIEN TRItOGY'^'^ and KRAZY IVAH'^'*'

with codes for Infinite Ammunition! daughter enemies by the thousands!

Cash is no object with Unlimited Money codes in ROAD RASH'^'^ and X“COM UFO
DEFENSE™! Buy a fully-loaded monster machine

or build an empire and still have bucKs to spare!

COMING THIS SUMMER - !*S IHTERCEPTOR
InterAct gives you more power to master your PlayStation with this

ultimate control system, featuring FOUR incredible modes of play to

conquer every game! Customized settings and auto-fire will keep
your guns blazing as you dominate any flight game or shooter with
smooth analog control. Tear your competition apart with up to

fifteen programmable buttons for the most complex fighting moves!
Built-in memory stores your programmed moves even when the

system is turned off! Experience the most accurate turning

sensation for driving games and enjoy hours of comfortable play

with the ergonomic hand grip and stable base. No other stick

can give you a!! these powerful options! The PS INTERCEPTOR is

last controller you'll ever have to buy for your PlayStation system!

hiTCft/lCT Accessories is the ultimote source for peripherals that let you dominate your PlayStation!

Bring the arcade experience home
with this sleek joystick! Eight giant

fire txjttons, four auto-fire speeds,

three slow motion speeds and a

sturdy metal base and shaft give

you ultimate controil

PS PROPAD
Dominate your favorite PlayStation

titles with this a'ght-button upgrade
pad Glaring four speeds of auto-

fire, three slow motion speeds and
extra-long cordi

MEMORY CARD PLUS
With the capacity to hold

an incredible 120
game saves —
EIGHT times that

of other cards —
you can store all

your highs scores,

secret weapons,
special pickups

and morel

A RECOTON* COMPANY
InterAct Accessories, Inc.

10945 McCormick Road
Hunt Valley, MD 21031
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GoldenEye Star Fox 64

Developed by Rate

Published by Nintendo

Available Fourth Quarter '96

GoldenEye (based on last year’s

James Bond movie) is a new

game with Resident EvIHsh

graphics. Very little of the game

was shown, but what was there

looked smooth and polished. In

order to produce a more realis-

tic effect, all the faces of the

characters were digi-

tized from the film's ac-

tors. Looks good, but

will GoldenEye still be

popular late this

year?-—Scary Larry

Once again, Nintendo wants

you to relive the thrill of ite 1
6-

bit titles, this time with a re-

vamped Star Fox. Fox Mcloud

is back at the helm with a hot

new ship, cooler backgrounds,

and tougher enemies. Star

Fox 64 strives for a next-

generation look and feel (al-

though this polygon-based

shooter was next-gen when

it was released for the SNES
two years ago), and it sur-

passes the shooters out

now.—Sca/y Larry

Kirby's Air Ride Blast Corps

Developed and published

By Nintendo

Available Fourth Quarter '96

GAMfPRfl Angnst 1896

Featuring Kirby, that

pink marshmallow

from the NES, SNES,

and Game Boy games,

the early version that

we saw of Kirby’s Air

Ride looked like a really

slow skateboard sim.

Trying to ride on the

coattails of the skate-

board/air-surfing wave,

this game (like Super Mario

Kart R) also has a four-player

simultaneous gameplay mode.

But will real thrashers want

to hang with Snoop Kirby

Kirb? Unless this game gets

faster, it may be kicked to

the Kirb.—Sca/y Larry

Here’s one for the masses. In

Blast Corps, you use powerful,

hi-tech bulldozers to clear out

cities and rural areas In a race

against time. Why? Because a

runaway missile carrier is

heading your way, and

that’s not the kind of

thing that should hit a

roadblock. Great explo-

sions and great vehi-

cles (you can buy more

expensive and effective

bulldozers along the

way), though not a

great game for those

who procrastinate.

—Scary Larry



Turokl Dinosaur HunterCniis^n USA
Cruis'n USA takes a spin out of the arcades

and onto the N64. Choose from several ve-

hicles (Including the bus and cop car) in

this wild 14-stage ride across the great

American highways. Split-screen perspec-

tive allows two players to share the action

simultaneously. The N64 control stick gives

players precision accuracy in the tightest

tms—Bruised Lee

Dey^oped by Rare

PuUished by Nintendo

Available September

Robotech; Crystal Dreams

The familiar cartoon comes to life as a

stunning first-person shooter with a new

story that fits right into the existing Robo-

tech chronology. Big enemies, 30-40 mis-

sions, a ship that morphs three ways, and

a true 3D universe that enables you to fly

under, over, behind, and around objects all

add up to an impressive space shootout.

—Coach Kyle

Developed and published by GameTek

Available November

Based on the comic-book series, Turok is

a first-person Doom-style shooter. Graphi-

cally, the game appears to make good use

of the N64’s capability to produce high-

definition texture-mapped polygons, with

fully rendered environments and fully 3D

creatures. The player can move smoothly

through each nonlinear area, and can dis-

cover secret rooms, power-ups, and tons

of weapons.—firu/setf Lee

Developed and published by Acclaim

Available Fourth Quarter ’96

Mission; Impossible

Early looks reveal a game not yet up to the

rep of the classic TV show. Loosely based

on this summer’s movie. Ml is a third-

person action/adventure game viewed

from a floating camera. As a master of

espionage, you try to manipulate other

characters into doing what you want.

Choppers, subs, gadgets, and explosions

add to the intrigue .—Doctor Devon

Developed and puMIshed by Ocean
Available December

EKMEfRO RliBSl 1888

Freak Bov
Formerly titled Stacker, Freak Boy looks

like the only 3D character-based game
to challenge Mario. Unlike the cutesy

plumber, however. Freak Boy has morph-

ing elements, which he must use to col-

lect weapons and fuse with power-ups to

battle bosses throughout the game’s 20-

plus levels. While levels like the Ice World

looked sharp. Freak Boy was not playable

at 13.—Bruised Lee

Developed and published by Krgln

Available f^t Quarter '97

Next for the Nintendo 64 I
{Dates are subject to change) I

September 30: Star Fox 64 (Nintendo)

Body Harvest (Nintendo) Super Mario Kart R

Cniis'n USA (Nintendo)
(Nintendo)

Pilotwings 64 (Nintendo)

Star Wars: Shadows ot

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

(Acclaim)

the Empire aucasArts)
War Gods (Williams)

Super Mario 64 (Nintendo)
Wayne Gretzky 3D

TetrisPhear (Nintendo)

Hockey iWiiiiams)

Waverace 64 (Nintendo) 1397 and heyona:

By Christmas:

Blast Corps (Nintendo)

Doom 64 'Williams)

Freak Boy iVirgm)

Robotron X iWiiiiams)

Buggie Boogie (Nintendo)

Silicon Valley (BMC
FIFA '96 lEtectronicAilS)

lmeractii«i

GoldenEye 007 'Nintendo)
Ultra Combat iGT

Ken GriHoy. Jr. 'Mmiendo) iniefaclivn)

Killer instinct 'Nmiendo) Ultra Descent iinicroia'/)

Kirby's Air Ride 'timiendo) Untitled golf game 'Seiai

Mission: Impossible Unlitled rally racing

(Ocean; game 'Seta;

Monster Dunk 'V>n'jscapei Untitled RPG (Naisume)

Mortal Kombat Trilogy Untitled soccer game
irtwr,! (BMG in'efactive)

NBA Hang Tima iW ..i-.-., Untitled vertical shooter

Robotech: Crystal (Seta)

Dreams (Gantefer Vegas Slots



Developed and published by

Williams Entertainment

Available October

Final Doom
They’re back! Just when you

thought the world was safe

from zombies, imps, and other

spawn of hell, here comes an-

other onslaught of blood and

mayhem. This entry, Final

Doom, has over 30 new levels

filled with all the recognizable

Doom elements: pressure

plates, weapons, and, of course.

monsters just waiting to rip

you apart. In addition to the

one-player game, there are

also two-player Death Match

and Cooperative modes, cour-

tesy of the link cable. We’ve

heard this will be the last of the

first-person Doom titles for the

PC. We’ll see about that.

—Major Mike

Sottl Storm
One of the most dazzling games

at E3, Soul Storm snuck out of

nowhere with breathtaking

graphics and a fresh approach

to platform gaming. Because

Abe, the main character, is an

escaped slave, the action fo-

cuses on avoiding rather than

fighting -defusing a mine,

evading a squad of enemies,

and so on. Abe can sneak,

jump, roll, ride steeds, and

possess his enemies to solve

puzzles or pass obstacles. Many

of the doors and puzzles are

solved by learning songs or sen-

tences, and Abe has 1 6 user-

controlled sounds to face these

challenges. The graphics gleam

with spectacular backgrounds

and lifelike, humorous anima-

tions. Keep an eye out for this

killer game.—A/r Hendrix



After finally scoring some

hands-on gaming time with

the much-ballyhooed Crash

Bandicoot, we feel safe in say-

ing that this cool game is

worth getting excited about.

While it doesn’t revolutionize

platform gaming, Crash does

offer some cool new twists,

such as 3D levels where you

run into or away from the fore-

ground. You face tough jumps,

pincer-clawed crabs, rolling

gates, skunks, snapping plants,

and boulders (hot on your

tail k la Indiana Jones). Crash

tackles these obstacles with a

jump, aTaz-like spin move,

and a repertoire of humorous

expressions and animations.

Tropical graphics make for a

colorful Air Hendrix

Crash Bandicoot

the gameplay to deliver much

smoother handling and more

arcade-style action. Graphi-

cally. the even cooler hover-

craft sport a sweet new engine

flame and lock-on targeting

cursor, and the spectacular

courses pit you against even

more fantastic jumps and

turns.—A/r Hendrix

Wipeout XL
Wipeout rocked the Play-

Station racing world last year,

and the sequel’s blazing your

way with some impressive

refinements. Wipeout XL offers

three racing classes -the

usual Viper and Rapier modes

plus an easier level -and the

15 new courses are now

packed with 15 opponents.

Other hot additions include

checkpoints, pit stops, new

ships, and nine new weapons

including plasma bolts, E-paks,

and thunder bombs. Address-

ing complaints about the

wicked challenge and tricky

controls, Psygnosis has tuned

Developed and published

by Psygnosis

Available November
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Disniptor
There may be too many Doom

clones, but there aren’t enough

like Disruptor. With crisp 3D

graphics, 13 dramatically differ-

ent levels, and 20 distinct futur-

istic environments, this first-

person shooter packs a whole

lot of visual power. But the elab-

orate graphics aren't all that’s

cool. Disrupter’s game-

play is very challenging,

but you won't spend

hours looking for keys.

Strategy is integrated

with quick trigger action

and smootti controls.

You're also provided with

“psionic” weapons (sci-

fi’s answer to spells) that

help you deal with the crafty

mutants, robots, and human

enemies you’re up against. This

game looks like It will disrupt

the world of shooters.

—Tommy Glide

Tomb Raider
Both 32-bit systems will benefit

from the release of this great-

looking 3D action/adventure

game. As archaeologist Lara

Croft, you undertake an Indiana

Jones-style treasure hunt

through huge levels filled with

ancient ruins, tombs, palaces,

and pyramids. Success-

ful searching, shooting,

and puzzle solving take

you to locations as

diverse as Egypt and

Peru. The graphics re-

ally make this game

stand out. The third-

person view presents

a quick-moving character who
maneuvers smoothly through

richly detailed 3D environments.

Check out the underwater lev-

els - this is some of the best

swimming we’ve seen in a

gme—Coach Kyle
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NBA Hang
Williams Is preparing NBA

Hang Time for a slam ’n’ jam

dunk-frenzied entry into ar-

cade-style sports. Hang Time

is ttie third installment in the

NBA Jam b-ball series. Un-

like the original Jam and

Tournament Edition, though,

Hang Time enables gamers

to choose two players from

a five-man lineup for a four-

player two-on-two jamfest.

Hopefully, the console version

will retain the best features of

the arcade version. The create-

a-player mode enables you to

customize and save your own

personal player. The six-digit

code system releases hidden

players, power-ups, and spe-

cial courts.—8ra' Buzz

NHL Open Ice:
2 on 2 Qiaiienge

Williams is ready to ride into the ice-hockey rink, too. Open Ice

is a console version of the action-packed two-on-two ice-hockey

arcade game, which features all 26 NHL teams. Ice Is basically

Jam with sticks. You go two-on-two with a CPU-controlled goalie.

Up to four players can get “hot” (torch the net with blazing shots),

check opponents, and make game-winning saves. If Open Ice

remains true to its arcade counterpart, expect tons of codes, in-

cluding "big heads” and hidden characters.—Sra’fiuzz
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Soviet Strike

Strike fans, limber up those trigger fin-

gers! The Shadow Man, an ex-KGB opera-

tive, is trying to rip off Soviet nukes to put

the hard-iine commies back into power.

You’re a trigger-happy copter jockey fight-

ing for democracy. Everything about Strike

is massive - from the enormous 40-mis-

sion game world to the aircraft, a Desert

Strike-style Apache gunship loaded for

bear. You can switch gamepiay views be-

tween the standard stationary-terrain Strike

look and a behind-the-chopper view. Strike

is poised to strike!

—

Bro'Buzz

Developed and pubUshed by Electronic Arts

Available FaH '96

Twisted Metal 2:
World Tour

If you liked Twisted Metal, you'll dig the

sequel, because it's basically the same

game. Instead of Los Angeles, the eight

levels of TM 2 feature international locales

such as Paris, Tokyo, and Antarctica. Armed

with new weapons and new cars {including

a hearse and a man strapped to two big

wheels), you can even blow up the Eiffel

Tower. C’est magnifique !—Doctor Devon

Developed by Slngletrac

Published bySony

Available October

Destruction Derby 2

maintaining the same frame rate of anima-

tion? Destruction Derby 2, of course! With

a sharper look a la Daytona, DD 2 also

sports a new game engine that features

full 3D car crashes and rolls, more and

longer tracks, and a real Indianapolis an-

nouncer. Buckle up\—Tommy Glide

Developed and puldlshed by Psygnosls

Available Fourth Quarter '96

Duke Nukem tP
The Duke of pain is back, but not on the

PC, on the PlayStation! Now you can learn

firsthand what all the talk is about. Duke’s

a first-person Doom-style game with more

attitude, more guns, and more humor (ex-

pect the risque stuff to be cut from the

console title). If you think Doom is over-

hyped, wait until you get behind the trigger

in Nukem .—Scary Larry

Developed by Apogee

Published by GT Interacttve

Available Fall '96

Tenka

Dark and Doom-

like, Tenka (work-
|

ing title) takes

place in a com-

pletely 3D polygo-

nal environment. In 20 levels, you hunt

down mutants, robots, and other weird

humanoids in hotels, sewers, and prisons.

Your gun, complete with a laser sight,

morphs into nine weapons, and you can

power-up with a motion-tracker device.

Very intense.—Tommy Glide

Developed and published by Psygnosls

Available First Quarter '97

ElMEPlia Allan III!



Advertisement

Vette: San Francisco Thrills

Developed and published by

Spectnim HoloByte

Available Fall '96

It looks like another

sweet racing game’s

about to lay rubber

across the PlayStation.

Vette hooks you up with

seven killer Corvettes,

each with unique per-

formance attributes.

Rocketing through

the streets of San Fran-

cisco, you’ll blaze past

Fisherman’s Wharf, the

Golden Gate Bridge,

and other famous land-

marks as you bump
fenders with your foes

and the cops, dodge

pedestrians, and check

out shortcuts. Other

cool features include

continuously changing

course layouts, varying road

conditions, and unpredictable

maiher—Air Hendrix

Shattered Steel
Another mech shooter's stomping your way! Centuries in the fu-

ture, you step in as a mercenaiy ordered to investigate "troubles”

(that’d be an alien menace, of course) at a mining colony. Shat-

tered Steel sports 70 missions on three worlds filled with more

than 50 robotic menaces, and you fight back with a whoppin’ 30

weapons, including heat-seeking missiles. If you’ve dusted Krazy

Ivan, this could be worth a \ook.—Air Hendrix

BAMEP88 AuiBSt >886

CHIPS&BITSinc.
PO Box 234 Dept10728 Rochester VT 05767
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Robotron X
Robotron 2084 - one fast-

paced, addictive, early '80s

coin-op game - reappears in

’96 with a polygon makeover

and a i^4-overhead view. While

the graphics have changed, the

job remains the same - blast

everything and collect the sur-

viving humans for big points.

As in the original, you’ll main-

tain a complete view of the ac-

tion, but the camera wiil zoom

to bring you in for a tighter

look at some of the explosions.

Compatible with Sony's analog

joystick, Robotron will feature

100 levels plus bonus rounds.

It looks pretty, so let’s hope it

maintains the original's inten-

sity .
—Tommy Glide

Developed by Playerl

Published by Williams

Entertainment

AvaHaUe October

Tlfe Bnints ami the Brains are back to hound you.

Spider supersonic Racers
If the sight of mere cobwebs sends shivers down your spine, this

3D action platform game will give you fits. Playing as a huge cyber-

netic spider, you creep and web-sling through 30-plus levels in six

worlds, smacking around your enemies wiWi weapons such as

homing missiles and flame throwers attached to your legs. Secret

levels and power-ups should also ramp up the gameplay, and these

very early pictures showcase already-impressive graphics.

—Air Hendrix

Developed and published by

Mindscape

Available Fall '96

Despite its kiddie

looks, Supersonic Rac-

ers has the addictive

appeal of multiplayer

games like Super

Bomberman. Up to

eight players tear

around a variety of

wacky tracks in such

locales as the Wild

West. Easy controls

enable you to floor it right

away. The bright graphics look

almost 16-bit at this stage, but

you somehow keep picking up

that controller.—A/r Hendiix
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Kumite; The Fighters' Edw I let Moto Castle of the Damned
Kumite is a one-on-one fighting game with

combatants from around the world that

features 360-degree combat motion and

texture mapping. In the course of a match,

damage to the fighters is visible on their

faces and bodies. Players also have the

ability to sidestep, and every move is link-

able for unlimited combination attacks.

—Bruised Lee

Developed by47M
PubUshed by KonamI

Available Fourth Quarter ’96

From the

developers

of Twisted

Metal and

Warhawk

comes a cool new idea In racing games.

Jet Moto plops you onto one hot ma-

chine - half jet ski, half motorcycle - that

traverses water, pavement, ice, dirt, and

more. Pitting you against 20 opponents, the

12 courses send you across oceans and

swamplands alike to face wicked jumps

and tight \um.—Air Hendrix
Developed by SIngMrac

Published by Sony Computer Entertainment

Available fall '96

Here's a switch from the usual formula:

You play the bad guy and try to kill the

good guys in this thriller from Tecmo. You

must drain the life forces of castle visitors

to fulfill a pact you made with the master

of the castle. With 3D polygon graphics

and an eerie music score, Castle looks like

a promising title .—The Axe Grinder

Developed by Tecmo Interactive Studios

Publlsbed by Tecmo

Available Quarter ’96

Nanotek Warrior

Possibly inspired

by the classic

game Tempest,

Nanotek Warrior

sends you speed-
‘

ing through the interiors and exteriors of

tubes while you blow away everything in

your path. With suave scrolling in a color-

ful polygonal environment, Nanotek's eye

candy complements the gameplay’s fast,

innovative shooting and jumping. Survive,

and you’ll fight some very impressive

bosses.—Tommy Giide

Devekvod by Tebagon

Published by Wrgin Interactive Entertainment

Available Fourth Quarter '96

Monster Truck Rally

Go off-road in some of the biggest trucks

ever to grace a game screen. In this un-

orthodox racing game, you drive through

fully texture-mapped 3D environments and

make your own roads! Of course, you get

to crush a few smaller cars in the process,

and you can also choose dune buggies to

navigate the numerous rough terrains.

—Tommy Giide

Developed and published by Psygnosis

Available Fomth Quarter ’96

Drive a bumper-car/hovercraft through

SlamScape's five dreamlike cyberworlds.

Moving 360 degrees in a 3D environment,

you drive, shoot, jump, and slam into ob-

jects from your behind-the-car view. In the

haunted carnival level, the great visuals (the

animation runs at 60 frames per second)

and impressive vehicle control dwarfed the

audio layering effects (the MTV part).

—Tommy Glide

Developed and published

by Wacom New Media

AvallaUe December

MTV's SlamScape

(AMEPI8 AbimsI 1886



Developed and pubiistied

By^a
Available Fall '96

Sonic the Hedgehog kicks off

his Saturn debut by jumping

from 2D to 3D gameplay. Sonic

burns rubber in 360 degrees as

you guide him through death-

defying runs and leaps. X-Treme

actually fires up two Saturn

video processors in tandem to

put Sonic through his paces.

Dr. Robotnik’s back to

steal the six magical Rings of

Order. Sonic fans will also wel-

come the return of the patented

SpinDash move, but the mighty

’hog has new tricks up his 32-

bit sleeves, too, such as the

SpinSlash and the blazing Sonic

Streak. Sonic’s sure to heat up

the Saturn!—Sro’fit/zz

Virttta Cop 2
Just when you thought the

streets were safe, Virtue Cop 2

brings more miscreant may-

hem to the Saturn. This time

you pack even more heat,

thanks to an arsenal of new

guns. You also get new back-

grounds, a new partner {Janet

Marshall), and more gun-

slingers than an NRA barbecue.

Cop 2 doesn’t appear to

be just another first-person

shooter. The game casts you

into high-speed chases, a

subway shootout, and more.

Judging from the E3 version,

this Cop’s action is much

faster than the original’s, and

the gameplay seems smoother.

As sequels go, VC 2 should

shotgun the competition into

submission.—Sca/y Lariy
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TECMO SUPER BOMi
FOR SONY PLAYSTATION & SEGA SATURN

IT’S UN-BOWL-IEVABLE!
SUPER REFINED POLYGON GRAPHICS + INSTANT REPLAY + LIVE COMMENTARY
+ 3 DIFFERENT PLAYING PERSPECTIVES + DIFFERENT WEATHER CONDITIONS
+ UNLIMITED PLAYER TRADES + NEW PLAY BOOK SYSTEM AND NEW PLAYS +

JERSEY NUMBERS ON ALL PLAYERS + EXTRA CONTROL FOR JUMPS, SPINS AND
INTERCEPTIONS + SUPER SMOOTH GAME PLAY + UPDATED PLAYERS AND
STATS + NEW CROWD NOISES + CREATE YOUR OWN DREAM TEAM + 30 REAL

NFL TEAMS + REAL NFL PLAYERS + NEW TOURNAMENT MODE FOR YOU AND
YOUR CLOSEST FRIENDS! COME SEPTEMBER, YOU WTl.I. BOWL-BEVE!

A memory card may be required for some features.

Visit Tecmo interactive at: http://www.tecmo.co.jp

TEcma
You’re There



SEGA'SAlilRN

WWF Arcade
Acclaim is finally bringing

slam-bam wrestling action to

the Saturn with its fairly well-

done conversion of WWF Ar-

cade, one of the best games

for the PlayStation last year.

All the wrestlers, all the moves,

and all the hilarious sounds are

intact - but with almost a year

to work on this game. Acclaim

could have at least thrown in

some new wrestlers. The load

time seems longer than aver-

age, but there’s no slowdown,

and there's no stop in the ac-

tion (except, of course, in the

cooperative two-player mode,

just like in the PlayStation ver-

sion). Hey.. .what you really

want is some nonstop, butt-

kicking wrestling, right? This

Saturn title will deliver.

—Scary Larry

Gun Griffon

Gun Griffon (formerly entitled

Iron Rain) is shaping up to be

a fast-paced mech game. With

gameplay similar to Krazy Ivan

and Ghen War, Gun Griffon

moves quickly, a nice surprise

considering you’re driving a

huge hulking machine. You pi-

lot a multi-armed walking and

flying mech as you try to solve

a Eurasian conflict in the Rus-

sian wilderness. Weapons in-

clude a rocket launcher, ma-

chine gun, and flamethrower.

The game looks good, and

you’ll be amazed at the detail in

the graphics. With great explo-

sions, a good fleet of enemy

vehicles, and nice variation in

the terrain. Gun Griffon may be

“Krazy" enough to be the king

of the mechs .—Scary Larry
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Developed by Appolusa

Interactive

Published by Sega

Available Fall '96

This interesting title is a perfect example of how a game doesn’t

need outstanding rendered 3D graphics if it has great gameplay.

Three Dirty Dwarves is a rollicking, bat-swinging, shotgunning,

ball-throwing brawl. The object is simple - bust your way through

the levels using your dwarves’ weapons, which include a sawed-

off shotgun, a bowling ball, and a bat (complete with baseballs to

slam into enemies). Dirty Dwarves has a distinct comic-book look

and fee! (the dwarves look like a cross between the Lost Vikings

and Cypress Hill), and the hilarious levels, reminiscent of Earth-

worm Jim, are reaily fun .—Scary Larry

Destruction Derby
Destruction Derby is an- Q
other PiayStation port - H
but the version at E3 Hj.
didn1 match up as well W
with its PSX counterpart H
as WWF Arcade did. DD H
Saturn ran a iittle slow, H
its controls were too H
staunch (this was also a

gripe about the PSX ver-

Sion), and its sounds were

absent, save for the annoying

drone of some sorry techno-

inspired background music.

Among the initial concerns are

the cheesy exhaust puffs pour-

ing from the cars: they n
look suspicously like plain 1^1

white circles. Destruction ^
Derby fans shouid pray lu
that in the ensuing 20 H
percent of development, rn
this game gets signifi- ^
cantly better .—Scary Larry ^

Developed by Psygnosis

PuUlshed by Sega

Available Fan '96
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Developed by Lemon

Published by Scavenger

Available Fourth Quarter '96

Amok
Amok looks like a fast, smooth-

moving mech/Doom hybrid.

Based on the PC title, the game

takes place on the planet Amok,

which is recovering from a re-

cently ended war. However, one

profiteering outfit that supplied

mercenaries and assassins to

the prior conflict now wants to

start another war.

You pilota revolutionaiy

mech called a Slambird as you

travel through bleak factories,

devastated landscapes, and

even a cool (and gorgeously

rendered) underwater area.

Enemies that walk, crawl,

creep, and fly try to stop you

from completing your mis-

sions. At E3, Amok’s game-

play was solid, and the graph-

ics looked great.—Sca/y Larry

Black Dawn Hexen

Developed by Black Dps

Qitertainment

PuUisbed by Virgin Interactive

Available Fall '96

If you were a sharp enough

pilot to survive Agile War-

rior, the developers of that

game want you for Black

Dawn. You pilot an attack

helicopter in 28 rescue mis-

sions above and around the

streets of New York City

(as well as other hostile

environments), picking up

hostages and mowing down

the rushing onslaught of

enemies. With a real Agile

Warrior feel, this game

won’t let your fingers rest

until the last hostage is

home. Look for it on the

PlayStation before the Sat-

urn.—rommyG/We

The sequel to Heretic,

Hexen is another of id’s

Doom-type games - set

in medieval times. In-

stead of a marine, you

can assume the role of

one of three charac-

ters - a cleric, a mage,

or a warrior - each

with their own charac-

teristics and attributes

(the cleric uses spells, the warrior

strength, etc.). Testing your skills

are over 25 levels and all the hid-

den areas and nasty monsters

you’ve come to expect from the

Qer\re.~Major Mike

Developed by id and Raven

Published by GT interactive

Available September
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Developed and published

By Sega

AvaUable October

Saturn Net Link

Sega, Bandai, and Oracle have been racing to develop new ways to

link up with the Internet, and it looks like Sega's going to be the first

company out of the blocks. For $199.99, gamers can hook this new

modem and custom-designed Web browser to their Saturns and

start scanning the Net. Coming soon are a new keyboard and mouse

to facilitate speedy cruising, plus over a dozen new Net Link-compat-

ible games already in development. Expect to see the Net Link

around October.—Capfa/o Cameron

The Fighting Vipers game we

played, and the screens that

Sega approved, were stricly ar-

cade-only. Naturally, Sega says

that gamers should expect a

100% true translation.

Virtua Fighter 3, which looked

absolutely breathtaking at the

show, was only a continuously

running demo, but it was play-

ing off the arcade hardware, not

a video tape. In fact, sources in-

side Sega revealed to GamePro

that the E3 demo was actually

playable. Of course, Sega as-

sures gamers that the home

translation will look just as slick.

Virtual On is a cool two-player

fighting mech game with speedy

graphics, tons of weapons, and

well-rounded 'bots. Again, Sega

had only arcade units at the

show, and this game (which

requires a two-person unit)

may be harder to bring to the

unlinkable Saturn.

Virtua Fighter 3, Fighting Vipers,

and Virtual On: All are Sega ar-

cade games, and all are com-

ing soon to the Saturn. Unfor-

tunately, Sega didn’t back up

the announcement of these

games at E3 with any playable

Saturn discs, only with the ar-

cade units .—Scary Larry

Starting to think that all games look and play alike? With its beau-

tiful, dreamy backgrounds that look like great movie animation.

Nights was one of the most visually impressive games at E3. De-

veloped by Yuji Naka and his famous Sonic Team, Nights is a dy-

namic side-view flight-action game starring a free-flying Sonic-like

hero. The game will be bundled with its own unique analog control

pad that sports a mini joystick. For a full-page report on Nights, see

“Overseas Prospects" in this issue.—Capfa/n Cameron

Nights
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First there were the X-Men. Now Capcom

takes more comic-book characters, includ-

ing Spider-Man and the incredible Hulk,

and pits them against each other in a

fierce super-hero slugfest. Go head-to-

head against a friend, or play the story

mode and fight your way to Doctor Doom
and Thanos— 77?e Axe Grinder

Developed and published by Capcom
Available Fourth Quarter '96

Marvel Super Heroes

Virtua Fighter Kids

Sega’s taken your favorite VF 2 characters

and shrunk them down to size. VF Kids

runs from the same game engine as VF 2,

has all the same fighters, and all the same

moves. This is basically just a height

change for VF 2, and probably would have

been just as amusing if it were a hidden

code in the original game. As a whole sep-

arate game. It seems like a long shot for

extended replays.—Sca/y Larry

Developed and piAUshed by Sega

Contra - The Incredible Hulk
Lewcy Of War

If there was ever a grunt’s-eye shooter

with a legacy, it’s certainly Contra. Now in

this 32-bit adaptation, you choose from

four warriors, including a cyborg/woman

warrior and a sleek steel robot. This early

version didn’t pack a cutting-edge punch

like the original Contra, and the special 3D

gameplay with 3D glasses is a weird

blurry gimmick .—Tommy Glide

Developed byAppokisa
Ptddlshed by Konand
Available Fall ’96

Ravttian II

Last year’s award-winning hero returns to

the PlayStation and Saturn in a dazzling

sequel. Once again the graphics are gor-

geous and the enemies are humorous.

This time out, Rayman’s throwable fist

transforms into a shield, a whirling multi-

directional weapon, and a platform. He can

also morph into the 3D backgrounds!

—Captain Cameron

Developed andpubUshed by UdSoH
Available October

Flex some green muscle. The Hulk’s, that

is, when the original green monster lands

on your Saturn and PlayStation. You can

bring down the house with 20 attack and

defense moves - smashing enemy robots

and just about everything else in sight in

15 3D levels. Fans of the enraged Dr. Ban-

ner will recognize the story line from the

Pantheon Saga.—Tommy Glide

DevekdiedbyATD
PuNIshed by Bdos Interactive

Available October

Werewolf:
The Apocalypse

As a creature of the night, you journey

through six worlds from a %-overhead

perspective, with multiple gameplay paths

providing extensive replay. Rendered

graphics feature hundreds of gruesome

enemies for you to feed on. Choose from

seven unique werewolves, each with three

forms (human, wolf, and werewolf) and

dozens of abilities straight from the Story-

teller Q&m.~Bruised Lee

Developed andpuUished by Capcom
Available Foielh Quarter ’96
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Vic Tokai's follow-up to Criticom intro-

duces eight new fighters, new moves, and

new backgrounds. This one-on-one

siugfest features ten warriors, each with a

distinctive fighting style and weapon.

There are throws, special moves, combo

breakers, and other surprises. Although

very early in development, the game looks

very promising—The Ave Grinder

Dev^oped byKronos Digital Entertainment

Published by Vic Tokal

Available Mandt ’97

That wise-cracking Bug is back in the se-

quel to last year’s hit for the Saturn - this

time with new levels and effects. New 3D

stages include outer space, underwater,

and a medieval dungeon. There are also

two new friends to help Bug along; Super

Fly and Maggot Dog, For those of you who
weren’t bugged enough the first time.

—The Axe Grinder

Developed and published by Sega

Available November

Although the game features a Silicon

Graphics-enhanced environment and char-

acters, this title {exclusive to the Saturn)

looks and plays a lot like Skeleton War-

riors. But don't be put off by the similari-

ties - the game gets increasingly harder as

you progress. From what we’ve seen. Mr.

Bones should rattle a few ghouly-men on

the Saturn this year.—Sca/y Larry

Developed by Zono, Inc.

Published by

Available S^ttember

Major Damage Mass Destruction Dead or Alive

This intense two-player action game fea-

tures pulse-pounding play in side-to-side

and 3D environments. Run, jump, duck, and

fire your way past wild enemies through five

worlds and 16 extensive levels. All the char-

acters were rendered using Silicon Graph-

ics workstations, giving Major Damage a

broad range of true 3D motions for each

character.—Sru/secf Lee

Dev^opedand published by Capcom

Available Foinlh Quarter ’96

Mastered the art of Return Fire? Don’t

worry, there are new tanks for your mem-
ories with Mass Destruction. Forget about

the story line, just hop in your tank and

blow away everything in 24 target-rich lev-

els. You’re armed with weapons like can-

nons, machine guns, proximity mines,

flamethrowers, bombs, and missiles. Fire

away!—Tommy Glide

Developed by NMS Software

Puldlshed by BUG Interactive

AvallaUe First Quarter ’97

Using the Sega Model 2 arcade board,

Tecmo jumps into the fighting arena with

Dead or Alive, a one-on-one fight to the

finish. Pick from eight characters, each

possessing distinctive martial arts skills.

Using state-of-the art 3D polygon graph-

ics, this fighting game looks like it’s going

to give Virtua Fighter some competition.

—The Axe Grinder

Dewloped by Tecmo InteracOve Studios

PuMIshed by Tecmo

AvallaUe Fourth Quarter ’96
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Donkey Kon$
Country 3:
Dixie's Doable Trouble

Donkey Kong Country 3 brings

_ the familiar DKC hop-n-bop,

grab-the-coins gameplay

around again, but it definitely

still works! You explore new

areas of Donkey Kong Island in

a search of the KAOS labs where

Diddy and Donkey Kong are

captives. Dixie and Kiddy have

a cool traveling move where

Dixie rolls Kid like a barrel.

Dbde meets KUily In this IMnl trip to Donkey Kong Island. DKC 3 looks

like a surefire 16-blt winner.

Dixie Kong picks up a new pal this time. He’s Kiddy Kong, a big

(make that BIG) baby gorilla who never saw a bunch of bananas

he didn't like. The Kid tosses his weight around in good fashion;

for example, he can use his poundage to crack through floors.

You also meet the Kremling leader here. He’s a mean dude

named KAOS (yes, that’s in all capitals).

DKC 3 looked good at E3. Nin-

tendo did something to spice

up its 16-bit Advanced Com-

puter Modeling graphics this

time around. The backgrounds,

though thoroughly familiar,

look lush and nicely detailed

even in this incomplete demo

version. Moreover, Dixie and

Kiddy sported crisp, sharp,

rendered polygons and moved

noticeably smoother than in

DKC 2...and those were already

topnotch visuals for the SNES.

Gameplay

New Kong Characters

Graphics



Vectorman 2
Vectorman cleaned up on the

Genesis last year, and at

E3 Vectorman 2 looked

ready for a repeat. This

time the Earth’s toxic -

mess spawns a mess of

mutant insects, and the

V'Man's recruited for

run-n-gun pest control.

This 32-meg action/ad-

venture cart will again show-

case Sega’s cool vectorpiece

animation technique as Vector-

man busts a bunch of new

morphs, including the Chute,

the Skate, the Tank, the Tor-

nado, and the Rhino. Sega's

also about to announce another

“Play to Win" contest this year

for the first gamer who beats

Vectorman 2. That means mu-

cho bucks!—S/o /Wo

Sonic Blast:
The Ultimate 3D Adventure

Sonic the Hedgehog is back! Sega’s going to plant its blue hero

in five platforms, but it hasn't forgotten where he made his rep.

Sonic Genesis busts out of 2D gameplay into sizzling 3D action.

This time Sonic rescues his animal pais from Dr. Robotnik’s

clutches in a 360-degree world through seven Zones, with bonus

levels and hidden areas. The E3 version wasn’t up to full speed,

but Sega promises massive ’hog acceleration.—Fro’ Buzz

Ultimate Mortal

Kombat

Sixteen-bit Kombat fans will finally get their Ultimate MK 3!

Williams vows to pack as much Mortal Kombat into the 16-bit

carts as it can. UMK 3 will sport the original kombos and fatali-

ties, although there may not be room for all the Animalities, Ba-

balities, or Friendships. As in the arcade version, Kitana, Jade,

Scorpion, and Reptile will return, but the exact status of the other

1 5 MK 3 warriors is yet unknown.—S/o Mo
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Super Star -ffigiiiii

It’s a Kirby derby! This 32-meg cart packs

eight Kirby games such as Spring Breeze.

Gourmet Race, DynaBlade, Megaton

Punch, and Samurai Kirby. Kirby can as-

sume the abilities of 24 other characters

and he. . .err, it can create a helper that ei-

ther the computer or another player can

control. Now if only someone knew what

Kirby was !—Sto Mo
Developed by HAL Laboratories

Published by Nintendo

Available September

Williams Arcade's

Greatest Hits (Williams

Entertainment)

Ms. Pac-Man (Williams

Entetlainment)

NBA Hang Time (Wiiams

Entertainment)

College Foolball USA '9

(EA Sports)

NHL '97 (EA Sports)

PGA European Tour

(EA Sports)

Can’t get enough of Tetris! Attack features

five single-player games, 60 levels in puz-

zle mode, and two dual-player contests.

Enhancements include the ability to cas-

cade chain reactions in an opponent’s

screen and flip-flop two blocks in a row.

The E3 Tetris Attack contest between mag-

azine editors was a blast, even though

somehow GamePro didn’t win.—S/o Mo
Developed and publisbed by Nintendo

Avaliabie September

Tetris

Attack

Virtua Fighter
Animation iris^

As incredible as it may sound. Sega’s

bringing Virtua Fighter to the Genesis. VF

Animation will feature 3D characters in a

ring-out-or-die martial arts tournament.

Choose from eight fighters {their identities

are to be revealed soon). The E3 version

was sketchy at best, but if you think this is

ambitious.. .there’s a Game Gear version

coming, too!—Bro’ Buzz

Developed and pubilshed by Sega

Available Fall '96

Bugs Bunny in

Double Trouble
Hey, Doc, Bugs might be available by now,

and he scored at E3 with cooi rendered 3D

graphics. Each level of this action/adventure

cart is based on a classic Looney Tunes car-

toon. You’ll face old favorites like Daffy Duck,

Elmer Fudd, Wile E. Coyote, and Marvin the

Martian (with K-9, too) —Bro' Buzz

Developed by Probe

Published by Sega

Available August

Other Genesis Games Coming

August:

Sega's Arcade Classics

(Sega)

World Series Baseball '96

(Sepa)

October:

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

(Williams Entertainment)

X-Women; The Sinister

Virus (Sega)

September:

Williams Arcade's

Greatest Hits (Williams

Entertainment)

November

NBA Hang Time

(Williams Entertainment)

Fall '96;

Madden NFL '97 (EA Sports)

X’Women: The Sinister Virus
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Was A Blast!

IlMiPII iMIlt nil

The E3 show floor was packed with action. This year’s

Electronic Entertainment Expo drew 57,795 attendees,

a crowd nearly 50 percent larger than last year’s. Some

467 software companies showcased 1,700 games and

other products for game systems and PCs. Next year,

E3 moves to Atlanta, Georgia. Maybe we’ll see you there;

if not, you’ll still get the E3 lowdown from GamePro.



Mindscape's second title based

on the popular Warhammer
board games departs from

the realms of swords and sor-

cery. transporting you far into

the future for "ores in space”

Doom-style shooting. The age-

old war between ores and

humans continues when the

ores capture a human outpost.

Fighting from a first-person

perspective, you lead four war-

riors into combat. Like Space

Hulk on the 3DO. you can

command your squadmates

to back you up. guard a certain

position, explore, and so on,

which adds another level of

strategy to the action. War-

hammer’s 16 levels are por-

trayed in rendered 3D graph-

ics and full-motion-video cut

scenes.—/l/r Hendrix

This gorgeous Myst-like ad-

venture packs in more Holly-

wood celebs than the Academy

awards. Two Aerosmith mem-
bers, James Belushi. Cher, and

Christopher Reeve chimed in

with voice-overs; Mark Ryden,

the artist behind those stylish

Red Hot Chili Peppers album

covers, penned the graphics:

and Tribeca Interactive, which is

owned by Robert De Niro, de-

veloped the game. Oh, yeah. .

.

the game. 9’s plot revolves

around a once glorious but now

decrepit artist’s retreat. Utilizing

a point-and-click approach to

solving puzzles and conversing

with the game's characters, you

must uncover the resort’s mys-

teries. 9's a promising prospect

for Myst fans.—A/r Hendrix

By 6T Interactive

Available August

By Mittdscape

Available Now
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Powerslave
By stealing the remains of the

Egyptian king Ramses, un-

known powers appear to have

thrown modern-day Earth into

chaos. When the world's armies

begin disappearing as they

plumb the mystery, you’re cho-

sen to investigate. Powerslave

thrusts you into a wacked-out

Egyptian land for first-person

blasMo-the-!ast action. Armed

with a machete. .357 magnum,

machine gun, and other weap-

onry like the all-powerful Eye

of Rah. you’re ready to party

hardy, but you’ll also have to

solve block puzzles, thwart pro-

jectile traps, and explore under-

water regions,—Sro’guzz

By Playmates Interactive

Entertainment

Available September

The Seattle Mariners’ 1995

American League Cy Young

Award winner. Randy Johnson,

stars in Baseball Pro ’96. You

can play the A.I. or another

player. The game’s Camera An-

gle Management System en-

ables you to play from any

viewing angle in the park. Ad-

ditionally, all the Major League

players are in the dugouts of

all 28 big-league ballparks. Pro

’96 tracks 2000 statistical cate-

gories. game by game. In fact.

you can enjoy a lifelong career

in the Bigs with Pro's Multi-

Season Career Play system,

which simulates games into

infinity .—Slo Mo
By Sierra On-Line

Available July

Grand Prix II, the sequel to

World Circuit, simulates the full

1994 championship season of

the Formula One Grand Prix.

Your goal is to win the Driver’s

Championship after 16 grueling

races set in Grand Prix cities

like Monaco and Barcelona. The

game sports an official FI li-

cense, which means you com-

pete with real drivers, teams,

and sponsors. Rookies will en-

joy the five difficulty levels and

seven driving aids, such as au-

tomatic braking and instant ve-

hicle-realignment after spinouts.

GP II challenges you to tour Eu-

rope the hard way .—Slo Mo
By Spectrum HoloByte

Available Winter '96
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The Neverhood: a curious

Wad of Klay Finds His Soul
For gamers who loved the sur- in a magical world, The Never-

prises and humor packed in hood. You play the clay hero,

Earthworm Jim. the next big Klaymen, who must solve puz-

surprise may be what some of zies and battle enemies like

EWJ’s creators are cooking up giant crustaceans and robots

now. The Neverhood is an ad- to keep the 'hood safe from

venture game gorgeously ren- the evil devices of Klogg.

dered with photorealistic clay- —Black Widow

mation environments and clay By DreamWoria intaractive

figures. The action takes place Available Fourth Quarter '96

It you stepped into

the Metaverse de-

scribed in Snow

Crash, Neal Stephen-

son’s best-selling sci-

fi novel, the virtual

world of this action

game should feel like

home. The Metaverse

is an online world

threatened by the

Snow Crash, a deadly

computer virus, and

you’re on a search-

and-destroy mission

through 30 levels to

eradicate the enemies

carrying the virus. The

action is truly 3D as

you move 360 de-

grees in any direction

from a third-person

view. Nonlinear gameplay, puz-

zle-solving, weapons, and a

multiplayer mode should mean

many fun hours spent in the

Metaverse.—5/ac/r Widow

By Viacom New Media

Available August

Smart Games
Challenge #i
The blacktop challenge "You arrange pieces to complete a

got game?" is recast in Smart picture. Smart Games' Prog-

Games, a collection of more ress feature tracks your score

than 300 brain-busters in 20 against each game’s optimum

categories, ranging from cryp- score, and the Optimization

tograms to logic. Undertake the Scoring feature lets you replay

challenge of Car Jam. where games to beat your lowest

you must steer your boxed-in score.—S/ac/r Widow

car out of a jam-packed parking By RandomSott

lot, or Slide Tiles, where you re- Available Now

Control freaks are ready to take

the helm again of their favorite

serial outer-space action/ad-

venture game as Star Control 3

explores new ground in the

Kessarri Quadrant. Star’s mix

of arcade-style combat, space

colonization, and first-person

interaction with amazingly life-

like aliens offers plenty to en-

tice new players to the Kessarri

fold. Star’s graphics are espe-

cially stunning with digitally

controlled animatronics of the

aliens. The combat mode is

juiced by multiplayer head-to-

head dogfights and the sheer

variety of warships you en-

counter.—5/ac^ Widow

By Accolade

Available Now
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Just lOOK what YOU

CAN Win.'
GRAND PRIZES - 10 Ultimate Game Rooms
including Sony Maximum TV system with 41

"

big-screen TV, Surround Sound speakers, and
hi-fi VCR, Acclaim NBA Jam Extreme Arcade
game, Sega Saturn, PlayStation, gaming chair,

PlayStation and Sega Saturn games from
Acclaim, one year free Blockbuster Video
game rentals and more]

FIRST PRIZES - 4 Trips for Two to GamePro
Headquarters in the San Francisco Bay Area,

including round-trip

airfare, two nights'

hotel lodging,

airport transfers and
a special Team GamePro merchandise pack.

SECOND PRIZES -

300 PlayStations with four

games each.

300 Sega Saturns with four

games each.



The more you PlAY.ihe MORE
chances YOU have to WIN!

and evening) on a 3 1« , s 1«> ,

'5®'’^°"® numbers (daytime
Summer Sweepstakes, P.o Bm^4 lo ' n VideTsames ofSweepstakes ends 8/la/96 Ma« intL '' “’«'0324.

°

uix^theageofiaseteoedfrom
mai-meniries

^ be awarded In tbs name of^Wegal representative. VbkJ^era f^,tiled. Estimated prize
^es.;Grand Prize, $13,000"^®

Ptl«. ^'^gg

Not to MENTION...

r
THIRD PRIZES - 3500

^
One-Year Free Blockbuster

Video Game Rentals:

your choice of any two every

month from the great selection of

video games at Blockbuster Video.

fourth prizes - 2000 Team GamePro

Merchandise Packs, including a

tion to GamePro Magazine, sports watch,

and sports code book.

fifth prizes - 6000

Great Games from

Acclaim, Sega and Sony:

1000 for Super Nintendo, 1000

for Genesis, 1600 for PlayStation,

2400 for Sega Saturn.

SIXTH PRIZES - 200 PlayStation Merchandise

Packs, including PlayStation cap and T-shirt.

/4<<laiirt



ByJohnny Ballgame

Namco. one of the most in-

novative video game design-

ers, soars into arcades with

the most hair-raising fiight

since the Wright brothers at

Kitty Hawk! Prop Cycie’s aerial

acrobatics spin out of contro!

with thriils for wannabe pilots

looking for an adrenaiine rush,

but you’d better be in shape.

Wing and a Prayer
You realiy put the pedal to

your mettle in this game. You

actually pump pedals to con-

trol your speed and turn han-

dles to steer, A variable-speed

fan in the arcade unit blows

wind through your hair accord-

ing to how fast you pump the

pedals, and you actually feel

the bike mechanism roll and

pitch through flight, providing

the ultimate sense of realism.

Take off in an aircraft that

simulates the hang-gliding/

ultra-light flying experience

as you maneuver through the

sky to pop “hot air” balloons.

There are two modes of play:

novice (Point Attack) and ad-

vanced (Story). Novice plays

.

only one of the game’s three

;

levels, but advanced players

j

can try to complete each mis-

I

Sion, popping the given num-

I

ber of balloons in a specified

Buzz by homes as you try to p<^ valuable balloons.

Ry through colorful and Imaginative levels,

e^ tvlih Its own unigae layout

The yaphics shine with the help of great

details like dolphins swimming In the water.

time on the way to the final

Solitar stage. Four difficulty

levels test your skills by forcing

you to fly with increased preci-

sion as the courses become

more complex.

Namco’s Super System

22 arcade brain powers awe-

some polygon rendered graph-

ics, and each level offers a

unique design and course lay-

out. complemented by color-

ful, vivid animation.

You’ll need plenty

ofpractice to By

like an ace.

Plying High
From the 50-inch deluxe moni-

tor to the ingenuity of the game

design. Prop Cycle demands

and deserves your attention.

Hop aboard and take a flight -

it may be the summer’s best

workout. Q

60CAMEPRO Augusi 1996



PLAYSTATION

CALL FOR CURRENT WALKTHROUGHS FOR "FINAL FANTASY Ml” & "D”

NEW WALKTHROUGHS IN THE WORKS!
LATEST COOES • BREAK-IN TRICKS • CHEATS • NEW CODES ADDED MONTHLY

MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR HAVE PARENTS PERMISSION



Top Gun; Fire at Will

(By Spectrum HoioByte)

By Tommy Glide

Available i

Shooler Cockpit/behlnd-

llie-plane views

44 STPNDHRD—riPCTir~
PROTIP: Don’t waste your m/s*

siles on sitting du<d(s. Instead,

send them down smokin’ with

your guns. The terrain isnl as de-

nSI tailed as you might

hope, but your plane, the ene-

mies, and the explosions are weli

done. This smooth game isn’t for

the easily airsick.

ttention, naval aviators! From there, it’s on to Cuba,

If you long for the Korea, and Libya,

glory days of arcade- Once in the air, you can

style dogfighters like After- switch between a cockpit

burner, this F-14’s for you. view and a behind-the-plane

The many full-motion video view. The cockpit gives you

sequences set up a good story more of a sim environment;

that thinly parallels the movie the second view has a more

plot. As bad-boy pilot Maver- traditional arcade feel and

ick, you begin your missions even includes an arrow that

at Top Cun School Mirimar. guides you to enemy targets.

Although you're always out-

numbered, the CPU enemies

are fairly poor fighters, and

the perfunctory air-to-ground

attacks aren’t thrilling, so you

may get bored flying between

air targets.

Top Cun isn't just for fly-

boys. though. Its solid shooter

qualities will get you right off

the flight deck, c

The sound effects soar.KQ While you get some

repetitive voice samples, the

music rocks with the movie song

“Danger Zone” and similar high-

energy guitar instrumentais.

The controls are good,

and your plane becomes

realistically harder to steer when

it takes heavy danu^. Surviving

missions requires fancy flying.

PROTIP: Once you lock on a

ground target, launch a missile,

then quickly hit the R2 button

to cycle h) the next target Re-

peat Otis process to take out a

group of targets In one pass.

This game realistically

captures the htm’s com-

petitive attitude and will delight

Maverick wannabes. The solid

dogfighting blends heavy arcade

action with a touch of sim.

PROTIP: When dueling Stinger,

Immediately maneuver behind

him and unload your missiles,

or you’re toast Ifyou can’t beat

him, use this password to get

past him: 6BZ52

.

PROTIP: When you get the

drop on a whole squad-

ron, standard missiles

are ineffective at dose

Actor James Tdkan, the guy

who busted Tom Cruise’s butt

in toe Top Gun film, returns to

bust your butt in this game.

Fly right Bod you 'll earn his

respect (not to mention a very

nice plaque).

BAMEPRI



Mission 1: 68353

Mission 2: 58210

Mission 3: 98143

Mission 4: 44010

Mission 5: 84933

Mission 6s 59610

Mission 7s 99743

PROTIP: Once you get to Cuba,

the enemy missiles get tougher

to avoid. As soon as you hear

the missile-lock warning,

launch a Rare and pull an eva-

sive maneuver.

While she's no Kelly McGillis, you

can win her over by rescuing her

a few times-

PROTIP: In the third Cuban mis-

sion, you face large bombers.

Make quick passes on the

bombers and nail them with

your guns. Th^ don’tgo down

you can Rnlsh them quickly

with a couple ofrodrets.

PROTIP: The most dangerous
'

part of these missions is_Ote

d0IShRng. Once'yMJTake out

the requisite number of planes,

go in and Rnish off the ground

targets. This isn’t difficult even

if your plane is badly damaged.

PROW: Don’t waste time hot-

dogging in the aerial batties,

oryou might run low on fuel.

PROW: In Oie sIxOt Cuban

mission, seek out file ground

targets as you engage the

dogfighters, so you avoid run-

ning out of fu^ before you

finish the mission. An easy

way to find the ground targets

without constantly chewing

your ground radar Is to follow

the dirt road.

PROW: In the fourth Cuban

mission, file first few planes

are easy to down with regular

rockets; the enemies, however,

become more squirrelly as you

progress. Switch to Surefire

rockets when you need to

shoot down about eight more PROW; In the seventh Cuban

enemy planes. mission, take out as many en-

I

emy planes as you can with

your guns. The last plane is an

aiemy stealth boss, and you’ll

need missiles to beat ft

Cuba Mission

Passwords

PROW; In the fifth Cuban mis-

sion, the enemy will engage

you near the hills. Be careful

maneuvering here, or you’ll
' end up as part of the hillside.

It wouldn’t be a real Top Gun

game if Maverick didn't have a

civilian woman to chase after.

News reporter Amanda Moore

always ends up in the same hot

spots where you're flying mis-

sions.. .Coincidence?



Control

A turret that revolves

4 . a while you drive and a

sharp handbrake turn give the

M13 good maneuverability. Mul-

tiple weapons and enhancements

add to the solid control.

shooter fans. While highly explo-

sive, it’s not without fault, and

it certainly ain't easy.

PROTIP: Defensive driving Is key. When attacked, drive In reverse to

keep the enemy a good distance hi front of you, and keep moving,

or you’ll be toast

BAMEPRI AlllSl 18IB

Shellshock
(By U4. Gold)

By&easyGus

I PRORP: Enemy dnp-
I pers will plague you

In the later levels;

learn to gulddy

switch to your

chain gun to take

them out. ^

PROTIP: In the third mission,

take out these gun boats before

they Rre on you.

PRORP: You must atways de-

pend on your radar. Usettto

predict where enemies will

appear.

PROT1P: Upgrade and r^ir
your tank after each mission.

Collect as many suitcases as

you can for extra cash.

PRORP: During the first levels,

use your money to repair and

add armor.

YOUR CREW

ntORP: Buildings provide awe-

some fmtecUon, so set up your

turret to Rre between them and

Rush out Ote enemy.

0 you want to blow up

more things before 9

a.m. than CamePro edi-

tors do all day? Then enlist in

DaWardenz, the hip-hop tank

unit of Shellshock.

Skip the long and unhelp-

ful full-motion video of the

mission briefings and jump

right into the turret of your

tank. From there, you’ll battle

enemy tanks, helicopters, gun

installations, and even boats

as you take out terrorist com-

pounds and rescue hostages.

Shellshock’s gameplay is fairly

fast - you can blow up almost

everything, but clever and

cautious tank maneuvering is

clearly the deciding factor in

completing missions. One of

the gameplay requirements is

that you repair your tank and

add many upgrades {better

treads, firing mechanisms,

and armor) for a more lethal

machine.

If you like tank games,

chances are you'll like Shell-

shock. If not, these treads will

pass the evening as a decent

rental.
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Metal Slug
mrswo

ByMalorll/nke

2 playere

6 missions

M
etal Slug pushes the Neo»Geo to the edge. It’s a soldier-

slamming, side-scrolling, tour de force that dwarfs recent

side-scrolling Neo shoot-em-ups, including the system’s

strongest platform offerings like Cyber Up and Top Hunter.

Slug pits a lone soldier (or soldiers with the two-player

simultaneous play) against an enemy army of thinly disguised

Nazis with a Saddam Hussein-esque commander. There is

no story, you simply parachute into a variety of inftintry

combat situations, where the only objective is to reach

the end of each mission in one piece. ..and rescue a few

hostages along the way.

Slug’s loaded with weapons to decimate your ene-

mies. You start with a standard pistol and grenades, but

you can upgrade to rocket launchers, machine guns, and

shotguns. Your enemies attack by the dozens, so the more

firepower you pack, the better. The granddaddy weapon is the

prized Super VehicleK)01
,
a mini tank armed with a machine

gun and artillery shells. Once inside the tank, you can roll over

enemies. Jump, and blast structures to smithereens. You can also

turn the tank into a time bomb that destroys the tank and

everything it touches when it blows. Watch the amount of dam-

age you absorb - take one hit too many, and your tank ex-

plodes. So bail out when that baby flashes red!

The complaints are major and minor. Ttie major is that the

game’s too short! Six missions just aren’t enough, and the linear

gameplay doesn’t offer much when you play for the sixth and

seventh times. The minor gripe is with the graphics, which suc-

cumb to slowdown, especially during the huge explosions. For-

tunately, that’s kept to a minimum.

Not only has the Neo proven itself in the fighting-game

arena, but with more platform games like Metal Slug, it could

become a system to be reckoned with in the platform-game

genre as well. Q

PROW: In MIssloa 4, Han’t de-

stroy the big barrel of dynamite

at the start of the mission; In-

stead, Jump up on It and^ to

the tatdr on die door above.

PR07IP: In MIssloa 2, when you
reach the attacking planes, get

out of the tank. It Is easier to

destroy them on foot, and the

tank doesn’t take any damage!

210 megs

Available

fiAMEPII must 1811
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SO straightforward and linear

that the Fun Factor waves the

KILLING TIME

UsM

PROTIP: Although a powerfid weapon, the

shotgun Is ettecOve only at close range. I

grenades for targets that are faraway.



The /5“ff/rsystems

are40Wnbutn^out!
ByTheFeabnCreabre

FORMORC 16-miNFO, CHICROUT

THE SUPER Mario RPG Strategy

eUlOEIN "ROLE-PIAYER'S REALM"!

16-Bit ProReviews

Cfi^ade Cldssi^

By Captain SquUeo

What was novel back in the

1970s is mundane in 1996.

This collection of ancient

video games has nostalgia

value, but you probably won’t

be playing these any more of-

ten than you’d listen to an old

Partridge Family album.

P/tOTJP: h CenUpetie, dear out

the obfects Immediately around

you to that the centipede wlU

cross the entire screen late la

thegame.

Arcade Classics by Sega

t ]adj|

S39.M

Available August

Shooter

Sgamei

side view

Heplay value: Medium

ESR8 raSng: Kids

to Adults

PBOW: bt Super Pong, hit the

puck from your outside paddle

to your Inside paddle to make It

build up speed as it approadtes

your opponent

The Good 01’ Days?
Arcade Classics unites three

historic games: Pong, Cen-

tipede, and Missile Command.

Each is presented both In its

original form and In a new Sega

version. But the upgrades

aren’t much: just some added

sound effects or backgrounds.

You can make Pong sound

like tennis. Big whoop.

You’ll be struck by how lit-

tle there is to do. Each game

is a one-button affair, except

Pong, which uses no buttons

(just Up and Down on the di-

rectional pad). The gameplay

is mildly fun, especially for

EAMEPBI
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You Gotta Have These/
1 In May we asked you to name your favorite 1 6-bit action/ I

adventure games. SNES games took three of the top four slots,

although to Sega’s credit, more Genesis titles are listed overall.

Here's your list with the percentage of votes for each game:

* Donkey Kong Country 2 • Alien 3 (SNES) ]%

(SNES)19X
• Cunstar Hmes (Genesis) 1%

• Donkey Kong Country

(SNES) m * The Lion King (Genesis) 1%

• Sonic 2 (Genesis) 1 19^

• Shinobi 3 (Genesis) 1%

• Super Metroid (SNES) 109^
• Sonk 3 (Genesis) 19^

• Disney’s Aladdin (Genesis) 69(

• Super Mario World (SNES) I9A

• Earthworm Jim (Genesis) 6%
• Super Return of the jedi

(SNES) 19^

• Sonic & Knuckles (Genesis) 6%
• Super Star M^rs (SNB) 196

• Earthworm Jim 2 (Genesis) 59^
• Taz-Mania (Genesis) 196

* Flashback (Genesis) 5%
• X-Men (SNES) 196

' Vectorman (Genesis) 5%
• Yoshi’s Island (SNES) 196

two players, but these games

won't raise your pulse. You

can, however, adjust the chal-

lenge to make the games in-

sanely impossible (good luck

scoring anything in Ultra Pong).

The graphics and sounds are

true to the originals, which

means they're primitive. The

Sega versions actually detraa

from the gameplay in some

instances; The distracting

backgrounds of Centipede

make it harder to see where

you’re shooting.

These days, any new 1
6-

bit game is welcome, But

though it^ a humorous re-

minder of the industry^ ori-

gins, Arcade Classics is no

more than a 4-meg curiosity

in high-rewing 1996.

For real fun with historic

games, pick up a 6-Pak - Sega’s

new six-in-one Genesis cart,

68) Bigust laaa

the stiti while thepuck Is behind

yourgoal,oryoumigMacch
dentally knock the puck In.

that is. You get six complete

games from the early 1 990s;

Sonic the Hedgehog, Revenge

of Shinobi, Super Hang-On,

Streets of Rage, Golden Axe,

and Columns. While the sounds

and graphics are primitive

compared with the effects in

Vectorman, these games are

still fun. There’s life in the old

Genesis yet!
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Ask Thk Pros
What^ the level-select trick for

Aladdin for the Genesis?

D. D. White

Linden, NC

One of 1993's best games,

Disneys Aladdin e^ablished

producer David Perry as a su-

perstar. Previous games cre-

ated under Perr/s auspices in-

clude The Jungle Book; Perry’s

next project after Disney’s Al-

addin was the remarkable

Earthworm Jim series.

To select fevefs In Disney’s /U-

addin, at the Options screen press

A,C,A,C,A,C,A,C,B,B,B,andB.

then you go to a debng screen...

...where you can select levels,

amaig other tricks. Here’s an~

other quick level-skip bide At

any point In Ote game, hit Start to

pause and press A, 8,8, A, A, B,B,

andA This warps ymi to the end

of the level.

What were your ratings for Su-

per Ghouls 'N Ghosts for the

Super NES?

Ryan Sullivan

Hendersonville, TN

This classic action/adventurer

scored high numbers in Octo-

ber 1991:

Super Ghouls ’H Ghosts also has

a stage-select code. At the Op-

bans screen, Mghllght Exit, then

hold down 8uttm L and Start on

Controller Dm. While holding,

press Start on Controller One...

...to get a new screen where you

can seleet any stage...

...even the Haal batbe wbh
SanHus In yom underwear!

In your March 1 995 issue, you

said that FX Fighter would be

out for the SNES by that sum-

mer. It’s now a year later, and I

still haven't seen it. Where is it?

Jacob Simmons

Several of the big-name

games shown by Nintendo

at Winter CES in 1995 have

never shipped. Besides FX

Fighter, Nintendo presented

StarFox 2 and Comanche (a

helicopter shooter). Rumors

persist that these games will

one day hit store shelves, but

as of our press time no firm

dates have been announced.

¥oi It Tuo Ckm'S Alton IG-Kn
I work at a used video game Half our customers ask for

store, and I can prove that

the 1 6-bit systems aren’t

dead. Only one out of every

50 customers asks for Sat-

urn or PlayStation games.

NES games, and the other

half want SNES or Genesis

games. We even have people

ask about Atari 2600 games!

John Shrader

This isn’t a big month for new

games, unfortunately, as com-

panies gear up for the waves of

yi releases that will begin to

hit shore in September.

The hottest new date is

November 1 8 - that’s when

Donkey Kong Country 3

comes out.

This month's releases:

Arcade Qassics by Sega

(Genesis)

Bugs Bunny in Double

Trouble by Sega

(Genesis)

Kitby^ Super Star

(formerly Kirby% Super

Deluxe) by Nintendo

(SNES)

World Series Baseball

*96 by Sega (Genesis)

Kirby’s Super Star (SNES)

GAMEPR9 ABBasI 1896
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By Doctor Devon

"niough there’s not much that

feels new here, Toy Story is a

decent game. As Woody, you

PROW: In Ego Check, use

your BrawsMng to swing

across large open spaces.

lope through a bedroom help-

ing your pals from last year’s

flick. But too much of the game-

play is plodding and repeti-

tive - how much slow running

and jumping can one cow-

poke take? Slight variations,

like a timed level and a Rex-

riding level, help a lit-

tle, but they’re only

mild fun.

Woodyi weapon is

his drawstring, and

it isn't very accurate

when you use it to

swing across gaps.

The graphics are sim-

mRi

ple and the sounds basic: This

game feels more like a low-

tech throwback than the high-

tech triumph the movie and 16-

bit games were. B

PROW: In That OldArmy Game,

you’ll Rnd the baby monitor next

to the teddy bear on top of the

last toy shelf.

I!B .

X.

d-

By ScaryLany

Tetris’s addictive nature has

enthralled a generation of

gamers, and now Nintendo

reinvents itself with a twisted

take on the game.

This time, you’re

trying to piece to-

gether the puzzle

from an overhead

view. It’s truly a 3D

experience as you

turn wire-frame pieces onto a

revolving platform.

Although Tetris games aren't

known for stunning scenery, at

times they have appealing back-

grounds. Not so in this souped-

down version. Even the sounds

are minimal.

The confusing controls add

to the melee. You may find

yourself grunting in frustra-

tion when turning pieces in

the 3D environment. Still,

some of the addictiveness of

the original Tetris prevails,

and you may play longer than

you thought you would.

>W: Try not to stmn

the

-ro-; ihe floor.

PROW: Itim pieces as soon as .

they appear so that you qulckh\ i
orient yourself with the control^

3D Tetris by NMendo

pjM
Price nolevellabls

Megs nol avaliable

Available now

Overhead view

Replay value:

Medium

ESRB rallng: Kids

lo Adults

Qlympic^^ummer Qames
ByCoachKyle I

Variety, yes. Excitement, no. If the summer games were really

this uninvolving, they’d be held once a century.

Compete in ten events, ranging from archery to the hurdles.

These Olympics exclude team sports and boxing, though. In

eight events you perform solo to get your best score.

The graphics are good and change for each event, with side

views of the races and behind-the-competitor perspectives of

the shooting events. The athletes are big enough to show off

nifty animations, like humorous sprawls when they stumble in

the triple Jump. But the game’s minimal sound effects 1ail to

pump up the overall ho-hum action. This is more like the

Olympic Bummer Games. B

B
PROW-.InthellO-melerhut-

dies, hit Up as you take year

final step before each htmte.

PROW:Keep year euner atam
horizontal level and let the sheet

eoBtetoyoa.

GAMfPR9 (t^ AnihsI IS8B



It's summertime. ..Dare you jump into

SCARY LARRY’S ^
HAUNTED SUMMER CAMP?
Most summer camps are full of tun and adventures, but not at

Scary Larry’s Haunted Summer Camp! Watch out for all kinds

of creepy crawlies, hidden traps, sudden perils, and other

nasty surprises! Escape from camp In the shortest amount

of time and you’re eligible to get your name and winning

time printed in the pages of GAMEPRO magazine!

(S.2S!) MDMtunnss

WtHKie-K

ANSELMOCUZMAN
BELLS, TN
(5.18) MINUTES

MATTHEW LANDRY
SWANSEA. MA
(7.41) MINUTES

ROSSMcCURDY
WOODBRIDCE, VA
(7.45) MINUTES

JASON PARKER
SCOTTSDALE, AZ
(7.65) MINUTES

KIM FITZOERALD
LAKEWOOD. OH
(7.76) MINUTES

PLUS: The Grand Prize Winner

gets top-billing and a FREE
Official GamePro T-shirt!

1 .900 >454 •66001
Call today to lest your skilll

nsiilc rncztc; <R1 9Q a miniitR anri rtallR avfiraae sixCalls costs $1 ,29 a minute and calls average six

minutes in length. Available to touch tone and
rotary phones. Be sure to get your parent's

permission to call Scary Larry's Adventures if

you are under 18 years of age. Messages
subject to change without notice. A service of
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Triple Play Cranks One out of the Park

Triple Plaij
'97

By Johnny Balli>iiine

Welcome to the big leagues. Triple Play ’97

steps up to the plate and smashes a homer in

powerful Babe Ruth form. Everything you love about base-

ball is in this game, and the pure sights and sounds from the

ballparic make you feel like you're living - not just playing -

the experience.

The Diamond King

Triple Play offers all the realism you can ask for...then gives you even more. You get every Major

team, mt^lban 7UU au^idc players ^dated’fl^roi^ opening day i osmost

eyeotching, jaw-dropiwig stadiums you've seen to date on the 32-bit platform. There are five

gane modes, including Exhibitiai, Playoffs, and Series, along with three skiU levels, tradtt. drafts,

and the ability to create players.

Speed bursts, jumping to take away home runs, and di^gjpr liners provide players with all

the moves, but some of the controls are a little problematic. Every' pitcher can throw ten pitches, but

tee's no onscreeatargeting cursor, and you have-mveentrol overa pitch'rhq^it;

The controls are also a little off wherryou’re running the KSes,

mainly because they’re far loo complex, especially when you're han-

dling multiple runners. Although you get used to the many button

presses, you’re still prone to miscues.

PROTIP: Change speeds <men to

;

batter out in front and off balance

PROTIP: Ifyou’rebnngphdied inside a lot,

open up your stance a little and yank the ball

down the line.

All-American Graphics

Remarkable flybys of each stadium will leave you reminiscing about

glory days and hot dogs. The motion-captured animations are impres-

sive, and the physics of play, like the ball spin and wind drift, are incred-

ibly lifelike. Players run smoothly on gorgeous green fields, and, for the

first time, outfielders actually collide if they blindly chase a fly ball.

The sound sucks you in with catchy, hand-clapping PA music,

roaring crowds, and a timely announcer who calls the play-by-play, in-

cluding each player’s name. You can even hear the difference between

a home run and a grounder in the crack of the bat. When key situations

arise, a fan calls out from the distance, “Go for it!"

Deja Vu All Over Again

As the 32-bit baseball season begins. EA Sports is back on top with the

best baseball simulation so far. It not only captures every stat for the fa-

natic. but provides frenzied fun for

even the casual sports gamer. You

don't need Albert Belle to smack

you in the head to know Triple Play

’97 is the ruler of diamonds. H
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Late Powerplay Advantage

Turns Around Saturn Season

miLPouierploij'96
By Tummy Glide

They say the cold war is over, but not if you’re battling on ice in NHL
Powerplay '96. Powerplay's unquestionably one of the best sports

games available for the Saturn.

Boards and Blades

With all the NHL teams and players and the traditional top-down view

of the action, you lace up for Exhibition. Season, Playoffs, and World

Tourney modes. In the World Tourney, you can play as one of 16 inter-

national teams, with pro players representing their home nations (for

example, Gretzky and Neely play for Canada).

J/S ^
u.

^ 4
Whoa! In the replay mode, you can zoom in

get a good look at these polygonal skaters.

PROTIP: Master the o)

to score.

NHL Pouierploij Tips

PRO IIP: For eReilhe strategy. PRO IIP: Slick near the net on

your style of play should match the hreakaway shots. Olkn you'll gel

team you're using. Foresarnple. o!IT«o .shots if the goalie deliccis

dump the puck in the /one otlen if Ihe first,

you are playing us Ihe Penguins.

PROTJP: Quick passing is the best

PRO IIP: When first learning to «ay to moseihe puck up the ice

play. chiHtse an .Ml-Star team and and set up scoring situations,

play a ueaker team like Oitana.

The play feels truly real. The computer A.I.

effectively re-creates each team’s style, and while

fighting has unfortunately been left out. this game

packs aU the speed and bone-crunching hits of the

pros. And when it comes to scoring, only superbly

set-up shots get by. Quick passing makes for a

fast game, and good defense is hard to master,

•timer shot if you want The coaching option enables you to really vary

your strategy.

Conlrolwise, all the moves you need are

here. You get buttons for speed bursts, drop passes, slap shots, and

wrist shots. But the control does feel a little stodgier than the Play-

Station version.

Splendor in the Glass

Graphically, Powerplay is a true 3D game. Unbelievably sharp polygo-

nal players skate in a well-buDt 3D arena with detailed artwork on the

ice. A smoothly scrolling and scaling camera follows the great motion-

captured animation. The devastating checks are so detailed that you can

almost feel the stuntman’s pain. The one drawback is that the puck can

be hard to spot at times.

Assisting the great visuals are the quality sounds, especially the

excellent effects. Missed shots ring off the goal post, and sticks realisti-

cally clap against the puck. The stadium announcer is perfect, not repet-

I

itive or too intrusive, and the “smart” crowd boos visitors and cheers

I

the home team. But where’s the organ music?

I

Powerful Play

I Rarely does a video game deliver

the essence of the sport. As the first

in what hopefully is a continuing

series, Powerplay may well be unri-

valed for all of '96. I

NHL Powerplay *96 by Vbgbi MBiactlvB

Available now Replay value: High

6 players 10 AMItS

BIIMEPIIO (^1^^ August 1996



Rookie Powerplay Hammers Faceoff Opposition

NHL Poiuerploii
'%

PlailQLaMnn
thought NHL Faceoff was the

ridl|DiaMUN
of PlayStation

hockey, think again. Poweq)lay’s graphics and game-

play skate away with the Cup.

Fast, Furious, Fightless!

Lace ’em up for some of the fastest, smoothest-playing

hockey available. Not only does Powerplay '96 give

you all the NHL teams plus the East and West All-Star

teams, you also get 16 international teams. The standard

features include Exhibition, Play-Off, World Tourney,

and Season modes of play. In the Season mode, you can

opt to play 1 1-, 21-, 41-, or 82-game seasons.

The competition is fierce, with a truly tough A.I. To win, you’ll

need to hit hard, pass quick, and set up your shots. Each team plays in a

style similar to that of its real-life counterpart, and you especially notice

the difference when you're a man down because of a penalty.

Controlwise, you get all the NHL moves (minus the drop pass

that’s in the Saturn version), tight directional response, wrist shots, slap

shots, skating backwards, speed bursts, and optional goalie control. But

still no fighting!

Polygonal Performance

Once the world sees these polygonal skaters perform, the days of pre-

rendered sprites are numbered. The PlayStation’s polygonal skaters are

smaller than the Saturn's, but they're smoother. Not only have the gen-

eral movemaits and the big hits been^^{^cin--ct^gj^^:but so have all

the subtleties, like tbe ol^-balance wobble of a wingman^trying to ret^

puck control while bwiihing by ^'deT^fi^han. Tf^ game' is '3D
' ’

and the rendered rink'; ijlgos%J^ce, and glare r^eSl^g off the sur-

face make Powerplay-s«i|j^^^TOost realistic to date.

The sound compi^efe the^^^ics well, with standoutsfjke the

thud of a wide slap shotliittu^'&e b^ds and the realistic horn sdun^-

ing the end of a periQd.*Ife«^ef. thejejs a lack of sladiutti music and

the crowd occasioftSly growsjquieL

pQwer Playability

Ui^pSbtediy this game

was developed by people

who know hockey. -While

it’s not^tfect,’”with fea-

tures like six-player capa-

bUity there’s more than

enough here to keep stick-

handlers enthralled. Pow-

erplay has the power. I

PROTiP: Many goals arc scored through the goalie's legs. Keep your slap shots

low and put ’em right through the wickets.
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Konami’s Off and Running with Kiiier Track Action

g^lnfefiiflfionfllTracli& Field

W ' By Johnny Ball^ame

PlfUlQFilhnn
arcade multiplayer action is bom again on the

^ PlayStation in this superb Konami sports title. Re-

vamped from its glory days in the arcades. International Track & Field

triumphs with terrific traditional gameplay that’s enhanced by gold-

medal 32-bit graphics.

Track & Field of Dreams

The good old days of frantic button-pounding are back in these 1

1

heart-racing events. Everything from the 100-meter dash to the discus

and shot put are included, along with three difficult levels and a prac-

tice mode to help you train for the fierce competition that awaits.

The controls for your athlete are simple to initiate and play, yet

difficult to master. Some events, like the hammer throw and high jump,

take hours to perfect, and even then you might choke when you have to

qualify in only three attempts. But this is part of the fun, especially in

three- or four-player action, where you see firsthand who’s a prime-

time player and who ends up banging their fists on the track and crying

their eyes out. Expect a lot of trash-talking and good times - this is one

of the best head-to-head sports games on the market.

Sweel Fleel Feel

Huge, detailed, fully rendered sprites smoothly run, throw, jump, and hur-

dle in a beautiful Olympic-size stadium. Athletes fall so hard in the long

jump that you’ll cry out in agony, while other times you’ll cheer as play-

ers celebrate a win by

pumping their fists in

the air. The victory

stand is hilarious, espe-

cially if one of your

buddies ends up in

fourth place.

Digitized voices

and realistic, hysterical

crowd noises are com-

bined with the old

beeps and bloops of

Track & Field’s arcade

past. The announcer

gets you amped before each event by asking “Who will be number one

in the world?’’ and congratulates you if you win or qualify. Players

scream “Ouch!” and “Whoa!” when you mess up or injure them.

Gold Medal Glory

International Track & Field

is the Carl Lewis of track

and field games, streaking

across the finish line in un-

matched form and fun. So

far, everything else is

strictly a runner-up. I

PROTIP: In the hammer throw, don’t throw until

the arrow turns red. Release the hammer when

it's on the right-hand side to keep it inbounds.

bitemational Track & Held by Kmaml

;^ADJ|
Prici not 3va liable

Available new

Track Sllald

Multiple views

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

4 players to Adults

PROTIP: Sometimes the

dilTcrence in the 100-meter

dash Ls the final lean across

the line. Don't forget to

stretch, or it oiuld cost you

first place.

PROTIP: In the pole vault, spring from the pole

when it’s bent - just before it straightens out -

for the best height.
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FI Cliollenoe

By The Axe Grinder

Qahirn
^ hardcore racing game ihan a “pop” arcade

JUlUl
jjjjg pj Challenge has some decent aspects, but ulti-

mately it’s monotonous. The game’s nice to look at, but its simplicity

and bland features make it boring.

Dead Racer

With the Formula One license, FI Challenge has real cars, drivers, and

tracks to choose from. There are also two modes: Time Attack (race to

get your best time) and Arcade (race against others). Unfortunately, the

variety doesn’t rescue the flagging action. Unlike Sega Rally, FI’s ho-

hum A.I. never picks up the pace with a sharp, competitive edge.

In both modes, the controls handle well, though steering is a bit

touchy with Sega’s steering-wheel peripheral.

Grind to a Halt

The generic rock music drones on endlessly, while the scant effects,

such as the tinny roar of the crowd, are overshadowed by the hum of

the car engine. The most arresting effect comes when you crash into

a wall, which sounds like breaking glass.

The redraw of the track is better than Daytona USA’s and Sega

Rally’s, and the decent graphics sport nice touches, like the sparks that

fly when you ram an opponent and the rendered opening cinematics.

The rear-view mirror, however, slows down the action.

FI isn’t a bad game, it just isn’t a very exciting or interesting

one. It tries to get off to a rousing start, but barely makes it across

the finish line. H

OIppic Soccer
By Johnny Ballgame

Thirty-two intemarional teams kick and fight their way

rl0(|bl9ll0fl to the gold medal in Olympic Soccer, a fast, fluid ball

blazer that offers both realistic simulation and arcade action.

Just Kickin’ it

For features, the three modes of gameplay include an officially licensed

Olympic tournament, and you can manipulate certain game conditions

like the field type, weather, and stadium. You can also easily change

formations and player assignments according to each country’s

strength. The outstanding controls score with sliding tackles, diving

headers, bicycle kicks, and combination moves like the give-and-go.

The polygonal players look good

from afar, but look far from good dur-

ing the close-ups, where faceless ref-

erees give yellow cards to indistinct

rule violators. The crowd looks more

like a spray-painted wall, and some-

times the ball actually ricochets off

them in a manner reminiscent of in-

door soccer.

A British armouncer dominates

the audio with quick quips and well-

timed humorous comments. Techno

music pulses during the options

screens, but the crowd noi.se and

chants aren’t as prominent as

they should be, especially for an

Olympic competition.

This or That

Olympic Soccer is a smooth, fun

soccer game that keeps you hap-

pily gunning for goals. But

there’s already so much solid

cSmpetition on the field (Goal

Storm, VR Soccer, FIFA) that

you may want to rent them all

before finally choosing a season-

ticket plan. H
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The Final Rounil
* By Bruised Lee

pi qi Lj. Konami putts around ihe course with a mediocre at-

riOHOlOllUII
jQ capture the realism of EA's PGA Tour

Pros should stay where they belong: on a PGA-sanctioned course.

Golf fans are sure lo be disappointed that the PGA pros didn’t make

Final Round’s lineup. Instead, you’re subjected to six fictitious

golfers who are rated in power, technique, stability, and luck. More

dis^pointing, though, is the lack of replay value: The four modes

(stroke, match, skins, and training) go down on one lone course.

There’s nothing special about the gameplay. The cheesy power

meter brings down the controls and limits the fun. Hooking and slic-

ing the ball is d^ennined by your stance and where you hit the ball,

so once you power up the meter, there’s no skill involved in making

contact with the ball.

,

On a positive a^. Final Round’s graphics make good use of

the PlayStation’s 3D engine. The holes, which are beautifully tex-

ture-mapped, and the players are extremely realistic. The multiple

camera views and iii^ant replay also add a nice touch.

The decent sounds provide the standard thwack of a golf club along with an occasional chirping of birds.

Typical Jazz music fades in and out after each hole.

Course in One

It’s okay to make a sports game that doesn’t have a pro license, but there should be other aspects to make the

game stand out. One playable course in the entire game and limited features really handicap The Final Round. B

^.ORTS Insider Previews

flflfonvs.W : fHI-Time Superstars Baseball

In an intriguing twist on the way-too-crowded next-gen

baseball thang, Mindscape populates the diamond with 40 heroic stars

from baseball’s past. That’s right, you step up to the plate as greats like

Babe Ruth, Hank Aaron, Ty Cobb, and Willie Mays, or you can create

custom players. Graphically, Mindscape’s striving to preserve the

game’s historical feel, so you’ll find nifty old-fashioned uniforms and

stadiums. But some

new-fangled motion-

capture techniques

should imbue the play-

ers with lifelike move-

ments, which Mind-

scape plans to tailor to

each player’s real-life

style. Cool idea, but

the fun is aU in the

gameplay - in the

coming months we’ll

clue you in on how

this rookie fares in the

Show .—Air Hendrix

Developed and published by

Mindscape Sports Authority

Available October

(AMtPII AlllSt 1111
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Developed and published

6y EA Sports

Available September

The undisputed champion of 16-

bit football is ready to kick off on

the 32-bit systems! In the lime

since last year’s embarrassing

cancellation of Madden ’96 (see

“ProNews,” March), EA Sports

has been jamming on some im-

pressive gridiron improvements,

such as tuned-up gameplay and

speed. In this early PlayStation

version, things chugged along

more slowly than in NFL Game-

Day. Still, Madden has the poten-

tial to match or best GameDay by

the lime EA polishes it. If you’re

not pumped yet, Madden’s fea-

tures should do the trick: 140

teams, including historical greats,

all-Maddens, and more; 200

plays; situational substitutioas;

numbers on the jerseys; rendered

versions of all the pro stadiums;

completely revamped graphics;

and nine touchdown celebra-

tions .—Air Hendrix

^2233 EQ3I ulu
' EA Sports also

cmshed hockey fans

by booting NHL ’% into the 32-

bit penalty box, but like Madden

’97. NHL ’97 sparkles with unde-

niable potential. For its 32-bit de-

but, NHL hits the ice with top-

notch features like all the NHL
teams, all-star teams, and all-EA

teams; real-life masks on every

goalie; coaching strategies that let

you tune your defensive and of-

fensive approach from the ice;

several new checks; sweet mo-

tion-captured polygonal graphics;

and signature moves for star play-

ers. In this early, unfinished Play-

Station version, the A.I. hadn’t

been tuned at all, but it’s clear

that EA’s augmenting NHL’s tra-

ditionally ferocious arcade pace

with solid sim elements. The real-

istic stick handling, for instance,

so far poses a tough but enjoyable

challenge .
—Air Hendrix

Developed and published

By EA Sports

Available October
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Sisn-up in FuncoLand Stores: July 15 - August 4

Storewide Competition: August 5 - August 9

City-Wide Championships: August 1 0 - August 1

1

National Championship;

August 24 - August 25

at the Mall of America in Minneapolis, MN
® 1 996 FuncoLand - Must be a studeit age 1 8 and under. Employees of Funco, Inc., FuncoLand, Game

Informer, GameFTO, Sony a suppliers, affiliates and the immediate families of each are not elisible.

See official rules at FuncoLand stores.

For the nearest FuncoLand

location and info., check out:

http://www.funcoland.com

or call

612-946-8883

if you’re not net savvy.
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Horld Series laseball II

I Everybody's

favorite base-

ball game returns to the

Saturn for more fast-paced,

arcade-style slugfest action.

As in the previous version,

you’ll dash onto the dia-

mond with all the major-

league players and teams,

but this time you’ll find

rendered versions of all 28 big-

league stadiums as well. And,

correcting one of the first game’s

foolish flaws, the classic up-close

big-batter view from the Genesis

games returns, as do injuries and

drafts .—Air Hendrix

Based on the NFL

GameDay en-

gine, NCAA GameBreaker

rockets down the college

field at a faster clip than

GameDay. And it has the

moves to back up its speed:

star players who make or

“break” a game, laterals, all

1 10 Division I-A teams, a

slew of Division I-AA teams, all

ten conferences, and bowl games.

Fight songs pace the action in

rendered 3D stadiums filled with

motion-captured players. Looks

like a Rose Bowl contender. . .

.

—Air Hendrix

Oevelaped and published by

Sony Computer Entertainment

Avaiiabie Third Quarter '96

Hsiine Gfelzbii 3D Docheij dBO
r As the first Ninten-

do 64 sports game.

Gretzky Hockey blazes down the

64-bit ice with arcade-style three-

on-three (plus a goalie) puck-

pokin' action. Although Gretzky

headlines the game, you’ll find all

the real NHL players, and Williams

promises to include all the checks,

shots, and passes you'd want. The

3D graphics sport a rendered tex-

ture-mapped look that’s modeled

on the movements of pro hockey

players .—Air Hendrix

E3 Sports Round-Up
The show floor was packed with tons of sneak peeks at other

sports games. Here's a quick rundown on some of the sports action

heading your way in the

coming months.

Sony announced NFL
GameDay '97 and NHL
Faceoff ’97 for the Play-

Station late this year. Kon-

ami's getting ready to hoop

it up with NBA In the Zone

2 for the PlayStation this fall.

Sega’s working on Daytona

Championship Edition.

NFL ’97. and Manx T T for the Saturn later this year. A Genesis

World Series ’96 is in the works as well, but sadly, the only change

since la.st year is updated rosters. Weak!

In other diamond action. Crystal Dynamics’ 3D Baseball

looked truly impressive - we’ll have a detailed, hands-on look at it

in next month’s “Spons Insider Previews.” On the other hand, the

32-bit versions of Virgin's Grand Slam ’96 (formerly known as

The Show) didn’t measure up to the stellar graphical quality of the

PC version, but it was at a very early stage.

Finally, Acclaim had decent versions of Big Hurt Baseball

and Virtual Open Tennis on display for Saturn and PlayStation,

and VR Sports debuted VR Pool for the PlayStation .

—

Air Hendrix
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Send entries to-

SummerGames Sweepstakes

San 5960Pan Mateo, CA 94404

I' Until the

f next century...
partake in the Olympic spirit

by playing U.S. Gold’s Olympic
Summer Games available for

PlayStation and Saturn!

OLYMPIC
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Extreme racing’s back, without the ESPN

name but with the same coo! racing/combat

action. In this edition, two players can duke it

out on snowboards in Japan, skateboards in

Los Angeles, inline skates in Las Vegas, and

mountain bikes in Afiica. Each location offers

three courses of varying difficulty. Sony’s also

tuned up the graphics and ditched those an-

noying gales .—Air Hendrix

Oeve/oped and published by

Sony Computer Entertainment

Available Fourth Quarter '96

After a delay that rivaled the wait for Madden,

Konami’s readying its football debut to coin-

cide with the season’s start. Designed by the

original Madden Football programmer, Full

Contact delivers all the NFL teams and players

and an intriguing under-the-helmet perspective.

Konami’s promising that the A.l. will make for

tough but fun action .—Air Hendrix

Oeve/oped by Robin Atonlck

Published by Kanaml

Available S^tember

Tecmo’s going 32-bit with a new Super Bowl

game with all the real NFL teams and players.

You'll also find trades, the ability to create

a player, a new playbook system with fresh

plays, jersey numbers on the players, and

weather. Super Bowl features polygonal graph-

ics with flavor added by a color commentator

and three perspectives .—Air Hendrix

Dev^oped by Tecmo Interactive Studios

Published by Tecmo

Available September

llnilfelli Rac ino
’37

EA Sports lays rubber across the PlayStation

with a new racing game that supplies both ar-

cade-style stock-car action and more strategic

Indy-car racing. You can tackle the 16 courses,

which include three real-life street tracks and

one real-life oval track, in Exhibition, Head-to-

Head, and Career modes. Solid 3D graphics are

teamed with tips and commentary from Jeff.

Michael, and Mario Andretti .—Air Hendrix

Developed by Stormhvnt Studios

PuMIshed by EA Sports

Available Fall '96

Horldiulije Soccei iWEB

Sega’s pul a lot of work into its soccer title in

the past year, and it shows in the enhanced

graphical quality and improved speed of the

game. While not groundbreaking, the sharp vi-

suals showcase cleaner player movements and

more realistic stadiums. Along with 48 inter-

national teams, you’ll find new camera angles

and a create-a-player option .—Air HendrU

Dev^oped by Sega of Japan

PuMIshed by Sega Sports

Available S^tember

GAMEPRO Auiltll 1996

NRSCflR Racing

EZ1B3
Long a star on the PC circuit, NASCAR Rac-

ing’s headed for the PlayStation. Based on

the ’96 season, NR offers 16 NASCAR-sanc-

tioned tracks that reproduce the scenery and

even the billboards of their real-life counter-

parts. The two fantasy tracks pose tough chal-

lenges with high, tight nims. The Arcade

mode should lure casual racers, and diehard

fans will love the nuts-and-bolts detail of the

Simulation mode .—Air Hendrix

Devolved by Papyrus

Published by Sierra On-Line

Available Fall '96
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3D Bosebollmmm
' The tonent of 32-bil baseball titles continues with 3D

Baseball, a long-delayed but promising prospect. If you

can hang till fall for a baseball game, you’ll score with all the major-

league players, complete stats, exhibition and pennant race modes,

player trades, five views, and batting controls that let you strategically

place the ball. And judging from these pix, it could be worth the wait.

3D Baseball sports 3D polygonal graphics with topnotch motion-

capturing that shows off more than 50 real-life batting stances. On the

sound side, announcer Van Earl Wright calls the play-by-play with

more than 1000 phrases .—Air Hendrix

Developed and published

By Crystal Dynamics

Available September

DieomlD: Golfibe MorlDimsa

If the joys of pro

courses like Pebble Beach have

waned, put on your traveling

shoes. Every hole in this fantasy

golf game tees off from a differ-

ent outrageous location, such as

the rooftops of Chicago, the lawn

of Versailles, a chain of

Caribbean islands, and more. But

these 18 wacky holes don't in-

volve wacky gameplay - Dream

18’s complete lineup of modes,

features, and hi-res graphics

could make for quality golf-sim

action .—Air Hendrix

By Mindscape

Available October

Jecmo Great Golfla^
In its first foray on the PlayStation links, Tecmo delivers

a monumental 101 courses, supplemented by ail the stan-

dard golf features, "ntis incredible variety isn’t matched by topnotch

gameplay (like that of PGA Tour ’96) as the decent action focuses,

more on calculating distances than drilling tight shots. Visually, the

courses in this preview version shine with an impressive 3D look that’s

dragged down by poor animations of the golfers and grating music.

Still, the allure of 101 courses is hard to top .—Air Hendrix
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SPORTS SERIES

THERE'S HO HOIBIHG

BACK IN THE

FINAL ROUND

lEM-TIME MtlitN
MPIIIED ICTIBN

STUKE, SKINS
«ND MAiei PLAY

BEEP IBNKEKS

30 BENDERED CDDRSE

BP TB 4 PLAYERS

MBLn CAMERA VIEWS

GREEN GRIBS

‘THE FIHAL ROUND'

SeORTS INSIDER PREVIEWS

Salufdaij Shomdoiiin

Football season’s around the comer, and

Mindscape has college ball on its mind. Show-

down kicks off with a planned 105 Division 1

A

teams, the ability to create teams, bowls, tournaments, a playbook that

follows each school’s style, and a sweet playbook editor that enables you

to test-run your plays. For armchair

QBs, a sim option gets you blazin'

through a season so you can jump in to

play only the games you’re interested

in. As the players charge through 16 3D

stadiums, you'll see the numbers on

their backs and hear fight songs to spur

you on.—Air Hendrix



Advertisement

Final Four
'3
7

And when it’s time to hoop it up around \
campus. Mindscape’s dribbling your way

with Final Four '97. The arcade-style action

is backed by offensive and defensive plays with

the intention of achieving a fun, realistic style of gameplay. The 3D
players sport strong, real-life details and motion-captured movements,

and a 3D camera enables you to scope out the court. On the sound

side, the action is paced by collegiate crowd sounds, songs, and

cheers. As more details emerge,

we'll fill you in, but college-hoops

junkies will be delighted to finally

find another outlet besides Col-

lege Slam .—Air Hendrix

WE JUST RAISED

THE BAR

“INTERNATIONAL
TRACK AND field:BAMEPRO (8^ Attgusl IRSB



The last installment of the mega RPG, Super Mario RraTLegend oftne

Seven Stars is here! In this walkthrough, we take you to the last four stars!
By Sir Scary Larry

Co back to Tadpole Pond and

solve Toadofsky’s riddle:

You'll be rewarded with the

Alto CardI

Return to Mole Village and

seek out Papa Mole, who’s

making fireworks. Buy one

from him for 500 coins. Now

go to the Pur-Tend Store and

trade for the Shiny Stone.

Co to the item shop and pur-

chase the Lucky Jewel. This al-

lows you to get the “Luck/'

icon in any fight.

Now it's off to Booster

Pass, where you face:

Spikester Artkhoker

While in the first part of Booster

Pass, go into this alley and hit

the switch to knock off the

Spikesters.

B3»Sff££T:BOWS£E
Bowser’s a strong but stubborn

fighter. His physical attacks are

powerful, but his magic attacks

(like Poison Gas) are limited. Ter-

rorize (his inherent magic attack)

is rarely used.

When you reach Booster

Tower, you pick up a power-

ful new ally: Bowser!

Crusher

Hit Y fWfor to contact Afforts

one enmy only.

PoiMne muHiBie Fnp-

mles (lonHnne to lose po>»tS 09

they flaM.

Bowser Crush Ibnwize

Attacks mulOple enemies.
$i;arpsamv certtin pnemles
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More powerful version of the

FIreOrt.

Fireikt

The efronaestiump evehoMe;

roftily tkm some rtonaae.

The strmaest heme, It affects

multiple enemies.

Thp World's Most Dangerous

Ptiirnber, Mario, has solid magic

attacks, but it’s his double-hit

weapons that do tons of damjne

Hit Yfust before you leofl on an

enemy to inOM more tlemaae.

Yotf rent lump on enbced enemies.

Affectk one enemv at a time.

Gootl aaainst weaker enemies.

Affects only one enemy at a time.

Super Jump

More powerful then the renular

Jump. Affects one enemy.

Ultra Jump Ultra Flame

Jump

Booster's ’tower

Now you get your chance to

invade Booster's Palace! Once

inside, be on the lookout for

strange and mysterious things

like these:

OrifUser Fireball

Remo Con Chomp

Spoobum Jester

One of the best things in the

palace, however, is the item in

this box on the second floor.

To access this box, jump on

the catapult below. You get

the Masher for Mario, one of

the best weapons he'll pos-

sess in a while.

Hit this switch, then return to

Booster Pass and check out

the path that opened up.

There’s a ton of goodies at the

end of the path.

Co back into Booster’s Palace,

and backtrack until you get to

this save point. Save, then

move on to the next room,

which is the Gallery Room.

Mushroom
Way

_ -Mushroom
’ Kingdom

Bandits Way
To Kero
Sewers

Forest To Mushroom
Maze Kingdom

Pipe
Vault

Kero
Sewers

Midas

Moleville
Tadpole

Rose
jTp Yoster’s Isle Town
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Arrange the piaures in this or-

der, then grab the key.

If you’re caught, use this strat-

egy: Always let Bowser fight

the Orb, while Mario and your

other character fight the rest

of the enemies.

Go into the locked room, us-

ing the key you won at the

gallery, and get the Chomp

for Bowser. Another powerful

weapon for your group!

Check out this hidden corner

As you progress higher into

the tower, you find a room

with tiled floors. Stay on the

tan tiles, and grab all the

coins (especially the hard-to-

find Frog Coins).

If you have to fight, use Mal-

low’s Cymbals and Mario’s

Masher. Regular hits should

quickly do in these enemies.

The battle isn't over yet! After

Booster, you fight the real

boss. He's a two-parter known

as the Knife Guy and the

Grate Guy.

You eventually end up in Mar-

rymore, the city of the...mar-

One of the benefits of all this

fighting is that you almost al-

ways get a "Lucky” icon from

the Fireballs.

Attack the one that receives

the most damage (it alternates

between the two). After a cou-

ple of Mushrooms, you should

be able to down these guys.

Use weapons, not magic.

Booster takes off with Toad-

stool after your battle with

The Guys. You must follow

him and race up Booster Hill.

Try to keep abreast of him by

jumping on the barrels and

the Snifits.

Now you’re off to fight Booster.

He's not terribly tough, but

you should try to minimize

your damage by doing him

in quickly.

rhedlTYS!
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ried?!?This matrimonial little

town has some interesting in-

habitants, Stay at the inn, and

take the Deluxe Suite for 200

coins. You’re rewarded with a

Flower Tab.

Stop at the shop to buy armor

and weapons for all your char-

acters. Don’t bother with the

Super Hammer or the Happy

Pants, however; the Masher

is more powerful than the Su-

per Hammer, and the Happy

Pants aren't as good as the

Work Pants.

Toadstool, so break in to the

church and stop him. Use the

hidden back door.

Icmg (!dmeth

After returning ail the items to

the Princess (if you did it in

record time, you get a kiss),

you fight an unlikely enemy:

Booster’s wedding cake! Use

the Masher and Mallow's

Thunderbolt to attack the

lower portion first. Bowser

can do lots of good with

Chomp. Forget the chefs -

you can’t hurt them.

Now go back to the Mush-

room Kingdom and return

Princess Toadstool to the

Chancellor. After a tong con-

versation, the Princess (slyly)

joins your party.

To Nimbus ^
Land iSX

Bean V
Valley 0

Land’s

End

Monstr^ To Seaside

' Town Town

Co back to Frogfucius, and

learn all about Star Hill. He

opens the road for you.

lOfSSltOOt
Toadstool's job is to heal the party.

She's good in a tight - but not as a

fighter. Her Group Hug is the best

multiple-character spell available.

Therapy

Heals HP and Status; good on

one ally only.

Croup Mig

Heals HP and status for the

atidre party.

Sleepy Time

Puts enemy to sleep. Ooesn’t

work all the time.

Return to Booster’s Palace be-

fore you depart for Star Hill

and find the previously de-

feated Knife Guy. He plays a

game of hide-the-pea that

earns you some cool items.

Halts magic spells from enemy.

Works Inconsistently.

Psych Bomb

Throws a bomb at muittple

enemies.
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Allows you to run

away from battle

Doubles coins

you win in battie

Cuts Flower Power use

in half during baffle

Star Hill

Msstadoom Pulsar

Mukumuku

Sea^de fovtrn

Look around the area, then

talk to the elder in the upper

left corner of town, After talk-

ing to him, go upstairs and

meet someone special.

There’s another hidden room

just around the corner.

The Sea
In the sea, you come across

some scurvy shipmates like:

Bhober Richer

Greaper

DiyBftnPS Mr. Kipper

Many of die rooms are hard

to see in the murk, Try this

hidden area as soon as you

submerge into the ocecwi.

The frog you meet graduated from

Tadpole Pond, and now sells some

very important items.

If you don’t have enough Frog

Coins, you can always try

your luck on the Midas River,

and buy some Coins (or you

can follow the Cricket Jam

trick, which is later In this

guide). The most important

item is the Experience Ring,

which allows your characters

to get stronger faster.

Now it’s off to the sea! Take

plenty of Pure Water with you.

After searching around and

talking to some dream stars,

you find the star! Now it's off

to Seaside Town!

Some tough customers reside

at Star Hill, including:

Gecko Sackit
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Position trampolines so the

cannonball bounces off each

one, then hits the green

marker. The clue: It is found

on the bed of the ocean.
Activate the switch, then

knock the cannonball that

HP Rain Snowy

Hit Y before the shower ends

for greater HP renewal.

Psychopath

Attacks muHIple enemies.

Star Rain

JUIows you to ascertain

enemy’s HP.

HKY<m contact Affects only

one enemy.

R3le-Player’sRealhi

Check behind the crates for

hidden items.

rt^UiLOV

Mallow is a magic user with dev-

astating spells. His most damag-

ing ones are Shocker and Snowy;

Snowy is helpful against a variety

of enemies.

Thunderbolt

The $ix Cl\ies to

Hmq Caiamari
You come across five rooms,

each guarded and with its

own clues. Collect all five

clues, and you get the pass-

word to the boss for the sea.

Room One

Shocker

Make the Troopa drop the

cannonball onto the green

marker. The clue: There's an

"S” in the word.

Room 7kvo

For more power, hold YJust Hit Ybefav the bolt ends to

before the bolt ends. Attacks Inflictmore damage. Affects

mulb'ple enemies. one enemy.

Room Three

Just keep bouncing and mov-

ing, and eventually you reach

the marker. The clue: It has

two vowels.

Room Four

Follow the coins as they

spread, but don’t touch the

lead coin until the end. The

clue: It has four consonants.

Room Five



R3le-Player’sReaijii
comes out so that it hits the

marker (stand in the shadows

when the cannonball comes

out). The due: Two conso-

nants are side by side.

Still can’t figure out the pass-

word is "PEARLS7 Oops..,

You must fight three sets of

Calamari's tentacles before

taking him on, Try using

Mario’s Super Flame and

Ceno’s Boost. Bowser can

fight with weapons.

After beating Calamari, you

move on to another series of

rooms. Behind these stacked

boxes is a door to another

Frog Coin.

VWien you get to the next save

point, heal the party and

replace Ceno with Toadstool.

Save, and move ahead to

the crate in front of the save

point. Now you face Hidon,

a tough mini-boss. Use Toad-

stool to heal the party be-

tween hits. For your troubles

you get a Safety Badge,

Save again, then move on to

the next room. Behind these

barrels is a Safety Ring. Equip

the Safety Badge and Safety

Ring on your allies.

In the same pool of water,

swim to the top left corner,

Jump up, and grab a hidden

Frog Coin.

Before you get to the end

boss, you must fight the Ban-

dana Red gang. Attack using

Bowser's Poison Gas and

Mario's Masher. Save FP for

Toadstool to heal.

Johnny, the sharp shark boss

of the undersea, is a tough

fish. He has the fifth star and

a large ego.

Attack Johnny using Mario

and his Hammer, Bowser

should attack with Poison Gas

and his regular attack. Toad-

stool should use Group Ther-

apy, and use Parasol slaps

during battle. You’ll have

Johnny downed in no time.

You receive your star, and

it’s off you go. Jump on the

spring, and it’s back to the

Seaside Town. A pack of

tough guys ask for the star.

Give it to them, heal your

party, and take Bowser, Mario,

and Toadstool. Equip them

with the Safety Badge and

Safety Ring, and stock up on

Pick Me Ups and Maple Syrup.

Follow the gang out of town,

and you find that the gang

has been transformed into -

Yardovich! He comes after you

with mean, injury-inducing at-

tacks like the Water Blast.

Eventually, Yardovich splits

into two. Attack the one that

takes more damage until he

rejoins. After a while, he runs

out of FPs! Forget using magic

against him; instead, nail him

with regular attacks only. Heal

often with Toadstool. You

must also remember to pro-

tect Toadstool, who is vulner-

able to serious injury.

Go back to town after you de-

feat Yardovich and regain the

Star. Talk to the citizens, who
are overjoyed to be free of

Yardovich. One will even give

you a Flower Box, which

raises your maximum FP by

10 points.
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Remember to buy weapons

for your party members at the

newly opened armor shop.

Now it’s off to Land's End,

where you face:

Chow

*3
Octovader

Spinthra

Chewy

t
Geekit

Fink Flower

reach the sand whirlpools), be

sure Mallow has at least the

Snowy spell. This helps elimi-

nate the Shoguns that guard

the way to Monstro Town.

Before you go to the whiri-

pools, jump off the bridge in

Land's End. If you go up, you'll

see a cave. Jump in and follow

the path until you get to the

next jumper.

Geno's Star Power is useful against

the bosses. His Geno Whirl deliv-

ers a critical hit in times of need.

HoU Ylust before Ihe beam
discharges forao extra burst

ofpower. Hurts one enemy.

BeooBaost

Press Ylust before die spell

ends for an exta boost b) your

Attack Power.

Jump on, and you’re trans-

ported to a level in the Kero

Sewers. Co left and jump to

release the Cricket Jam from

the treasure chest.

Now jump into the nearest

pipe, and after a short trip

GenoWhiil

«r

Press Y prior to contact for a

large MH One enemy affect.

Damages multiple enemies.

Damages multiple enemies.

down the Midas River, take

the Jam to Frogfucius. He re-

wards you handsomely with

1 0 Frog Coins!

Head back to Land’s End. Hav-

ing trouble negotiating the

cannons? Try simultaneously

tapping Down-Toward and

Button B.

Now proceed to the bridge

again, cross it, and head for

the sand whirlpools. Take on

the Shoguns and head down

each whirlpool formerly occu-

pied by the Shoguns. You end

up in a cave.

First order: Save! Second, pop

the Invincibility Star out ohhe

chest and wipe out as many

enemies as possible. Coupled

with the Experience Ring, you

should be able to move quickly

up the ladder.

Before proceeding far into

Land’s End (and before you

tlMEMII llllll im
You see a group of Ceckits and



a stack of crates. Behind the

crates is a merchant selling

Invincibility Stars. Buy some,

and plow through the ene-

mies again! More level-up

opportunities!

After fighting the three Chows

before you reach this door,

you’re transported to an area

with an elevator. With the

right fortune, you find the ele-

vator that leads to:

3e^m the Belexne
Before the elevator, switch to

Mario, Mallow, and Ceno.

Belome will swallow an ally,

then clone him to fight

against you. Use Ceno's Blast,

Mario’s Ultra Flame, and Mal-

low's Snowy,

After defeating Belome {for

the second time), you’re off to

Monstro Town! Look for the

pit in the lower right corner,

and jump in. Save your game.

If you sleep in the room pro-

vided, you'll be visited by the

Three Musty Fears. They’ve

hidden flags around the

whole kingdom, and if you

find them you’ll be rewarded.

The flags are 1) behind a

wooden flower; 2) under a

green bed; and 3) between an
“0" and an "A.”

Talk to Monstermama. She

summons Sky Troopas to open

a path over the rock wall,

To make your way to the wall,

you can Just exit Monstro

Town, then start at Land’s End

and work your way up to the

sand whirlpools. At the whirl-

pools, look for an exit in the

upper right corner.

Now it's away to Bean Valley!

Bean Valley is an intricate

melange of pipes and treasure

chests. You can search every-

where for items, but eventu-

ally you end up here. A Sniffit

is watering Piranha Plants, and

you must fight each one to

get what’s hidden inside.

faixt$o and Box Boy

Probably the deadliest duo in

the game. Box Boy starts off

innocently, but soon unleashes

deadly spells like Boulder and

Scream - along with a sidekick

named Fautso. Fautso’s spe-

cialty is to inflict an HP-drain-

ing one-shot that kills your ally

immediately. Use regular at-

tacks on Box Boy.

The path above the Piranha

Plants leads to a mini-boss

called Smilax. Take him on

with regular attacks, and use

Toadstool to heal. Be ready

with Able juice, because Mega

Smilax uses Pollen Nap (which

puts allies to sleep) or Petal

Blast (which turns everyone

into mushrooms).

Now that you’re done with

Smilax, it’s off to Nimbus Land!

Remember these two tricks

when climbing: Determining

which way you're facing helps

you to land on different vines,

and climbing different vines

leads to different paths.

When in Nimbus, purchase all

the weapon and armor you

can. You need them because

while in Nimbus and in the

castle you fight:

Binty Pinwhed

Heavy Tivapa Sling Shy

Mudde Jawful

Shaman Othison
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After the preliminary discov-

ery that Mallow is a prince,

and after enlisting the sculp-

tor’s help to get in the castle,

you find tons of enemies, but

no citizens. Deep inside the

castle, however, you find this

save point, and some wary

Nimbians. You receive good

information, a castle key, a

Power Jar, and more!

After searching some more,

you face a mini-boss named

Shelly. Attack the egg, and de-

fend against any attacks. Soon

the egg cracks, revealing...

...Birdo! Fight Birdo using spe-

cials and magic. Use Mallow’s

HP Rain to heal and Ceno’s

Blast to attack. Mario should

use his Mega Clove for power.

After defeating Birdo, follow

Valentina through the castle.

Save at the next save point,

then switch to Bowser, Ceno,

and Mario. Fight the two guards

in the hallway, then hit the

hidden platform to reveal the

Invincibility Star in this chest.

Chase down whatever villains

are left, and follow Dodo out

of the castle.

Ky ¥unny ^/hlentina

You face Valentina, but first

Dodo takes your middle

player away and battles him

separately (which is why you

want Bowser in there). After

defeating Dodo, your party

regroups for the battle against

Valentina and Dodo.

Now it's off to Barrel Volcano.

To get there, head out the

back entrance of the castle

and talk to the Hot Springs

guards. They let you pass. In

the volcano, you’ll face new

versions of old enemies, like:

ArmoredAni

In this battle, you could just

go after Valentina. Dodo flies

away if you defeat her. Use

Mario’s Mega Clove for 200

points of damage. Use Bowser’s

Spiked Link and Ceno’s Hand

Cannon, and the battle shall be

yours in no time.

Far into the volcano you find

this Frog Coin. How to get to

it?Jump into the lava and

shoot up toward the ledge.

Before leaving the palace, talk

to the Nimbian who gave you

the palace key. He rewards

you with a Flower Jar.

You’ll come across an impos-

ing character named Stumpet.

Treat him like a normal en-

emy, and just lay into him

with regular attacks.

Another large enemy is Cork-

pedite. He’s a two-part mon-

ster, so use Ceno's Blast and

Mario’s Ultra Flame. Bowser

can use regular attacks.

Deep in the bowels of the vol-

cano you find Hinopio. He

runs a free-for-all marketplace

where you can buy food,

clothes, and special items.

It.™,
5b f 1 WBBr'Ol.S. l!f :

'uo.ns Ma T

Comti w/0

Buy clothing for all your char-

acters. After doing so, leave

Htnopio's, save your game,

and head into the next area.

BAMEPRB
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C%ar You Keody?

It’s the fabled Czar Dragon!

Holding the sixth star, he’s

one tough dragon, but you

have to beat him, and you'd

better do it fast. Use Mario,

Bowser, and Toadstool. Send

Bowser^s Crush after the He-

lios flunkies, and use Group

Hug to heal the party.

After defeating Czar Dragon,

you face Zombone, the Czar’s

skeleton. Hit him with regular

attacks, and again let Toad-

stool heal. Equip the Safety

Ring and Safety Badge.

The star isn't yours just yet.

It’s been kidnapped by some

femiliar-looking (and fighting)

no-gooders called the...Axem

Rangers?

VhOh!
^3cem Jtangers

They are toughi Take Mario,

Toadstool, and Ceno. Use

group spells (like Ultra Flame

and Ceno Blast) to wear them

down one by one. When a

Ranger starts talking to Axem
Red, then they're soon out of

the fight. After battling the

Rangers, you take on the ro-

bot behind them. Use Toad-

stool’s Croup Hug and keep

slugging away at the robot

You have the star! Co back

to Tadpole Pond and talk to

Frogfucius. While there, try

out this melody on Toadof-

sky’s grid, and receive the

Soprano Card!

low’s mom and dad, then take

the bus to Bowser's Keep, where

you take on:

Terra Cotta Tltb-0-Thjopa

BuGoombas StarCruster

m
Malakoopa Fortdes

Venture into Bowser’s Keep,

and eventually you find this

save point. Talk to Croc (now

an old friend), and you can

buy some items. You need

them for the next area.

You’re faced with six doors.

Two lead to action courses,

two to puzzle courses, and

two to fighting courses. You

can’t turn back, and you must

get four of the six courses to

move on. The best bet is to

take the two fighting and two

action courses.

The only puzzle you may need

help with is the word game
behind Door 3. Remember

this; The person who says “I

outrode..." is first, the person

who says "I placed fourth in

the bike race..." is second, the

person who says “I placed the

same in swimming and ..." is

third, and the person who
states "I placed third in swim-

ming.,." is fourth.

When you reach the next save

point, you find one of Bowser’s

old friends, the Magickoopa.

Use Bowser, Toadstool, and

Mario to battle him. After de-

feating the Magickoopa, you

have access to an unlimited

supply of coins and an ally

who will fully heal your magic

and hit points when you visit

him. Co through the door to

the left and Croc has more

armor for you.

You soon meet Boomer, an-

other mini-boss. When

Boomer turns certain colors,

he's more vulnerable to

specific attacks (when he

SJIMEMI AHivst taiB
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IJorrors
In and around Smithy’s Fac-

tory you fight;

Glum Reaper

Hippopo Pi^pox

Ameboid UilBob

turns red, use physical attacks;

for blue, use magic). Use Mario,

Bowser, and Toadstool,

Now you’ve made your way

into the factory, and the first

person you meet is a mini-

boss called Clerk. Concentrate

on destroying Clerk, and go

after his flunkies afterwards.

It’s an easy battle.

After the Clerk, you fight the

Manager. The same modus

operandi works here.

After the Manager comes the

Director. Although he’s a little

tougher, it’s still easy pickings

to defeat this enemy.

Next comes the Factory Chief

-

and this one’s a lot tougher

than the previous three. He

also brings a cyborg-fiend

that inflicts massive damage.

Using Toadstool to heal, use

the physical attacks of the

other two players to attack

the Factory Chief first.

The next boss to fight is Exor,

who’s a three-part boss. First,

go after the eyes on the han-

dle to decrease the magic at-

tacks. Then go after Exor, us-

ing multitarget attacks like

Psych Bomb (Toadstool) or

Geno Flash.

Exor, you travel around

a bit on your way to Smithy’s

factory. Here you come across

the huge clock mini-boss

known as Countdown. Co af-

ter the two sub-enemies

named Ding-a-ling first, Then

attack the clock.

Keep traveling around the fac-

tory until you come to this

switch. It opens up a path that

leads to the factory. Take the

path in the lower right corner.

There are some ninjas and

Machine Made Yardoviches

raining down in this area.

Fight the Yardovich, and a

hole opens up in the floor.

You’re going to face a couple

of characters named Cloaker

and Domino. Concentrate on

knocking off Cloaker, who's

the weaker of the two.

Domino proceeds up the

screen and jumps on his pet

cobra, the Mad Adder. Co af-

ter Domino, unleashing multi-

target spells where needed.

Once Domino is dethroned.

Mad Adder soon follows.
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You also see replicas of for-

mer enemies and bosses

called Machine Mades:

Jabit
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again - without the benefit of

saving the game or acquiring

new items. Use Crystalline

and Power Blast to raise your

party’s attack and defense, be-

cause the battle is long and

tough. Smithy’s Head has a hit

point total of about 8040. The

Body is only 1300. Use regular

attacks, and allow Toadstool

to heal, but when not healing,

she should use the Frying Pan.

it’s over sooner than you

think! You've done it! Now
with the last star firmly

tucked away, you have re-

stored peace and tranquillity

to the Mushroom Kingdom

once again!

It’s not over yet. After defeat-

ing Smithy, you take him on

Be Piepared!

Before entering Smithy, be sure your Bghters are powered-up. Don’t

take him on until you’re around Level 27. Arm Mario widi die Lazy

SMi, Toadstool ^th the Frying Pan, and Bowser with the Drill tdaw.

Lazy Sheil The Frying Pan

Keet Mr. Smithy

A member of the Mushroom

Kingdom comes along to sell

you some items. Buy plenty of

Syrup, Max Mushrooms, and

Elixirs. Have some Mega Elixirs

on hand as well, because it’s

time to face - Smithy! Attack

the spigot protruding from the

wall, or Smithy makes some

devastating cronies to help

him out. Use Mario’s Ultra

Hammer, Toadstool’s Croup

Hug, and Ceno’s Flash to

knock down Smithy,

To get the Lazy Shell, defeat Val-

entina, then follow this hidden path

in Nimbus. Talk to the Shy Guy,

and he’ll give you the Fertilizer.

In order to get the Frying Pan, talk

to this salesman. If you bought

the Egg, he sells you the Frying

Pan (he calls it a Metal Plate).

The Drill Claw

The Drill Claw is in Door #4 in

Bowser’s Keep.

m
Take the Seed and the Fertilizer to

the Gardener in Rose Town (fol-

low this path). He plants them

both, and you climb the vine to

the Lazy Shell!

B
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Tournament-Winning Combos and Strategies

n I i

By Bruised Lee (Special thanks to Ben and Don)

This is the first of many upcoming installments on the hottest fighting game to hit

the PlayStation yet. Tliis month, we take you through some of the more complex

characters in the game. The following pages give a complete breakdown of how to perform

all their special moves, linking moves, and throws, and some of their cool combos.

Check future issues of Garnet for the other characters!

BasicArts
Learn these essential basic skills

before you enter the tournament.

The following moves are universal

for each fighter.

HowtoRan
Each fighter can run by tapping

if your opponent is far away and

you run toward them, you perform

a head-butt. Running when you’re

ciose to the opponent tackles them.

IMRe Attacks

Mm/es While Runabig
Each fighter can perform these spe-

cial moves whiie running toward an

opponent.

DneAttack
While running, tap (LP RP)

SAdeAttack
While running, tap RK

AirKick
While running, tap LK

Run over YourEnemy

Prom a running tackle, score extra

hits by tapping LP, RP, LP, RP.

Note: To perform Yoshimitsu’s Tackle

Attack, tap RP.

You can inflict damage on an

opponent on the ground by run-

ning toward them.

Controller Legend
LK = Left Kick

LP = Lefl Punch

RK = Right Kick

RP = Right Punch

Motion: Move the joystick in one

smooth, continuous motion.

Note: All techniques are described under the assumption that your character is

facing to the right If they're facing left, reverse any Toward and Away commands.

Bet Up ami Rght
When your fighter is knocked down

during a match, you have several

ways to recover both offensively

and defensively.

RoAtotheSide

Rolling to the side is a new recov-

ery move. While on ground,

tap LP.

Low-Kick Recovery
While on the ground, tap LK

Htgk-Kkk Recovery
While on the ground, tap RK

RoAFtaward
While on the ground, tap

RoABackward
While on the ground, tap Play-

ers can chain together recovery

moves. For example, while on the

ground, tap LP to roll to the side,

then tap to roll forward, or tap

^ to roll backwards.

Umge-Ponmd Recovery
Tap and as soon as your charac-

ter starts to move, tap ( LK RK).

Use this tactic when an opponent is

running in or just starling a move.

Super Umies
Super moves take a few seconds

to execute and leave you open for

an attack, if one connects, how-

ever, it can inflict massive damage.

These moves are shown on the

following pages.

Note: Not all the fighters have super

moves.

Counter Throws
Counter a throw with a throw. If

you time it correctly, the two throws

will cancel each other. Then you

can perform another throw, special

move, or combo.

Counter Moves

New in Tekken 2, players can now
counter Incoming moves. These

are shown on the following pages.

Note: Not all the fighters have

Move UstCderKey
The following page Is a move

list for the four featured fighters.

Color coding follows:

Counter Moves = Purple

Linkers = Green

Special Moves = Red

Throws: Brown

BAMtPII (1^ AlllSl 1IM



1

Nino
1

Hip Toss When in close, tap (RP RK)

Ann Rip When in close, tap (LP LK)

Elbow Smash When in close, tap "a,

hold {-a LP RP)

Shoulder Toss When in close, hold •*,

tap (LP LK)

Behind Grab When behind an opponent,

tap (LPLK)orpPRK)

Hip Toss to

Arm Breaker

When In dose, tap (RP RK),

quickly tap LP, RP, LP, RP,

LP, LK

Face Smack to

Over the Shoulder

Arm Breaker

Motion 4. ^ (LP RP),

quickly tap LK, RK,LK,

(LP RP)

Pace Smack to

Double Arm
Breaker

Motion 4 ^ ^ (LP RP),

quickly tap LP, LK, RP,

LP, LK, LP, RK, (LP RP),

(LP RP)

Face Smack to

Ground Arm
Breaker

Motion 4 ^ (LP RP),

quickly tap LP, LK, RP, LP,

RP, LP, LK, RK, (LP RP)

Face Smack to

Double Neck

Breaker

Motion 4 V - (LP RP), quickly

tapflP,LK,RK,RP,RP, LP,

(LKBK), LP, RP,(LPRP)

Leg Grab to

Somersault Arm
Breaker

Motion 4 tn •» (LK RK),

(LK RK), quickly tap LK,

RK, (LP RP)

Leg Grab to Ankle

Snap to Leg Pretael

Lock

Motion 4 l«-»(LKRiq,

(LK RK), quickly tap RK, RP,

(LP RP), LP, LK, (RP RK),

(LK Rig, (LP RP)

Leg Grab to Ankle

Snap to Leg Breaker

Motion 4 -s ^ (LK RK),

(LK Rig, quickly tap RK, RP,

(LP RP), LK, LP, RK, (RP RK)

Counter Tap(«- RPUgor(«-LPRK)

Vertical Kick Motion 4 K LK

Ground Slide Kick Tapn^.RK

Chop Punch Hold tapRP

Stab Punch Hold t-.tap LP

Wrist Thnist Tap (-^ LP RP)

Rip Kick Tap *, (* RK)

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dhre Kick While running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap(T RP) or(;'RP)

Super Chop Tap (K LP RP)

1 ICirtS
Brain Buster Tap (RP RK)

Coconut Crush Tap (LP LK)

Frankensteiner Tap (^ LK RK)

DDT Tapi^,(i^LPRP)

Pile Driver Tap iK. (-» LP RP)

Mind Sweeper Motion K 4 ^ LP

Figure-Four Leg Lock Hold K, tap (LP RP)

Behind Grab When behind an opponent,

tap (LP LK) or(BP RK)

Jaguar Driver

to Face Buster

Motion 4 'a
,
hold tap LP,

quickly tap (LP RP)

Jaguar Driver to

Boston Crab

Motion 4 hold *>, tap LP,

quickly tap (LP RP), LK, RK,

(LP RP)

Octopus Hold Tap(^ RK], RK,RK, RK,RK,

RP, LP, LK

Stun Punch to Jaguar

Back Breaker

Tap neutral tor one sec-

ond, then tap RP, quickly tap

RP,(LPRP)

Stun Punch to

Power Bomb
Tap neutral for one sec-

ond, then tap RP, quickly tap

RP, (T LP RP), (4 LK RK)

Achilles Hold to

Neck Breaker

Tap , hold "a, tap (RP LK),

quickly tap LP, RP, LK, LP,

(LP RP)

Achilles Hold to

Scorpion Dead) Lock

Tap ^,holdv,up(RPLK],

quickly tap (LPRP), LK, LP,

(LP LK)

Achilies Hold to

Death Lock to

Romeo Special

Tap hold >i,tap (RP LK).

quickly tap (LPR^, LP, LK,

(LPRPRK),(LPRP),LK RK,

(LP RP), (LP RP LK RK)

Close Reverse

Arm-Clutch Slam

Tap , hold 'u, tap(RP RK),

RP, LP, (LP RP), (LK RK),

(LP RP), LP, RP,(LKRK), RP,

LP, U<, RK

Spinning Jump Kick Tap (-^kKRig

Ug Boot Tap (-» RiQ

Knuckle Bomb Tap(ii LP RP)

Uppercut Hold4,V,tapRP

Dive Attack Tap *, (» LP RP)

Hammer Head Tap {P LP RP)

Power Clothesline Hold -t, tap (LPRP)

Elbow Smash Tap (4 LPRP)

Jump Kick Tap-»,(-»LKRK)

Knee Hard Pounce Tap(?'LK RK)

Shoulder Hard Pounce Tap (^ RP Rig

Sword Bash Tap(RP RK)

Body Press Tap (U> LK)

Dive-Bomb Grab Motion 4 If, hold t-, tap

(LPRP)

Behind Grab When behind an opponent,

tap(LP LK)or(RP RK)

Counter Tap(^LKRK)

Flip Kick Tap^, (LKRK)

Rip Kick to Corkscrew Tap •*. (-» LK RK), (LP RP)

ginning Elbow T^(*-LP)

Hole: Keep lapping LP to repeal spins.

Spinning Leg Sweep Tap (i^ LK)

Note: Keep tapping LK te repeal spins.

Backfist Spin Tap (if RP)

Hole: Keep lapping HP lo repeal spins.

Knee Charge Tap-»,(-»RK)

Thrust Kick Tap RK, LK

Backhand Tap RP)

Life Rejuvenator Tap (4 LP RP)

Teleport Tap (4 LP RP), tap < or

Helicopter Attack Tap {P LP RP)

Turn Back to Enemies Tap -t, hold -t, tap (LPRK)

Suicide Attack Tap(4LPRK)

Sword Slash Tap (k LP)

Spinning Sword Tap t-, (« LP), LP

Sword Trip While crouching, tap k, hold

tap LP

Hard Pounce Tap [P LK RK)

Super Hard Pounce Tap(t RP)

Sword Stab Tap (« LP)

Atomic Noogie Tap (RP RK)

Atomic Body Slam Tap (LP LK)

Dragon Knee Tap hold tap (LKRK)

Behind Grab When behind an opponent,

tap (LPLK)or(RPRK)

Atomic Noogie to

Face Plant

Tap (RP RK), quickly tap LP,

RP, (LP RP)

Side Kick Tap {a LK)

Low Flip Kick Charge 4 for one second, tap

(t RK)

Hole: Tapp lo flip towardyour opponeni: lap ^ lo

Hip away.

High nip Kick Charge 4 for one second,

hold(T RK)

Hole: Held p lo flip toward your opponent: hold^ to flip

away.

Super Flip Kick Charge 4 for one second, tap

(tLKRK)

Hole: Tap P lo Hip toward your opponent; lap ^ lo Hip

away.

Flying Side Kick Tap-»,-»,(-HK)

Hole: This move stuns a blocking opponent.

Standing Flip Kick Tap (LK RK)

Sweep Takedown Tap(k RK)

Slide Hold4,tap^,('uLK)

Dhre Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Kick While running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap(t RPIorl^iRP)

"Bruised Lee" Fury Tap(k LP RP)
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

Bone-Cnishmg linkers
Most of Nina's linking moves are easy to execute. Timing consists of tap-

ping the buttons as fast as possible. You should be finished tapping all the

buttons when Nina is about halfway through the linking combo.

Face Smack to GtwmdArm Breaker

This linking combo allows you to break the same arm twice. Try to finish tapping the

buttons as Nina performs the first arm-breaking move.

Motion 1 ^ (LP RP) Quickly tap LP, LK, RP, LP Tap RP, LP, LK, RK.

(LPRP)

Leg (kab toMkte Snap to Leg Pretz^ Utck
You can start any of the leg linkers that go into the Ankle Snap move by tapping •*, *.

(-> LK) instead of motion 4- ^ ^ (LK RK), (LK RK).

Motion 4 ^ (LK RK), Quickly tap RK, RP, Tap LP, LK, (RP RK),

(LKRK) (LPRP) (LKRK),(LPRP)

Leg Crab toAnUeStiap to Leg Breaker
Just like the Pretzel Lock linker, this one can be started by tapping (-> LK)

instead of motion 4- ^ (LK RK), (LK RK),

Leg Grab to SomersauttArm Breaker
The timing on all the leg-grab linking combos is strange.

The best way to ensure getting the move off is to press

(LK RK) a second time after the starting motion. Speed

is the key to successfully executing the combos.

Motion 4' ^ (LK RK), Quickly tap LK, RK,

(LKRK) (LPRP)

Hip 1b$$ toArm Breaker

From the normal throw you can break your enemy’s arm.

The timing is very fast.

When in close, tap (RP RK) Quickly tap LP, RP, LP, RP,

LP, LK

Face Smack to Over-the-ShoulderJbm Breaker
One of the original linking moves in the first Tekken. ITiis is

a fast two-hit linker.

Face Smack to DotMe-JUm Breaker

One of the most enjoyable linkers from the original game! You should be done tapping

the buttons for the combo before Nina grabs both arms.

Motion 4- ^ ^ (LP RP) Quickly tap LP, LK, RP, LP Tap LK, LP, RK, (LP RP),

Face Smack to Double Neck Breaker

This is the easiest of all the new linkers. Like the others, perform the button commands quickly.

Tap LP,(LKRK), LP, RP,

(LP RP)

Motion 4 ^

GAMEPM (l^ AligiSl 1998
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

Tap (4- RP) Tap

Killer Combos
Hve-Hit StunAir^uggle Combo

Ten-Hit Combos
Note: You can start all ol Nina 's ten-hit combos by first tapping ^

.

Tap(^RP) TapLP TapRP TapRK Tap-^.l-^RK)



THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

Bone-Crushing Linkers
King has the most complicated and damaging iinking combos in the game.

Aii of King’s linkers have specific timing and take a lot of practice to master.

Octopus Hold
This is one of the hardest

linking moves to execute. It

can only be used as a count-

er move from four consecu-

tive low side kicks. From

there, go into the linker.

Jaguar Driver to Boston Crab Jaguar Driver to Face Buster

This linker is fairly basic: As soon as King picks up an The easiest of all of King’s linkers. You perform only one

opponent, tap the rest of the linking move. button command after the move. The timing is fast.

Motion^' hold tap LP Quickly tap (LPRP), LK,

RK. (LPRP)

Motion 4> hold tap LP Quickly tap (LPRP)

Stun-Punch Linkers
Two linkers follow the Stun Punch: the Jaguar Back Breaker or a Power Bomb. To start either

one, you must first use the Stun Punch as a counter move. Once you’ve executed this correctly,

perform the rest of the combos rapidly.
Punch to

Sbm Punch to Jaguar Back Breaker Power Bomb

Tap , •.neutral for one

second, then lapRP
Quickly tap RP, (LPRP) Tap neutral for one

second, then tap RP
Quickly tap RP, (t LPRP),

(t-LK RK)

AfJlilles Hotd to Death Lock to Romeo S/mdal
By far the best-looking (and hardest to execute) linking combo in the game! This brutal

linker works two ways: One, you can either speed up the combo as fast as possible; or

two, execute each move as the previous combo is being performed on the opponent.

Tap(^ RK), RK, RK, RK,

RK. RP, LP, LK

AchillesHM to Neck Breaker

Three linking combos follow the Achilles Hold. Executing

the Achilles Hold is the hardest part. After that, execute

the rest of the combos as fast as possible.

Tap hold tap (RP LK) Quickly tap LP, RP, LK, LP,

(LPRP)

Adiilles Hoht to Scorpion Death locUr

This linker is as painful as its name. Once you execute

the Achilles Hold, quickly execute the rest of the combo.

Tap », hold tn, tap (RP LK) Quickly tap (LP RP), LP,

LK, (LP RPRK)
Tap (LPRP), LKRK, (LP RP).

(LP RP LK RK)

Tap-», hold ^,tap (RPLK) Quickly tap (LP RP], LK,

LP,(LPLK)

dose ReverseArm-dutch Slam
This is a five-throw linking combo. It chains the Arm Clutch to a Back Drop to a German Suplex to a Power Bomb, and finishes with a Mind Sweeper. The

timing is a little strange - you cant hammer out the combo as fast as you’d like; you must execute each move as the previous one is being performed.

Tap *, hold tap (RP RK) Tap RP, LP, (LP RP| Tap (LK RK). (LP RP) Tap LP, RP, ( LK RK)

GAMEPRD (^) ABBUSt I9BB
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

Killer Combos
r/ve-rf/f Super Juggfe'KickCon^

Tap(^RK) TapLP TapRP Tap(«l'LKRK) TapRP Tap(;*RK)

Tm^Ham Pounce Coain Fom^HH Uppercut-Jug^e ConHx)

HoW •*, isp

(LP RK)

Tap(^LPRP) Tap(tRP) Tapi, hold TapLP
tapRP

Ten-Hit Combos

Run in, tap

LKRK)

TapLP TapRP TapLP TapLP TapLK TapLK TapRK

(AMEPRB (1^ RBBBSt 1198
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

Killer Combos
Six-Hit Uppercut-Juggle Combo

Tap(^RP) Tap(«-LP) Tap(«-LP),

(^LP}

Four-Hit Kick-Juggle Combo Dm-Hit Takedown Combo

TapRK, LK Tap hold

K i-P)

Tap(;< LKRK)

TimhHit Spinning

JUr-Kick Combo TIvee-HH Ibmaroumi Combo

Tap(-»RP) Tap^,|*»RK} Tapp LKRK)

Ten-Hit Combos

V ' ^ / £t M <

9^
Tap LP Tap RP TapLP TapRK TapRP TapRP TapRP TapRK Tap LP Tap LP

.?f

TapRK TapRK TapRP TapRP TapRK TapRK Tap LP Tap LP TapLP TapLP

«• A’" ,4a.. t
etxmmkdiwiiA^nmmL 1-r'

1

-- n tft' 1

TapLP TapRP TapLP TapRK TapRK TapRK

BRMEPRI (l^ RugBSt

Tap LP Tap LP

19IB

Tap LP Tap LP
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

LA7;
Bone-Crushing Linker

While Law’s linker isn’t truly a linking combo, he can

perform a second move from his Atomic Noogie.

This linker is very basic to pull off. As soon as Law

grabs his enemy to do the Atomic Noogie, tap the

following buttons as fast as possible.

Killer Combos

Four-HitAit^Juggh Combo

Note: After the first hit, walk in for the rest ofthe combo.

Tapl^RK) TapLK

isl 199B



War is hel, especially in a

Sim thattakesweeks to

complete. Here aresome of

the besttips to winningWW II,

no matterwhich sideyou’re for.

By General Johnny Ballgame

|^4II|1P!LII|Pirw

When you see planes flying to-

ward your men, shoot at the

aerial attackers from long

range with your anti-aircraft

guns before sending in your

fighters. You may take them

all out without tipping your

hand about your air strength.

Before you make a move, ex-

amine the map and its terrain,

and assess the enemies

around you. Look for an area

you can easily exploit for its

cities - somewhere not well

guarded - and take it over.

The more cities you control,

the more money you have to

purchase new weapons. If

your infantry takes a bunch of

unguarded cities in the begin-

ning of the game, you’ll have

a definite advantage.

There is secured power in

moving your forces forward in

numbers. A lone platoon

might luck its way to a couple

of victories but will eventually

get slaughtered if it isn’t

backed by tanks and armor.

By moving units close to-

gether, you can constantly

pound your foe when it’s time

to attack, and either eliminate

them, or make them retreat.

Before attacking with ground

troops, bomb your opponent’s

unit from the air or sea. This

brings down their number of

units and gives you the edge

when you storm in with tanks

and troops.

Use your war money to fill

your weapon needs at the be-

ginning of each turn. Before

you buy anything, carefully

evaluate your situation, and

think about which weapon

would be best bought from

which city.

Set up a solid defense of

tanks, artillery, and infantry

around your base so that it

can’t be infiltrated.

Keep fighters ready around

your most important cities

and base to take out bombers

circling the area.

y'-

.. ;; v'P"

When two of your units are

close in proximity, and

they've both been taking a

beating, merge them into one

solid unit and battle on. This

eliminates the risk of them be-

ing destroyed.

If.orie^ the enemy countries

1s n^Jtcgabjy weaker than the

rest, eliminate it first, and take

its cities. This tactic gives you

airports and safe places so

you can move your units deep

into enemy territory.
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the move, especially if you

need more bombers.
Shelling land units

'

from the sea gives

you mostly free

hits; they won’t

shoot back.

Send fighters as far as they

can go for recoanaissance.

.

You can’t see all of your en-

emy’s troops unless you have

vehicles within sight of them,

so it's sometimes worth a ca-

sualty or two to know whafs

going on in the far reaches of

the map.

Use your aircraft carriers to

push your planes out to fur-

ther distances without having

to fly back to an airport to

land. Carriers can mean the

difference between a plane

making it back safely or not.

Strategically bomb bridges to

limit the vehicles your enemy

can move beyond a certain

point. Your enemy may have

a bunch of tanks, but have

nowhere to go.

Always repair your base if it’s

hit; otherwise, you might take

a lethal blow the next round.

Destroy enemy units that on

fire before they're repaired;

otherwise they may join an-

other unit and attack you.

Bomb enemy airports to limit

the areas they can safely land

their planes.

Use artillery to shell troops

and tanks before attacking

with your ground units. This

gives you a numerical advan-

tage during combat.

Never attack a bunker with

infantry, or your men will be

totally wiped out. Bomb or

shell bunkers first, then hit

them with tanks to safely con-

quer the area.

If all your vehicles are allo-

cated, but you have too many

of one type and not enough

of another, replace the unnec-

essary unit. You won't regret

Bomb your enemy's

cities and bases to

deplete their sup-

plies, and force them

to think more about

defense than attack-

ing your men.

Train your troops in

new techniques and

their value will sky-

rocket as they begin

to do things to sway

the war on your side.

Train early for the

biggest advantage.
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control only one squad or

country, you must sit through

long periods of inactivity and

can lose focus of your mission.

move, or you may become a'

victim of careless casualligSj/^**'

Find enemy anti-aircraft weap-

ons and artiilery,^nd destroy

them for easier access Into a

hot zone. Your planes and

ground units imy thank you

rwith victory.

When a group of enemy units

is in your way, don't just rush

in, or you'll be taken out, Re-

member, after your turn is

over, if your unit is in range of

these enemies, each one will

have an opportunity to attack,

Retreat, or move into a terri-

tory your opponent can’t

reach, like the mountains.

Then wait for backup.

Don’t Just move yourtroops

with plans for an all-out attack;

leave units behind to defend

the cities and territory you

conquered, or you may leave a

huge opening for your oppo-

nent to take over the map and^

win the war. Blind attacks are

Just what the computer waits

for: then it kills you.

Units that can’t move can be

converted into transport vehi-

cles and relocated closer to

the battle. Once you reach the

front lines, convert the unit

back to normal and get ready

to fight. You should always

send some type of escort with

the transport vehicle, or it

may be destroyed before it

reaches its destination.

Only intantry can take cities,

airports, dr so attack the

enertiy d^'hse with other

weai»n‘s like tanks. Leave the

in^try^ the back^^d, or

you may bi' left with an unde-

fended city you have

of controlling. -

If you’re playing a standard

one-player game, it’s beneficial

- and a lot more fun - to con-

Itrol all the forces of either the

I
Axis or the Allies. When you Pay close attention to each ve-

hicle's fuel level before you

When you start to control the

,

map with your military, and

you’ve pushed the enemy

back on their heels and away

from your base, transport the

units you were using for de-

fense behind enemy lines for

the final lethal blow. The war

and the world are now yours

to control.

Sub Attack
Use subs to sneak up on enemy ships and take them out before they know what hit them.
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A = Strong Punch (SP)

= Punch (P)

O = Strong Kick (SK)

X = Kick (K)

LI = Roll Left

L2 = Roll Right

Overdrive Moves: Can be performed only when the

Overdrive meter at the bottom of the screen is full.

Death Moves: Can be performed only when your

life meter is extremely low and flashing red.

SONY

Overhead Slash
Motion <- 4- 1^ P

Downward Kick

During jump, motion 1 ^ K

Slide Kick
Hold tap K

Super Sword Swing
Motion (T 4- ^^<-(SPK)

Special Moves y Special Moves

Bad BreaOi ; Dashing Smash
Motion 4 ^ ^ P Motion ^ ^ ^ 4 P

Overhead Smash
Motion 4 ^ P

Diving Blade
During jump, motion 4 ^ P

Jabbing Sword
Motion 4 ^ P

Sword CioUiesIme

Motion 4 ^ K

Overdrive Move
overdrive Move

Drab S Spit

TapisppKSKi Brouml Explosion
Tap(SPPSKK)

Death Move

Super Spinning Uppercut
Tap(SPPSKK)

Death Move

Sword ofDoom
Motion

(SPK)

Diving Biade
Motion 4 ^ K

Crab Walk
Motion 4 ^ K

Special Moves

Fir^ll
Motion 4 ^ P

Upperait
Motion 4 ^ P

Running Crab
Motion ^i^4^-»^4i^«-
(SP K)



Overhead Kick ;
;

Motion 1 1^ «- P .
•. _

Note: This move can also be done

In the air.

Slide Kick
Hold ^,tap K

Special ^Yoves

Motion < 1^ I ^ P -

WiUeSjir^
Motion 4 1^ < P

,

LaacihoSword
Motion -> 4> P

SjfieAmki’BKd,
Motion i ^ K •.

OW3flK3if
Tap«-,->,P H

Overdrive IIK^

SridB^Swlrd
Tap(SPPSKK)

Death Move

HeUGate ' /
TapiSPPSKK)

-

Death Move

SwordofFmy
Motion

(SPK)

Special Moves

FUmti/tg Ball

Motion ^ 4« 1^ P

WalkingAir Ball

During jump, motion ^ 1

P

Walking Ground Ball

Motion «- 1^ i P

Air Ball

Motion -i’ P

LeaidngKick
Motion •i' 1^ ^ K

Rushing Claw
Tap^,<-,(SPP)

Overdrive Move

Special Moves

Cinderella Spin

Motion 't 1^ ^ P

Diving Kidves

During jump, motion i if ^ P

Knife Uppercut

Motion i ^ P

Spinning Air Ball

Motion I If <- K

Spinning Arc Kick
During jump, motion 4' if <- K

Overdrive Move

Paming Hst
Motion ^iiiif<-if't>i-»

(SPK)

Psycfto Stab

TapISPPSKK)

Wind-Up Ball

Tap(SPPSKK)

Death MoveKmfeFwy
Tap-», », (SP K)

Multiple BaHs
Motion-»<-if I ii->«-(SPK)

Special Moves

SmiicBlast
Motion I ^ 4 p

DeadlyRay
Motion 4 4’ 'a p ,



Special Moves Special Moves Special Moves Special Moves

JaUtfng Spear Overlwad Slam TIttmderRmg BaUmThmst
Motion 4 ^ p Motion A P Motion 4< P Motion <- 4- ^ P

CmundPound spinning Unmari
During jump, motion -t ^ P Motion > 4- P Motion -> 4> ^ P

-

...... ^ . ..... Diagonal-Up Thunder Ring ^ .’ Spinning Kck
Motion-^ 4- 'SK

‘

Lunge Kick

Motion i 1^ «- K

Note: This move can also be done

in Ihe air.

*‘Rig Mistake’

Motion <“ i P

Thunder Ring
During jump, motion 4> ^ P

Horizontal Thunder Ring

During jump, motion 4> SP

WhipSpin
Motion ^ 4- 1^ <- P

Note: This move can also be done

in the air.

Arc Kick
Motion U 4- ^ K

RaWesnake
Motion 4- ^ K

Motion 4> < K

Overdrive Move

Ru^ng Batter-Up

Tap(SPPSKK)

Death Move

Overdrive Move

Multiple Fireballs

Tap(SPPSKK)

Death Move

Super Spring Kick
Tap(SPPSKK)

Death MoveSuper Ground Pound
Motion

(SPK)

Overdrive MoveDeath From Above
Motion'!' ^^4. ^->4- (SPK)

Woman’s Touch

Tap(SPPSKK)

Death Move

“CallMe Queen”
Tap (SPK)



5NK strikes again with the third installment ef the Special Moves

Art of Fighting series! Here are all the special moves

for the fighters, including their Ultra-Cool Attacks!

Neo'Geo

By MajorMike

Ultra-Cool Attack Cool Attacks

Dance otMayhem Bat^Blow
Motion -k ^ -k (neutral) K Tap (<- P)

~2 ^ffmngKnuckle
Tapff»K)

Vacuum Betiding Sword
Motion 1 4- p

VudentBullThrowCanv
Motion 4- A ^ B

Cool Attacks

Split Kick SlamdoMim
Tap(PK)

Fuha TMster Kick
Tap->,->, K

Ultra-Cool Attack

Tiger Flame Punch
Motion 4- ^ P

Super Tiger Flame Pimch
Motion ^ 1^ i ^ -k B

Tiger Flame Kick
When an opponent is on the

ground, motion ^ 4> p

Thousand-Kick Punch
Tap*^, 4-,-^.p

Lightning Legs
Knockout Kick
Tapi^,^, K

TigerBkw
Motion 4 ^ P

Cool Attacks

Step Back Smacker
Tap(PK)

WiodShearKick
Tap(4-K)

Special Moves
Dragon Blast Punch
Motion 4 ^ 4 p

Sigier Dragon Blast Pmtch
Motion 4 ^ 4 ^ 4 B

&eat Spirit Kick

Tap 4, ^,4,K

Lightning Legs

Knockout Kick
Tapi^,4,K

Fl^ng Dragon God Kick
During jump, motion 4 4-

(neutraOK

Dragon Seize

Motion 4 4 ^ P

CONTROLLER LEGEN
A = Punch (P)

B = Kick{K)

C = Blow Away
Attack (B)

’ Uhra-Cool Attack: This move can be performed
only when there is 25 percent or less energy in the

life bar.

' To hit an opponent when they are on the

ground: Hold ^ and tap P or K.
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SEGASNESNintendo

We Accept:

RUSH
DELIVERY!

is available on all in stock items.

These are Partial Lists

More Titles Available!
We also offer; Sega CD,

CDX, 32X, and 3DO

Want Something? Can’t

Find it?

WE’VE GOT IT!

We Sell Previously Played

Video Games and

Accessories at Great Prices.

We also Sell New ProductI

CALL FUNCO TODAY!
612 -946-8101

Funco Order Form

Tax

Shipping

Handling $4.00

Total

To purchase. Call for Current Prices, send check,

money order, or credit card number to Funco. Inc.
,
1 01 20

West 76th Street. Mpis. MN 553« Add SI .99 per item

(S3 99 per control deck) for shipping and S4 00 handling

charge For Canada. Guam. Puerto Rico, and Virgin

Islands please double the per item charges. CA. CT, 1L.

IN. KS, MA, MD. Ml, MN, MO, PA. NJ. NY, TX, VA, & Wl
residents please add applicable sales tax All pncss
based on US funds WE DO NOT CHARGE YOUR
CREDIT CARD UNTIL YOUR GAMES HAVE BEEN

All Games Come With a 90 Day Warranty!

ONE YEAR Warranties are Available

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm Central

612 -946-8101
Look for us on the World Wide Web!

http://wvyw.funcoland.com

"win a ^5"Funco Gift cfeTtificatel"'

ACROSS
4 Indian princess

5. Name of the godess in

I Mail Order Contest. Fi



Special Moves
Tbdo-Style Double HH
Motion 1 ^ P

Todo-Sfyle Lightning Blow
Motion 4- 1^ P

Cool Attacks

DoiAie Punch Bomber
Tap*», P

Flying Spear
Tap^,-*,K

Cool Attacks

StraightDoi^
Tap(^PB)

Cool Attacks

DhrineWralh Blast

Tap(PK)

ChestPump
Tap-», ^,K

Ultra-Cool Attack
HighpointHe^
Tap(<-K)

Ultra-Cool Attack

Aufeinander FtBgerte Biirfe

Motion 4^4-nr <-b

Head Thrust Crush
Tap(^B)

Ultra-Cool Attack

Sigier-Secret WildSnappw
Tap ^,B

Freak Break
Motion -> < 1^ 4 ^

Special Moves
HeftigerStoBangriff

Motion 4 1^ < -> P

Gewaldger FuBtriff

vonoben
Motion 4 ^ 4 K

Quick Under Strai^it

Tap >, •, P

Quick Back Knuckle
Tap^, K

Special Moves
Hying Mr. Stonehead
Motion 4 ^ P

Attacker Mr. Minebuttock
Tap 4, 4,P

Invincible Mr. Wmior
Motion <

1^ 4 K

Special Moves
Hick Shot
Motion 4 ^ P

WlipBush
Tap-», P

Four Swish Raw
Motion 4 1^ < P

Cool Attacks

Low Somersault
Tap(^K)

Special Moves
Revolving Rod
Motion 4 ^ P

Middle Impact T.T.

Motion 4 ^ K

Deceiw Impact 1-2

When in close, tap *, P

Cool Attacks

RafudRod
Tap (P K)

Oversow
Tap{<-P)

Ultra-Cool Attack

Hyper Ton Fa
Tap->,
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PANDEMONIUM

You have the POWBI. In this contest you don’t rely on the luck-of-the

draw. ^u.determine if you win or not You win by outscoring others in a game of

Media R19 ContesL The Ultimate Gaming Environment 40 inch monitor,

130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound, and ail components shown.

Win DSS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!!

we're talkin’ GAMING HEAVEN!
Directioiis. Fill in die Mystery Word Grid with words going across that spell

out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint use die Mysteiy Word Clue.

»ill. Can you solve the puzzle below? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple,

but it's only the start Each of five more puzzles gets a little harder. But dtis time it's

all UD to vou. Stav in to the end with the hiahest score and the aear is vours.all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is
y

With whatever options you want Do you have what it takes? Then play to win'

Computer ContesL Win a blazing fast conmuter with Pentium 166 Mhz
orocessor, 16 meo. ram, 12 Gia. hard drive, Cb-ROM, 1r monitor, modem and morel

In the hiture. There will be four more puzzles at S2.00 each and one tie-

breaker at $1.00 vidiich will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve
processor, 16meg.ram,12Gig.harddrive, CD-ROM, 17 monitor, modemandmorel

Wdeo Game ContesL Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up:

Sony Playstation; Sega Saturn; Virtual Boy; 3D0; and Atari Jaguar. Get all five 01

trade the ones you tfon't want for CASHI Bonus options incluae;33 inch monitor,

$1,000 in games, cash, accessories and morel

each puzzle. We dont know how many will play but ty^cally 55% will have the

highest score possible score to Phase 1, 43% to Phase II, A% to Phase III, and 32%
to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will

split the value of the grand prize they are playing for.

Mystery
H
_“ M

y

A T
E

Word
Grid

X_ _N c_ H W y

w— o
R
D

nUKf, HERE'S MV ENTRY FEE:

($3.00} Computer Contest

(S3.00I Video Game Contest

($3.00) Media Rig Contest

($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00}

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart

PINCH W PRESS K BLAST A WRECK D

BREAK Z PUNCH S SPRAY C TURBO V

STOMP T STAND R PRESS E DREAM. ...O

CRUSH I SCORE H SLANT L CHASE P

MY5KRyw(H«>CW&
WORLD RULERS HAVE IT AND IN THIS CONTEST XQy HAVE H*

City State

SEND CASH, IM.O., OR CHECK TOs
PANDEMONIUM, P.O. BOX 26247
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247

VOID WHERE PRGHISITED • ENTRV DEADLINE' POSTMARKED BV AUG. I7TH, 1990 • ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED

the inminJ mii^ss ^’%‘t lespo^lor^"dNey^"or
stolen tnea. Open to residenc ol the U.S. its lemtones end Cenede. You cm rmuest Wmiws List end Official Rules by wmng

respecDve cnnpanies who. along with lh« magame have i» ef^Pon diis cwmsl ID 1995 Pandeimiwirn. Inc.



Genesis (Came Cenle)

1 X-Men

^ A3YA-AA32 Protection from most enemies’ hits

j BDBA-CA34 Protection trom falling off screen (no health lost)

3 ACJT-CAGA Protection from spikes

ACKT-CJPT Mutant power quickly regenerates to full

M BC7A-CA5W Use Iceman multiple times

1 BC9T-CA80 Use Archangel multiple times

1 BC8T-CA42 Use Rogue multiple times

^ BC7T-CA2T Use Storm multiple times

t PORT-DAYW Wolverine heals faster

ALKA-CAB6 Switch X-Men an infinite number of times

‘ AP6T-EAF2 Start partway through Savage Land

AV6T-EAP2 Start in Shi'ar Empire

1 AZ6T-EAF2 Start on Excalibur's Lighthouse stage

1 A36T-EAF2 Start inside Excalibur's Lighthouse

4 A76T-BAF2 Start in Ahab’s Future World

S BB6T-EAF2 Start in Mojo’s Crunch

J BK8T-BAF2 Start in Asteroid M

1
B5BA-CA7T No mutant power lost when Wolverine falls

off screen

j. 'jfT <.

^
Super NES (Came Cenie) i

Stop timer

Pocky has infinite lives

Rocky has infinite lives

Pocky has one life

Pocky has six lives

Pocky has nine lives

Rocky has one life

Rocky has six lives

Rocky has nine lives

Pocky has infinite energy

Rocky has infinite energy

Weapons don’t deplete when Pocky's hit

I
Aaahh! Real Monsters

ACFA-AAcc Infinite lives

AA.VT-AA6T Infinite special screams

AAVA-AACA Infinite garbage

toufr-cAGA Garbage worth 99

ADBA-AADJ Infinite energy

T"T-'

Supei’ NES (Came cenie)

Nosferatu

C9BA-1F04 Almost infinite energy

C127-4D67 Infinite time

DlB3-3nA7 Station stage 1-2

DBB3-3DA7 Start on stage 1-3

DCB3-3DA7 Start on stage 2

FDB3-3DA7 Station stage 2-2

FFB3-3DA7 Start on stage 2-3

F5B3-3DA7 Start on stage 2-4

F6B3-3DA7 Stan on stage 3

4DB3-3DA7 Start on stage 3-2

40B3-3DA7 Start on stage 3-3

45B3-3DA7 Start on stage 4

42B3-3DA7 Start on stage 4-2

43B3-3DA7 Start on stage 4-3

70B3-3DA7 Start on stage 4-4

79B3-3UA7 Start on stage 5

78B3-3DA7 Start on stage 5-2

7AB3-3DA7 Start on stage 5-3

09B3-3DA7 Start on stage 5-4

01B3-3DA7 Start on stage 6

03B3-3QA7 Start on stage 6-2

90B3-3DA7 Start on the final stage

91B3~3DA7 Watch the ending

90B3-3DA7
62B3-3FA7 Start on the final stage with more crystals

C265-3DBD Don't lose crystals when you're hit

0̂



Hi£ UsWiCh
Jour Bes£ Tip

Classic Uue
favotite sjstem, jou gotta Get » Cloe! Leave of pichp tips and ctats from

Press 1 Sonj Playstation some of the best gamers aroood!

Press 2 Sega Saturn Press 1 Sony Playstation

Press 1 Super Ninteudo

Press 4 Sega Genesis

Press 5 Super Nintende

Press 6 dltemate Systems

Also availatle i^, CahAidaf

Calls cost
S a mi^oTe'
fCawa'rfiaK)

d service of Infotaaiment iirld, loo. in San Mateo, Cd.

V''
'



Super deformed characters:

To play the game with super deformed fighters, do the hidden

fighters trick outlined above. Then, whenever you select a

fighter for a one- or two-player game, hold Select when you

I pick your fighter. Your character will be larger than norma!. If

I the winner of two rounds continues to hold Select for the next

match, his fighter will be even bigger.

Punch“Out mode:
First, you must have access to all the bosses and hidden

fighters with the memory card. Then, at the character-select

screen, press and hold L1 and L2. Select your fighter. When
the match starts, you’ll be in first-person view and you’ll fight

as a wireframe image of your character.

Start the game, and let the opening cinematics roll. At the first

screen, press Down, Up, Left, Left, A, Right, B, Y, C. The title

screen lists a new option. Switches. This menu has several

cheats, including one-hit kills.M
* These tricks were done on early versions of the game and

may be changed.

GAMEPR J



Saturn >layS*aCion
Black Fire Alien IHIogy

stage Skip, Infinite Fuel& Weapons,

Anil Invincibility

PRESS ST7\RT BUTTC« I

s L_J ^ C
'

-1
, N

i,;.' L h-t Ji:

Do the following cheats at the title screen when the words

“Press Start Button” are flashing.

Stage skip: Press and hold C, then press and hold B, then

press and hold A, then press and hold Up, then press and

hold L. Release A, then C, then L, then Up. A voice will say,

“Black hole engaged." Now you can activate the cheats during

play. To go back one level, press and hold A, B, C, and Up.

Then press L. To go forward one level, press and hold X, Y, Z,

and Up. Then press L.

Infinite fuel & weapons; Press L, A, Z, Y, A. Down, Down.

You’ll hear a voice say, “There she is! Beans and bullets on the

way!" To restore fuel and ammo during gameplay, pause the

game and unpause it by pressing Start. When you unpause the

game, fuel and ammo will be refilled.

At the title screen, highlight Options, then select the Enter Pass-

word option. At the password screen, enter the following pass-

word: 1GOTP1NK8C1DBOOTSON. Highlight Accept, and

press X . The words “Cheats Activated” appear. Return to the

main menu and you’ll see a new option. Cheats. Highlight

Cheats, and press x . This takes you to a cheat menu that

includes invincibility and unlimited ammo.

Stage skip: At the title screen, select Options, then highlight

Exit. Press and hold L, and press Start. This takes you back to

the title screen. At the title screen, highlight Game Start, press

and hold R, and press Start. During the game, press and hold

Select. You will advance to the next stage.

Stage select: Do the stage-skip trick shown above. Then pause

the game anytime during play. While the game is paused,

press Select. A select-stage menu will appear.

JenyLMums
£ Alton, IL

Sup
Prehistorik Man
Stage Skip and Stage Select
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^ PlayStation ^
I. MLBfomant Race

1 FrankThomas “Big Hurt"

8asebali

3. Resident Evil

4. HanJball S

5. Darkstalkers

6. MLBFA Bottom of

theNimfi

7. Top Gun: Fire atWill

8. Gunship 2000

9. PO’ed

10. Raven Project

I. Ultimate Moral fombat 3
'

I X-Men:Chlldi«nof

theAtom

3. FrankThomas"6i|Huft"

Baseball

4. Panzer Dragoon Zwei II

5. BatdeArenaToshlnden

Remix

6. Virtuat OpenTennis

7. Wsrid Series Baseball

8. D
9. Virtua Cop

10. Center Ring Boxing

1 . Triple Pt^ Gold

2. Olympic Summer Games

3. PGATour'96

4. TNN Outdoors Bass '96

5. World Series Baseball

6. FIFA Intematkxial

Soccer '96

7. Vactorman

8. Road Rash 3

9. ESPN SpeedwoHd

10. Toy Story

Scary Lappy’s

I .
Miss

Weekend Rentals!

1. Ken Grtffeyjr's

Wnning Run

2. Super Mark) RPG

3. Olympic Summer Games
|

4. Super Mario Kart

5. Breath of Fire il

6. Chrono Trigger

7. DirtTrax FX

& NBA Live *96

9. Toy Story

10. Donkey Kong Country 2 I

8. Vectorman
Cieiicsis

9. Road Rash 3



Video Game Strategies, Weapons, and Tactics

KiHing rime

Location S^ecSon, Win^ Vess^,

Key, Weapon, Invincibility, and Mote

First, enter the master cheat code (this code won’t work on a

previously saved game): Select New Game at the title screen

and enterthe name: .evorgrah (Professor Hargrove's

name spelled backwards). Select a difficulty level, highlight OK,

and press A. Now you can enter any of the cheats below.

Starting location codes:

Enter any one of the following codes in the Player’s Name box:

Attic Intro: Curse of Manticus

.

. .A4

Attic Memories:

Short But Sweet . .AT

Bonus Blast:

The Roaring Twenties . .U2

Byron's Library:

Spines Without Pages . .LB

Cleaning Your Clock .03

Dankmosphere . .sw

Darkling Attic:

Dining Room:
Lingering Guests .. .DN

Gangster U:

A Hardcover To Look Up . .LI

Great Hall: Robert’s Welcome. . .GH

Hargrove's Storeroom:

Split Level ..Al

Hedge Your Bets

Hell's Kitchen: Chet’s Night Out

Hopscotch On The Rocks

Losing Your Ka

Lydia's Mummy Dearest ..

Maids In The Shade

Necropolis

Old Foundations:

Tess’s Secret Path

Outer Patio:

invitation To Death

Pleased To Meat You

Pyroglyphics....

Room Service^ Tess...

Sewer Rats ...

Tess’s Temple....

Tess’s Room: Who Ounnit?...

Time 2 Die

Don’t Get Ciipped

Upper Hall: Flapper’s Palace...

Winged vessel codes:

These codes can be added on to the starting-location codes

listed above (for example: ..ATABC takes you to Attic Memo-
ries: Short But Sweet and gives you eight times the damage,

invincibility, and 200 percent health).

Eight times damage a invisibiiity l

invincibility b Map secrets h
200% health c Map loot h
Map hazards e Genocide bomb r

Auto map h Unlimited ammo y

Killing Time (conttnued)

Key codes;

Enter these codes after inputting a starting-location code

(example; . . at123 starts you at “Attic Memories; Short But

Sweet” and gives you gems 3, 6, and 4).

Gem 2 o Gem 9 s

Gem 3 i Gem 8 6

Gem 6 2 Gem 7 7

Gem 4 3 Gem 5 s

Gem 10 4 Gemi g

Weapon codes:

Enter these codes after inputting a starting-location code

(example: . . attp starts you at “Attic Memories; Short But

Sweet” with the tommygun and flamethrower).

Ooubie pistoi (30 rounds) D Shotgun {5 rounds) S

Fiamethrower (20 rounds) F Tommygun (30 rounds) T

Invincibility code:

Enter this code after the starting-location code by entering i

and pressing A (example: . . ati starts you at “Attic Memo-
ries: Short But Sweet" with invincibility). Your health meter

remains at 1 percent throughout the game.

aCurn
NFL Quartmtack Out ’96

Play as Acclaim and Iguana Teams

I
To play as the Iguana and Acclaim teams, rapidly press Start at

I the first credit screen, and don't stop until the Iguana logo fades

I
away. Next, press and hold Start until the Put Up or Shut Up

I
screen appears. Now release Start and press it again. Select

I Preseason, and cycle through the teams. The Iguana and

I Acclaim teams will now be playable.
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Three Explosive Games In One!

sht Ai

Ik

'

TJS sc

irn’

;ing a

finest as you eliminate terrorists

at Dulles Airport!

Heart-accelerating, driving

adventure as you race through
New York City to find hidden bombsl

g soon for Sony PlayStation,"

and Windows 95" CD ROM.
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DON'T WORRY. IF

'T GOING TO THE

STILL SEE THEM

YOUR TEAM

POST-SEASON, YOU

PLAY IN OCTOBER

World Series” Baseball II.
Coming late summer.

They'll he here. Along with every other Major League"'

player, their actual stats, even the Z8 stadiums they play

in. So you can start fresh, and pretend this whole season

was just a really long practice.

i
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 years out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


